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Future Global War “Sword-Stroke” to Define UN Peace Keeping “Abyss”

Impotence— Sets the Global Stage for the “Healing” “Ascension” of Full

8th King World Government

Revelation 13 and Revelation 17 Cyclic, Formulaic and Repeating Principles in World Government

Development Since The 1914-1945 First Two United Nations Cycles

Background – Two Repeating Global Phases “Sword-Stroke” and “Abyss”

Revelation 13:3-4,14 contains the depiction of the “sword-stroke” to “healing” cycle affecting the nation-based world system (“seven headed”

“wildbeast from the sea”).

Revelation 17:8-12 contains the depiction of the “abyss” “plunge to ascension” cycle on the world government designate system (“seven headed”

“scarlet wildbeast”. (Revelation 17:11-18 is the whole world government final sovereign transference.)

The purpose of the overall cycle, working in tangent of both “sword-stroke” and “abyss” developments, is to create the global context to present

the world government “image”, the “place the disgusting thing” finale, with maximum positive global beneficial claims reinforced by the

“healing” recovery; (Rev13:3, Rev17:8) and in time that will effect the whole 8th King world government entity final global presentation.

Revelation 13 and Revelation 17 set cyclic principles recognizable in the history of the world-war-to-world-government formula that also

demonstrate the repetitive nature of this overall global cycle and its world government presenting purpose. (This has now run three times,

including the Cold War cycle.)

This review brings us up to modern United Nations (UN) developments and future projections since 1990 as Bethel is now at the dated 1945 UN

development level of awareness bypassing the 3rd cycle and its 1990 3rd UN presentation significance.

Revelation 13 and Revelation 17 have a set of global cyclic principles that repeat and will parallel in the future to produce a final world government

presentation after a peak phase of global stressing defining part of the “tribulation of those days” global context which contains the final form of the

global “sword-stroke” manifestation to affect the 7th King Anglo-American nation-state based system. This sets up the final “rise” of the 8th King in

the numeric 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 sequence of final world power “8 kings” in prophecy—that of globalized world government for real, hence what the 7th

King “falls” into the “ascension” of.

In prophecy the United Nations has four cycles, 1-2-3-4, that finally produce world government, as three of those four

cycles in prophecy have already run in (1; WW1) 1914-1919, (2; WW2) 1939-1945 and (3; Cold WW3) 1947-1990 to produce

their own UN related presentations to conclude those “global war” cycles, including that in the unique Cold War cycle

(Dan11:29).

The cyclic global principles are outlined in the Revelation 13 global war “sword stroke” to “healing” cycle as distinct phases in the overall cycle

(Rev13:3-4,14), and the complimentary and parallel Revelation 17 global “abyss plunge” and “abyss ascension” cycle (Rev17:8-11), also as distinct

phases, of the United Nations “world peace” apparatus’ final developments, that parallel the “sword stroke” to “healing” cycle, producing the whole

world government producing global cyclic effect at the end of that final cycle of the future—the final “abyss ascension”.

This essay will review the preview fulfillments that demonstrated both of these cyclic principles, “sword-stroke to healing” and “abyss” “plunge

to ascension”, in World War 1 (WW1) and World War 2 (WW2) as model cycles of a global example of the “sword-stroke” effect of world war,

that is used to present the world government “image” to climax those global “sword-stroke” cycles. The climax of the global-cycle is in the

United Nations (UN) related global presentation. In 1919 the League of Nations (LON) “placement” (Rev13:11-15, Dan12:11) came after the

WW1 “sword-stroke” cycle, and in 1945 the United Nations “abyss ascension” came after WW2. (Rev17:8-11) Both of those world government

steps utilize the recovery “healing” period principle to take advantage of the global hope and recovery to present their global government
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“image” entity along with its “we need world peace” claims and goals.

In final form both of those cyclic principles will parallel to present world government as concurrent, as the prophecy

completes its fulfillment. Establishing the principles and the repeating cycle nature of the progressive world government

development will aid the future recognition of the final cycle meaning, which merely repeats the same principle formula

and cycle, but in final form. (In that final repetition of the cycle the prophecy also repeats in final and climax form.)

The purpose of the review of these key global scale cyclic principles, present in symbolic form in Revelation 13 and 17, is to demonstrate how, in

the future, the global “sword-stroke” phase and its eventual “healing” phase, as a cyclic process, parallels the simultaneous “scarlet wildbeast”

8th King designate  implied “abyss” “plunge” phase, and its eventual “ascension” phase into that overall cycle’s eventual “world peace” climax,

into the global presentation of the 8th King world government objective in this overall simultaneous process which taking some years to

complete to that final objective. (The whole Rev17:8-18 progression of the future)

As the “sword-stroke” is an active global war effect eventually “healing” in emergent peace and recovery, the UN “peace keeping” impotence to

prevent that final “sword-stroke” defines the “abyss” state of that coming UN world peacekeeping inactivity. (Rev17:8-11, Rev11:7)

Thus the “abyss ascension” applied to the “scarlet wildbeast” is the “world peace” power also progressively emerging to restored, with that final

UN “image” centered world government final global “peace and security” statement (1Thess5:1-3) also emerging, to culminate the cycle into the

full world government “one hour” of that climax sovereignty globally presented in full. (Revelation 17:11-18 is the global sovereign transference

from nation-state to globalist uni-polarity the “abyss ascension” rises into.)

What is absorbed in this Revelation 17 true final “scarlet wildbeast” global world government formation, is the Revelation 13 “wildbeast from the

sea” that has pictured the national based sovereign progression since Genesis 10-11 that eventually forms the base “seven headed” and full

bodied structure of the final “scarlet wildbeast” form and its 8th King zenith “King North” sovereignty of its development. (Rev13:15-18 parallel

of Revelation 17:11-18)

Thus “King South” in that national base system is also absorbed by King North dominance as a parallel of the final identical global uni-polar

“north” sovereign process. (Dan11:42-45 final unique 8th King cycle, Dan12:11 final fulfillment in repetition of the 1919 League of Nations event

, but in full 8th King world government.)

Revelation 13 and 17 have final fulfillment portions, some of which repeat with the final repeating cycle. This analysis

applies principles in the prophecy demonstrated in the past, to the future final repeating cycle.

The Final Cycle— not “The End”

The final global “sword-stroke”, in repeating principle and world events (and the prophecy that forecasts it), takes place in the coming “tribulation

of those days” cycle (Matt24:29) as a parallel of what defines the starting features of the “great tribulation” in a final “sword-stroke” phase to

progress to the global “healing” phase, not “the end”.

Note: Contrary to the popular belief and expectation of the premature “the end” some promote (2Thess2:1-2), the prophecy

suggests a “healing” will also take place first, rather than the expected “end”. In that global “healing” phase, instead,

unexpected positive events are destined to also occur to, rather, produce a complete world government “ascension” with

that global “healing” recovery process.

The principle is that the global stressing “sword-stroke” to “healing” orchestration highlights the “ascension” of the world

government entity in positive global light reinforced by that global “healing” recovery as the whole works together

towards the 8th King world government presentation being globally admired and accepted as finally a complete global

government entity.

As a special note, this prophetic and globalization guaranteed completion of a full world government entity to define the

fullest “8th King” meaning is totally bypassed by Bethel to instead promote the simplistic “its about over”, “its the end

brothers!” delusion, now concealing this reality from modern Jehovah’s witnesses as that central delusion (2Thess2:1-2)

promoted by Bethel bypasses the world government completion requirement (and its final cycle) as a prerequisite

culmination to manifest prior to Christ’s “second coming” arrival.

That 8th King “scarlet wildbeast” “abyss” “plunge” comes with the “sword-stroke” global phase activation—in final form; they both run together to

define the final fulfillment of both of these prophecies in Revelation 13 and 17 applicable portions. In time as the final cycle runs in the future, the

“ascension” progresses with the global “healing” phase of the preparatory global “sword-stroke” phase. (Isa41:1, Dan8:25 “freedom from care”

phase) In that way this is a parallel final global development of both of these phases running concurrently. In the future, in unique manner, this final

global recovery produces that climactic synergy after a significant global war period progresses to a global peace period to fully present complete

world government. (1Thess5:1-3)

Thus the world government “ascension” is marked in a renewed “world peace” power being known globally progressively

as implied in the “ascension”. That has to be developing, as the “sword-stroke” phase peak must also be passing into

“healing” with that 8th King promoted world “peace and security” as the whole phase converges into that recovery and

that final “world peace” sovereign claim of the full 8th King world government system as one final concurrent progressive

culmination.



Because of such prophetic and world cycle repeating principles in this forecast of a successful world government final presentation, guaranteed in

the mirroring prophecy as well, (Rev17:8-18, Dan11:45, Dan12:11), the current premature “the end” expectation, and the general global uncertainty

of the future, helps conceal the true nature of this final cycle for quite some time, until world government “healing” is going into global activation.

At that time the prematurely expected “the end”, and the fear of total global collapse in that “as though slaughtered to death” impression created by

this coming “sword-stroke”, is instead transformed into great global hope and admiration, produced by the intended positive effect of this cycle’s

conclusion.

Thus it is a formulaic cycle designed to create great global hope in the end, after great global despair period, in order to

present world government in maximum “admirable” positivity globally.

These principles are demonstrated in the World War 1 (WW1) and World War 2 (WW2) global war and recovery cycles along with their United

Nations related placements for those cycles in 1914-1919 and 1939-1945. Even the Cold War cycle (Dan11:29) produced a similar effect just by the

threat of a nuclear “sword-stroke” averted for the global-positivity of that 1990 3rd United Nations “New World Order” presentation. (Dan11:31,

Dan8:23) Thus those first fulfillments in WW1 (sword-stoke to LON “placement”; Dan12:11) and WW2 (sword-stroke principle to “abyss

ascension”; Rev17:8-11), and their respective cyclic “sword-stroke” and “abyss ascension” global cyclic examples, set the primary patterns to look

for in the future.

Since the formation of world government is incomplete, we can expect features in Revelation 13 and Revelation 17 to repeat as a whole

comprehensive concurrent process in the future aided by that final “tribulation of those days”, and its initializing “sword-stroke” cycle, to produce

the climax 8th King world government entity. This is why Matthew 24:29 “tribulation of those days” is also a key transitional period fully running

before Christ arrives. It is transitioning into world government, that is what “eclipses” the “lights” of the former nation-state sovereign autonomy

even before Christ arrives as explicitly note in Matthew 24:29. (The signals seen now in the world system as per Luke 21:25-26)

In the global “sword-stroke” peak effects completing, the emergent global “healer” is to be the 8th King world government

wealth control sector (Dan11:42-43; Rev13:15-18) as the intended main global focus and final global-sovereign entity.

(Dan8:25, Dan11:45, Rev17:8-18, Dan12:11) The “8th King” “healer” begins to “heal” the nations globally into the final 8th

King conglomeration of world government. (Rev16:13-16, Rev17:11-18, Isa41:1, Eze19:22)

(Isaiah 19:4) And I will deliver up Egypt (Dan11:42-43; nation-state system) into the hand of a hard master, and strong will be the

king that will rule over them (the 8th King),” is the utterance of the [true] Lord, Jehovah of armies. (Bethel deletes the direct

reference to the “strong will be the king that will rule over them” in the Isaiah’s Prophecy book to help conceal this 8th King fact from Jehovah’s

witnesses. (JWs).)

Side Note on Bethel Diversion: *** Isaiah’s Prophecy 1; chap. 15 p. 202 par. 28 Jehovah’s Counsel Against the Nations ***

“Eventually, Egypt came under “a hard master,” Assyria. (Isaiah 19:4) This foreshadows the bleak future facing this system of things.”

(Obviously Bethel just bypasses the whole meaning of final 8th King completion. “a hard master” is all Bethel noted of Isaiah 19:4. Then they

just bypass the whole meaning with the “bleak future facing this system of things” diversion, rather than explain what Isaiah 19:4 is saying in

regard to the guaranteed 8th King “one hour” of world government authority in Revelation 17:12 in that “strong will be the king that will rule

over them” .)

Producing World Government “Admiration” Over the “Sword-Stroke” and “Healing” Cycle

The effect of both the global “healing” and the 8th King “ascension” promotes global admiration for the world government “image” and its idea—and

in this coming final cycle the actuality of the whole thing as 8th King world government and its UN related “image” in totality is to be globally

presented and “admired”:

(Revelation 13:3) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the earth

followed the wild beast with admiration. (the “healing” aids world government acceptance) 

(Revelation 13:14) And it misleads those who dwell on the earth… while it tells those who dwell on the earth to make an

image to the wild beast that had the sword-stroke and yet revived.

(Revelation 17:8) And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who dwell on the earth

will wonder admiringly. (the recovery of the “world peace” entity into world government aids its reception; the “healing” phase aids this

“ascension” phase)

Now that this intended “admiration” formula, applied in a related principle, has preceded all three United Nations presentations en route to future

world government as the finale fourth cycle culmination, we are starting to see the global government super-cycle is composed of four sub-cycles—

three of them have fully manifested in 1919, 1945 and 1990 after the respective WW1, WW2 and Cold War global cycles.

Prophecy forecasts a fourth cycle is required along with the final required globalization process (Rev16:13-16), that will define it, in the context of

another global “sword-stroke-to-healing” phase and its concurrent “abyss” “plunge-to-ascension” phase. It really is a world-war-to-world-
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government overall formula running four times overall, for one world government end goal.

All four United Nations presentations, the last as world government, have all been forecasted in prophecy as it tracked the

national historic sovereign development (Dan2,7,8,11), which naturally further matured into the post 1990 accelerated-

globalization era to finalize globalized government upon that national sovereign development and its maturity converging

over developmental cycles into world government. (Rev13,17, Dan12)

The fourth cycle is to result in the end of that final cycle of the future in 8th King complete world government (Rev17:11-18)—in addition to the UN

nucleus, the United Nations internationalized “image” (Rev13:11-18), that has been the global center of this development since the first cycle ran in

1914-1919 with WW1 to its resolution into the League of Nations as the base master-pattern fully manifested. (Dan12:11 first fulfillment)

From that first cycle (1914-1919), the globalizing sovereign theme was set for the rest of the century, and then some, in repetitive cyclic maturation

by use of peak world war cycles, for further expansion and global power consolidation into a matrix of forming globalizing level of global-super-

sovereign world power—the globalist “two horned wildbeast” and its globalizing 8th King designate “image”, has progressively extended more and

more beyond national sovereign authority and power globally as each cycle has run (Rev13:11-15, Rev17:11-18, Dan11:42-43), for the eventual full

world government culmination. (Dan11:45>>Daniel 12:11 final fulfillment, Dan8:25)

The fourth and final cycle of the future just completes the progression to where it has been leading the whole time: 8th

King world government completion; as that global milestone final development is what enables Christ’s global arrival

concurrently. This is why tracking all four UN cycles, especially this last one, is so important—it is a gauge to Christ’s

arrival by globally seen world government progress over a prophetically mapped final global “sword-stroke” to global

“healing” phase. Essentially the whole prophecy and its applicable Revelation and Daniel prophecies repeat with the final

cycle which is also a repeating cycle but at maximum global scale into full 8th King culmination.

This is also why Bethel “lost track” of this progression purposely in 1990 at that well ignored 3rd UN presentation, and

instead became a UN partnered UN NGO; now Jehovah’s witnesses have been severed from this continuum after the first

two UN steps to world government were formerly exposed properly as an important prophetic progression in 1919 and

1945, UN 1-2. (Dan11:36)

It is now predictable by more than just prophecy because this formula of world government presentation is seen in the global system itself as it is

also forecast in core cyclic prophetic principles in Revelation 13 and 17 that already have manifested three times in repetitive fashion. By now, it

takes neither a prophet or a rocket scientist to understand we are at a fourth cycle gearing up for the final repeating formulaic run of this same

cycle, first demonstrated with the WW1 cycle (1914-1918), progressing to resolution, climaxing into the first UN related 1919 League of Nations

“image” global presentation. That was the master pattern set in the first cycle of how world government manifests in the final cycle by the same

cyclic formula of the future.

The final cycle is not an instant “the end”— which delusion helps conceal the true meaning of the final cycle. Instead the final cycle takes years to

unfold fully, and it is mapped by the prophetic timed milestone period framework ((1) Dan8:14, (2) Dan12:7/Rev11:2-3/Rev13:5, (3) Dan12:11),

and it is gauged by the underlying “seven trumpets” and the “seven plagues” in the future replication of Revelation 8-11 and Revelation 15-16

respectively in final fulfillment, deploying approximately parallel.

That is the same context the Revelation 13:5 cross related 1260 days is to unfold along with, with the final “abyss ascension” of Revelation 17:8-11

and its final form world government transference of global-sovereignty in Revelation 17:11-18 into the “one hour” of actual world government.

(Rev17:12)

Not “The End”; but the Beginning of the Final Cycle

The unique concept, also supported by prophecy being explained here, is this is a fourth cycle of multiple years, that

results in United Nations centered world government and its final “world peace” proclamation (1Thess5:1-3); it is not the

premature “end of the world” (2Thess2:1-2) that many are being misled to expect prematurely. That “doomsday” global

psychology effect will aid the “healing” phase acceptance in the amplified relief that it is not “the end”— to the contrary, it

is the final United Nations and 8th King world government world “peace and security” global cycle!

Of course this is the period that eventually enables the actual world “peace and security” signal period under complete 8th King world government

(1Thess5:1-3), as a truly global scope sovereign proclamation of that final human global rulership. (Dan11:42-45) That development will also

“ascend from the abyss” with the 8th King world government totality from this final “sword-stroke”-to-“healing” cycle.

The final developmental phase merely extends over the required final cycle, that is to fully run its foretold course, to bring about its world peace

objective with full “8th King” world government. That final cycle is represented in the Bible in a number of places such as the “tribulation of those

days” of Matthew 24:29-31, to be covered more fully later. (Dan11:42-45)

As that cycle matures in the post-sword-stroke “healing” phase of great global hope (Isa41:1), all “Christian prophecy” and other premature

“doomsday” expectations will be failing in this “healing” process. That allows the global discrediting of all prophecy as instead, rather than the

premature “the end”, the greatest hopeful period in all human history is to be embarked upon (Rev13:5) to aid the reception and the acceptance of



global government in the rise (Rev17:8-12) of the full 8th King global system to full global recognition and final “world peace” proclamation.

(Isa41:1) (The same principle as at Rev13:3 and Rev17:8)

Thus rather than face the premature “end”, instead a “healing” begins an upswing in global direction, with more positive expectations, into which

period the “doomsday” forecast is discredited by it being applied too soon— when in fact the 8th King world government completion period is what

signals the real “the end” phase (1Thess5:1-3, Dan8:25) that eventually sees Christ’s arrival (Matt24:29-31), first for “sheep” securement purposes

first, in a global period of open salvation still offered. (Rev14, Dan12:11)

The 7th King must “fall” with this final “sword-stroke” cycle. Unlike the first WW1 “sword-stroke” cycle that established that “7th King” Anglo-

American national alliance base world power in global recognition (1914-1919), while the 8th King designate “image” was founded in 1919 as the

League of Nations, in the final cycle the 8th King “rises”, “ascends” fully, in intended completion as the 7th King “falls” by “sword-stroke” aid, to

aid that transitional process to 8th King fullness. That “healing” process must have a multi-year projection and in that time period the final

prophecy unfolds into the 1260 days to lead to full 8th King “ascension” as that “healing” starts to mature.

Additionally, the final cycle, for the first time, will manifest both the “sword-stroke”-to-“healing” and the “abyss plunge”-

to-“abyss ascension” in the same single cycle prophetic fulfillment as the final cycle to full world government to “ascend”

with that “healing” upon the 7th King required sovereign deposition. (Dan11:42-43)

All the World Power Cycles and Players Identified in Revelation 13 and 17 Prophecy

Thus the key cycle, principles, and objective outlined in Revelation 13 and Revelation 17 repeat along with the repetition of this final global cycle a

final time with the intent of completing the world government objective globally. The same global players are again fully active as were present in

the first cycle of 1914-1919. The “sword-stroke” to “healing” formulaic phase is identified as is the “abyss plunge” to “abyss ascension” formulaic

phase as concurrent. When the final cycle of both those phases runs in the future in final form these same entities will reach their final point in

prophecy and in final climax world power development in a globally known form of total completion: the “8th King” reality.

(Thus it was no “coincidence” the Kingdom of God also made global announcement of its own final completion

requirements in the Messianic Kingdom just “born” at that time of the first cycle in 1914, that must also mature to full

144000 membership (Rev7:1-4, Rev14:1) and completion over this same overall century-plus long developmental period to

its own final phase also in the final cycle. Thus 8th King completion and Messianic Kingdom completion are eventually

convergent, and thus is set up the fullness of the final confrontation for planet Earth’s sovereign supremacy as full blown

Armageddon)

Revelation 13 also identifies that the classic national sovereign “seven headed wildbeast from the sea” (Rev13:1-3) has a globalist world government

“wildbeast” “image”, background globalizing Anglo-American related engineer, in an independent “two horned wildbeast” backing “master

globalizer” progressive world government developer that is creating the “image” first, and what it pictures as the world government “disgusting

thing” foundation by the time of Revelation 17: eventual 8th King world government totality. (Rev13:11-18, Rev17:11-18)

(Thus we know why the globalist  “two horned wildbeast”  is an independent “wildbeast” system— they are an independent level of global-sovereign

freedom defined in their trans-national corporate and institutional complex of globalist financial, military technology and international legal system

as the core designers that guide the whole nation-state base system into endless debt, wars and boom and bust cycles they profit from in all phases

of deployment by design aiding the world government engineering progressively;)

The four main developmental entities are clearly identified in Revelation 13 and 17 as (1) the base national system globally

(Rev13:1-3), (2) the globalist elite super-system main globalizing engineers (Rev16:13-16, Rev13:11), the (3) UN based

international world government “image” forum (Rev13:11-15), and their eventual final product as (4) 8th King “scarlet

wildbeast” complete world government to encompass it all at truly global scale. (Rev16:13-16; Rev17:11-18, Rev13:15-18)

Thus plainly we are seeing the nation-state global system (seven headed original wildbeast; Rev13:1), being manipulated by a globalist tier of global

power development (two-horned wildbeast; Rev13:11), and their goal is not just the international forum United Nations “image” of world

government (Rev13:11-15), but its actuality as the globalized “scarlet wildbeast” 8th King full world government by the time of Revelation 17:11-18

and Revelation 13:15-18 in final cycle culmination and final fulfillment.

Thus the global cycle, the overall formula, the main objective and the national and globalist power player entities are all reflected and described in

Revelation 13 and 17 as all these things are becoming fully explained and exposed by secular global researchers focusing on globalism and elite

globalist systems, histories, symbology and techniques. (Dan8:24-25a, Dan11:36-40) Now the 7th King national power zenith is set to “fall” for the

true “rise” of the 8th King finale, and that dynamic is also exposed by global researchers as a consequence of globalist world power developmental

strategies.

Now by knowing this before and as the final cycle manifests, the coming global milestones and phases, en route to the

world government milestone, are as good as the progressive global mileposts leading to Christ’s arrival as the world system

final cycle development will again manifest this entire prophetic overview to the global presentation of world government.

(Rev17:8-18, Dan11:45, Dan12:11, Dan8:25) World government completing progress is a gauge to Christ’s arrival because

Christ arrives just after world government completes fully. (Matt24:29-31)



Thus rather than be under the uncertainty and false impression of “the end” prematurely, we can know it is a great final global cycle to result as

it runs its course in full 8th King world government which completion triggers God and Christ’s arrival. (2Thess1:6-10, Rev19:11-21, Rev11:11-15,

Rev16:17-19, Rev6:12-17, Matt24:29-31, Rev14)

In the meantime, the now derailed “good news” (Rev10:5-11, Matt24:14) has to be completed, and before that can occur, its causative modern

apostasy (Dan8:12, Dan11:30-35) at Bethel, has to be revealed (2Thess2:1-4) before the true end can arrive—and this is also why a final cycle of

prophetic climax fulfillment is also necessary. And even Christ’s arrival is a final period (Dan12:11) of open salvation as he complete his own

ministry with the “sheep” securement “gathering” first priority objective. (Matt24:29-31, Rev14:1-16)

Now we can look at the features of this final cycle “world government formula” that must fully manifest in the future.

The World War “Sword Stroke” to World Government “Ascension” Cycle

There are eventually four global war/tribulation cycles that precede United Nations “image” related presentations that cap off

each cycle in the overall world government development in prophecy becoming history since World War 1.  The four cycles have

been progressive world government development based on global expansion of the globalist system aided by those world war

cycles. (Dan11:36-41, Dan8:23-24, Rev16:13-16) The fourth and final cycle is what produces full world government, in addition to

its “image” as the global-center of this development.

Three of those preparatory cycles and steps to world government have already run in WW1 (1914-1919), WW2 (1939-1945) and the Cold War

(1947-1990). Those first three cycles ended with their related League of Nations (1919), to United Nations (1945), to the United Nations “New

World Order” mode (1990), presentations as three steps of four to world government. ((1) Rev13:11-15 (Dan12:11), (2) Rev17:8-11, (3) Dan11:31b

(Dan8:23))

The fourth cycle of the future (Dan11:42-45, Dan8:25) will present full world government over the final “sword-stroke” to recovery “healing”

process as elements in Revelation 13 (sword-stroke phase) and 17 (abyss phase) repeat and finalize over this fourth drawn out formulaic global-

cycle. In reality, in prophecy (mirroring the global system development), all four UN presentations have been foretold along with the basic global

dynamic of the global “sword-stroke” (or the psychological impression and threat of one; Cold War) progressing to the global “healing” phase in

which a United Nations presentation emerges, “ascends”, as it matures to world government.

Each post world war period sees a globalist system accelerated expansion and a notable recovery period, including the Cold War conclusion and

aftermath, which saw rampant globalization go into truly internationally comprehensive globalism in the economic, finance and investment

dimension as economic socialistic systems were fully scrapped for full global-capitalism.

Also demonstrated in the examination of the WW1 to WW2 phase of UN development, we also see the “abyss” plunge is defined by world war active

(sword-stroke) to define UN related “world peacekeeping” impotence to eventually proceed to the “abyss” “ascension” that then relates to the post

world war renewed “peace” resolution into the United Nations capping presentation “abyss ascension”. (1Thess5:1-3)

Thus the “ascension” is defined in its peak “world peace” proclamation of the renewed objective as presented with the UN “image”. In the final cycle

climax, the “ascension” peaks in the full world “peace and security” proclamation under full world government also being presented, beyond but

including, the central “image” of the United Nations— no matter what it may be finally branded, named and presented as in the full world

government complex.

All the required principles of Revelation 13:11-15 “sword-stroke-to-healing” and Revelation 17:8-11 “abyss-plunge-to-ascension” are present in the

WW1 to WW2 global development bi-cyclic development from 1914 to 1945.

This cycle, present since WW1, repeated in WW2 and the Cold War, demonstrates a formulaic use of the global stressing of the preparatory global

cycle to highlight the need for world government as it makes its United Nations related “world peace” pitch and presentation, when the cycle is

resolved into the recovery “healing” phase into a maximized global psychologically relieving effect of hopefulness and admiration. (Rev13:3,

Rev17:8)

Thus the UN “we need world peace” pitch is greatly accepted, hope inspiring and logical aiding the global idea of world government and why it is

necessary—the global war “sword-stroke” must be averted in the future—the global “sword-stroke” tribulation related context maximizes the

hopeful contrasting positivity of the global “healing” and its recovery hopefulness that the world government presentation capitalizes upon for

maximum “good guys” effect.

Three Historic and Prophetic Cycles that Have Already Run

1. WW1 demonstrated the classic Hegelian dialectic formula of the “problem” to “reaction” to “solution” process at global scale in which process the

world government “solution” recommends itself in an “admirable” manner as the global war “problem” manifests and is resolved amidst the self-

recommendation of the need for world government greatly psychologically amplified overall. (Rev13:11-15, Dan12:11) That world-war-to-world-



government formula repeated in WW2 and then in the Cold War and it is now set to repeat in the future.

2. WW2 created an “abyss” like state of the League of Nations inability to keep world peace, creating the global stage for the “ascension” of the

United Nations as it emerged after the WW2 cycle had run and culminated into its “world peace” resolution upon the same formula. (Rev17:8-11)

Now we can easily note the world war “sword-stroke” phase-principle for the “healing” recovery phase-principle is present in those first two hot

world wars to amplify the positivity of the United Nations presentation then in the global spotlight as the highlight of the whole formulaic cycle.

3. The Cold War was a bi-polar “cold”, yet still global, war cycle, that created the global psychological fear of global thermonuclear war that

proceeded along with the Anglo-American versus USSR national bloc camps expanding globally, to eventually be resolved into the United Nations

presentation, as the “New World Order” initiative in 1990, as the USSR dissolved as an implied failure to highlight the UN success for a 3rd global

“placement of the disgusting thing”. (Dan11:31, Dan8:23)

(This is the UN cycle (Dan11:29-31) apostate Bethel ignores, covers up fully since 1990, and instead partnered with as UN NGO global endorser in

1991. This is why Jehovah’s witnesses do not recognize the significance of that 3rd UN presentation, as the unique nature of the Cold War

(Dan11:29), also diverts attention from that 3rd cycle for the world in general. Basically the 3rd UN cycle slipped by everyone’s awareness, and

Bethel aids this subterfuge which breaks the critical UN 1-2-3 link to the UN 1-2-3-4 finale as world government. This is why Jehovah’s witnesses

accept the premature end delusion promoted by Bethel (2Thess2:1-2), this is aided by Jehovah’s witnesses’ lack of recognition that the UN has

four phases in prophecy and required world development.)

The unique deployment and duration of this global war cycle greatly aided it not being perceived as a third step to world government. (Dan11:29)

(The Bethel apostasy also aids the same loss of recognition of that 1990 3rd UN presentation as being prophecy and a third presentational step

towards world government by simply ignoring it and omitting all commentary exposing it.)

The threat of a nuclear “sword stroke” is what also gave this period its unique psychological context (Dan11:29), as the potential magnitude of

possible atomic “sword-stroke” conflagration itself, and its global psychological perception and anxiety, was thoroughly permeated into the global

mind for over four decades.

Thus WW3 was averted, but in reality only a “hot” WW3 was averted, the Cold War was still a a Cold WW3, hence it being

termed “cold” to denote its unique nature. (Dan11:29) In that manner the third world war cycle, that produced a third UN

related presentation, as a third step to world government, completely fell out of public awareness.

It is now very difficult to see the clear 1-2-3 cyclic UN progress to the eventual 1-2-3-4 cycles of continuum, to produce

world government. And this is why it is not just Jehovah’s witnesses that are unaware of the significance of the coming

4th cycle, they and the whole world even missed the third cycle meaning. Thus world government is creeping up on the

world, to again globally present itself as the fourth cycle is completing.

The Significant Cold War Unique Marker in Prophecy

(Daniel 11:29-30a) “At the time appointed he will go back, and he will actually come against the south (Cold War; 3rd cycle;

Unique benchmark:); but it will not prove to be at the last  (The “Cold War” phase is clearly globally unique to mark its difference in this

“King North” (8th King) world government process) the same as at the first. (the first two “hot” world wars in WW1 and WW2) 30 And

there will certainly come against him the ships of Kittim (nationalist “ships”, “King South” system resistance to attempt to preserve

national sovereignty), and he will have to become dejected. (world government impossible in 1947-1990 Cold War cycle, because of that

nationalist “King South” system sovereign “pushing” (Dan11:40) with the 8th King “King North” globalists, so the world government development

requires the fourth cycle of Daniel 11:42-45)

And that Cold War marker, allows us to understand the third United Nations placement that followed that 3rd cycle:

(Daniel 11:31) (Bethel subversion:) And there will be arms that will stand up (at Bethel; Dan11:41; Luke21:20), proceeding from him

(8th King planners);  and they  (collusion) will actually profane the sanctuary, the fortress, and remove the constant [feature].

(3rd UN placement 1990:) “And they (team effort) will certainly put in place the disgusting thing that is causing desolation. (3rd

UN placement, 1990; UN NGO, 1991, at Bethel; Matt24:15; Dan8:13 “transgression causing desolation”);

And we see in the UN NGO, this Bethel profanation is a co-development in that signal apostasy:

(Daniel 11:30b) “And he (8th King/King North) will actually go back and hurl denunciations against the holy covenant and act

effectively (produces a successful operation Dan8:12b); and he (8th King) will have to go back and will give consideration to those

leaving the holy covenant. (anointed core defection at Bethel aids internal 8th King access)

And that “those leaving the holy covenant” is this parallel apostasy at Bethel aided from within by “King North” agents now infesting the JW

worldwide organization:

(Daniel 11:32) “And those who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant (at Bethel), he (8th King/King North) will lead into



apostasy by means of smooth words. (The Bethel “smooth words” 8th King cover-up in the JW publications is part of the smoothly justified

apostasy);

Note that the 3rd (1990) to 4th (future) cycle “King North” 8th King final development must be a successful continuum from 1990

3rd UN marker to future world government at Daniel 11:45, Daniel 12:11 (final fulfillment):

(Daniel 11:36) “And the king (8th King/King North) will actually do according to his own will, and he will exalt himself and

magnify himself above every god; and against the God of gods he will speak marvelous things. (globalist world power will surpass

any national power system and its statements will be of world government in due time) And he will certainly prove successful until [the]

denunciation will have come to a finish (at Armageddon divine war, King North is a constant success from Daniel 11:31 to Daniel 11:42-45

as the 8th King); because the thing decided upon must be done. (the real prophecy must fulfill as the 3rd UN placement of 1990 at Daniel

11:31 and the 4th UN placement as world government of the future at Daniel 11:45);

The “healing” phase parallel principle of the post Cold War transition was aided by the global relief of averting a hot nuclear war, a

typical WW3, at that time, which positive subject matter became part of the 3rd UN presentation “New World Order” speeches.

Averting that “hot” WW3, also concealed the awareness that the Cold War was still a global scale “war”, denoted as “cold” in nature

for this very reason, yet it still had strategic global positioning and territory control objectives and conflicts.

The accelerated post Cold War globalization period was the “recovery” principle that progressed to true global scale “globalism” after 1990. In

effect, the Cold War resolution was also the symbolic global gateway to the greatest acceleration in globalization thus far accomplished—the whole

communist block scrapped the socialist economic model and adopted global-capitalism to aid the globalization process since 1991. Billions of

people and trillions of dollar joined the globalization market expansion and assimilation since 1990 gone truly global in that global-marketization

context. Thus we also have a globalization based global “healing” phase in this accelerated economic and financial system expansion, that truly went

worldwide as Russia, China and India (and others) fully joined the global-capitalist momentum, which also helped mark the post Cold War unique

“cold” “sword-stroke” overall formulaic effect.

Thus for these reasons the Daniel 11:29 clue of uniqueness “it will not prove to be at the last the same as at the first” clearly marks this global Cold

War cycle preceding that 1990 3rd United Nations presentation of Daniel 11:31b (Dan8:23), as unique in many ways. Of course it should have been

pointed out by Bethel and Jehovah’s witnesses, but priorities have changed in the ministry and that apostasy also starts to become visible in

progressive manifestation from this same 1990 period.

1990: UN NGO Bethel 3rd UN Presentation Cover Up

Thus it is no coincidence the modern apostasy signal and ministerial subversion co-develops in the same prophetic context as that 1990 3rd UN

presentation in Daniel 11:30-32,41 and Daniel 8:12,23. The apostasy details are also present in the same prophetic context as is its Daniel 8:13-14

temple judgment decree (Dan8:13) and timing (Dan8:14) for the required future judgment of this apostasy in that same progressive context.

Now we know why Bethel ignores the 3rd UN placement meaning since 1990, they also defect at the same time, and the whole overall development

is in the self-same prophecy. (Dan8:11-14,23, Dan11:30-35,41) It also just so happens to be the same Daniel 8 and Daniel 11 prophecies Bethel now

fully diverts as per Daniel 8:12, with now fully impossible fictional, premature and now dated interpretations still maintained by Bethel, in spite of

the fact those interpretations have been made obvious as erred by especially that USSR dissolution aiding the 1990 3rd UN presentation of the real

“King North” development. (Dan11:36) (All of Daniel 11:27-45 is global “King North” assuming the 8th King identity in marked manner.)

This third global Cold WW3 cycle, which could have been thoroughly connected to the two former hot world war cycles in WW1 and WW2,

essentially fell off the world’s UN 1-2-3 radar aided by the “cold” nature of that world war and those impressions described earlier as Jehovah’s

witnesses have now greatly aided that subterfuge by omission of critical prophetic fulfillment information and global exposure since 1990.

Thus Bethel and Jehovah’s witnesses aid the global diversion process by also implying that 3rd UN manifestation of 1990 was now not a foretold

United Nations presentation as the former two UN presentations had been in 1919 and 1945. Instead Bethel became a United Nations Department

of Public Information partnered UN Non-Governmental Organization (UN NGO), as they furthered the cover up of what was actually a foretold

United Nations “image” related third step to world government in Daniel 8:23 and Daniel 11:31b manifesting after the Cold War cycle ended in 1990

—by then, “as usual”, it had now occurred in this same manner three times, the third time had a unique Cold War cycle preceding it.

Thus Bethel’s apostasy and UN NGO centerpiece—”standing in a holy place”— of a former anointed Christian ministry, is

actually now present plain as day. (Matt24:15)

What we can now see in these three cycles is the “sword stroke” (or the threat of it; Cold War), and its “healing” phase recovery, are related to the

manner in which a United Nations global presentation is made, as a “placement” (Dan12:11, Dan11:31b), or an “abyss ascension”. (Rev17:8-11,

Rev11:7) The 3rd UN manifestation did not “ascend from the abyss”, for overall world peace stability was kept so as to avert a true hot WW3 to

define a real “abyss”. The 3rd UN manifestation was “placed” in the global direct presentation of that 3rd United Nations manifestation as per

Daniel 11:31b in 1990; “they will certainly put in place the disgusting thing…”:



(Daniel 11:30-32) “And he will actually go back and hurl denunciations against the holy covenant and act effectively; and he

will have to go back and will give consideration to those leaving the holy covenant. 31 And there will be arms that will stand

up, proceeding from him; and they will actually profane the sanctuary, the fortress, and remove the constant [feature]. “And

they will certainly put in place the disgusting thing that is causing desolation. 32 “And those who are acting wickedly against

[the] covenant, he will lead into apostasy by means of smooth words. But as regards the people who are knowing their God,

they will prevail and act effectively. 

(Daniel 11:30b-31a) . . .(1) “And he (8thKing/King North globalist) will actually go back (in the three world war cycles) and hurl

denunciations against the holy covenant (only in Christian anointed among Jehovah’s witnesses at this post 1919 time) and act

effectively (continual success – see Daniel 11:36b; Dan8:12b); (2) and he will have to go back and will give (unique/specialized)

consideration to those (JW Christian anointed defectors) leaving (defection in progress, not possible in Christendom) the holy covenant.

(anytime developing after 1919 determination of holy covenant location); 31 (3) And there will be (infiltrator subversion) arms that will

stand up (internal to Bethel; Dan11:41; Luke21:20), proceeding from him; (8th King/King North globalists) and (4) they (team effort with

the Governing Body network) will actually profane the sanctuary (temple arrangement internally compromised with UN NGO pollutions;

2Thess2:3-4), the fortress (JW organization internally compromised), and remove the constant [feature]. (Truth profaned first and

“removed” as acceptable to God, as covered here in this Governing Body misinformation campaign; This must become a literal event of JW

ministerial cessation of the first 8th King “trampling” of Dan8:13);

(Daniel 11:31) (3rd UN placement 1990:) “And they (team effort) will certainly put in place the disgusting thing that is causing

desolation. (3rd UN placement, 1990; UN NGO, 1991, at Bethel; Matt24:15; Dan8:13 “transgression causing desolation”);

And this is also when the Bethel apostasy fully emerges to visible:

(Daniel 11:32) “And those who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant (at Bethel), he (8th King/King North) will lead into

apostasy by means of smooth words. (The Bethel “smooth words” 8th King cover-up in the JW publications is part of the smoothly justified

apostasy);

That 3rd UN presentation is also present in the 3rd to 4th cycle outlining Daniel 8:23-25 portion that also fulfilled:

(Daniel 8:23) And in the final part of their kingdom (final 7th King and 8th King progression), as the transgressors act to a

completion (Bethel apostasy UN NGO marked), there will stand up (1990 3rd UN placement parallel; Dan11:31b) a king fierce in

countenance (8th King) and understanding ambiguous sayings. (superior understanding and strategies; Dan11:36-39);

The final UN world government presentation will be both an “abyss ascension” (Rev17:8-12; Rev11:7) and a final global

“disgusting thing” placement. (Dan12:11, Dan11:45, Dan8:25);

UN 1-2-X-X—Bethel Severs the Critical UN 1-2-3-4 Cycle Link at 1990 3rd UN Global Presentation

Thus we have a critical link broken by Bethel in that 3rd UN placement of 1990 covered up at also apostate revealed Bethel.

Now the prophecy actually has all four UN presentations, the final as world government, fully foretold and outlined that

merely required fully explaining that 3rd UN placement significance properly in 1990 after the first two UN presentations

of 1919 and 1945 as a required continuum merely continuing at that time—because the 3rd UN presentation connects now,

1-2-3, to that fourth UN world government cycle and presentation, 1-2-3-4. All four UN presentations are foretold.

We also have a clear indication in prophecy and the world of a final cycle about to start. What better way to conceal this

from Jehovah’s witnesses than with the “its the end of the world” delusion now promoted at Bethel. (2Thess2:1-2) Thus

rather than tell people a final cycle is about to start (Dan11:42-45), and that it is a phase, not the end (Matt24:6), Bethel has

Jehovah’s witnesses and others believing it is all over, its “the end” instead, as they continue their diversion.

This co-developing Bethel signal apostasy is what is fully manifesting since 1990 with that 3rd UN presentation subterfuge

in lieu of their UN NGO major temple “transgression causing desolation” actually at Daniel 8:13 temple judgment required

“trampling” divine decree. Thus the UN NGO defined Matthew 24:15 and Daniel 8:13 “transgression” as Bethel went UN NGO

for that Daniel 11:31b 3rd UN presentation rather than explain it properly, publicly. (Daniel 8:23 is the 3rd UN presentation

parallel)

Four 8th King UN Cycles to World Government – 1919-Future

UN 1. 1919 – Revelation 13:11-15 (Dan12:11 first fulfillment) as League of Nations after WW1;

A. International Bible Students Association explained as prophecy;

UN 2. 1945 – Revelation 17:8-11 as United Nations after WW2;



A. Jehovah’s Witnesses explained as prophecy;

=

Unknown and unstated by Jehovah’s witnesses due to Bethel apostasy:
=

UN 3. 1990 – Daniel 11:31b (Dan8:23) as United Nations “New World Order” Initiative after WW3 (Cold War) (Dan11:29);

A. Covered up by Bethel as UN NGO, not explained as prophecy by any religious group;

[We are Here…]

UN 4. Future – Daniel 11:45; Daniel 8:25; (Daniel 12:11 last fulfillment) as United Nations and World Government after 4th

world tribulation/war cycle to come. (Rev17:8-18)

A. Not currently explained by apostate Bethel in lieu of a premature “end of the world” deception. (2Thess2:1-2)

B. To be explained after the Jehovah’s witnesses’ temple judgment desolation, purification and removal of lawless Bethel engineered subversion

(2Thess2:1-4; Dan11:30-31; Dan8:11-13);

C. Will complete the final fulfillment “abyss ascension” of Revelation 17:8-11 as world government is finalized as Revelation 17:11-18 symbolic “one

hour” of world government. (Rev17:12).

Now as that 4th cycle gears up to start, with the Bethel apostate signal active, the temple judgment can start with that final cycle activating 1 Peter

4:17 as Daniel 8:13-14, Zechariah 3:4-8, Malachi 3:1-5 and Revelation 8 kicking off in final fulfillment as Revelation 8:3-5 temple judgment parallel:

(Daniel 8:13-14) And I got to hear a certain holy one speaking, and another holy one proceeded to say to the particular one

who was speaking: “How long will the vision be of the (profaned) constant [feature] and of the transgression causing

desolation (UN NGO alliance of Daniel 11:31b), to make both [the] holy place (temple “established place”; Dan8:11) and [the] (JW

worldwide) army things to trample on?” (first 8th King “trampling” “attack” defining the spiritual meaning of the “tribulation of those days”

beginning); 14 So he said to me: “Until two thousand three hundred evenings [and] mornings; and [the] holy place will

certainly be brought into its right condition.” (Temple judgment purification completed in this timed period parallel Zechariah 3:4-5,

Revelation 8:1-5);

Thus Bethel is set up for the temple judgment as the final signal apostasy of 2Thesalonians 2:1-4.

The Unique Modern Global Instability Complex

The Multi-Dimensional Powder-Keg of Global Conflict Positioned to Aid the Final Global “Sword-

Stroke” Cycle

This is an overview of general concepts in various global destabilization developments (Luke21:25-26) that will mature

further to aid the final cycle multi-dimensional dynamics, that can all be fully researched on the Web in enormous

amounts of detail, internationally available, in these various generalized subjects covered here. The intent is to layout the

concept in a basic framework of the active multi-polarity and its actual instability effects now present and or to create

future potential effects in the final global stressing cycle.

Globalist Versus Nationalist Sovereign Development

As shown, in reality, Daniel 11:27-45 is “King North” globalists capitalizing the “King South” global nation-state complex progressively as both

“Kings” now simplify in concept, but go worldwide in scope at the same time. National sovereign intrigues and other national distractions help

conceal the real forming tier of globalizing world power—the real 8th King “King North” system finalization.

Thus there is a mostly unseen overall true global bipolarity that has been accelerated since the 1914-1919 WW1 cycle, but that has been forming

with the Anglo to American alliance development in England’s preparatory domination of Europe as first outlined in Daniel 7 and 8 “small horn”

activity. The England/Anglo national system formed the nexus of what was to develop into the 7th King Anglo-American national alliance that

surfaced in full form in the WW1 cycle. That is the base “King South” Anglo-American national system leader, whose elites produced the 8th King

“image” designate presentation (Rev13:11-15) in the League of Nations in 1919. This is more than just coincidence to have all surfaced in the same

1914-1919 first cycle.



That national based world power system, formed the modern predominant nation-state administrative system upon which global foundation the

globalist empire was also founded and progressively expanded. Its globalist versus nationalist separating bi-polar system of power, as embodied in

that globalizer “two horned wildbeast” elite Anglo-American system, began presenting world government philosophies along with the all controlling

Anglo-American global “elite” guidance system (Rev13:11), and their financial and military direction manifesting in actual international scale

entities and growing authority. (Rev13:12)

The League of Nations was the first visible international forum of that world government development.

Thus the national and global spheres of power form a true and far more significant global bi-polarity progressing to global 8th King, King “North”,

uni-polarity by design. Each world war cycle aids the progress of the global wealth and power consolidation into the globalists system real control.

(Dan11:36-40) The national system multi-polar (WW1 to WW2) to bi-polar (Cold War) nationalist drama and smokescreen of global distractions

furnishes the global distraction that really is not the driving bi-polarity of the overall real global sovereignty versus national sovereignty

development at work in mostly unseen manner.

Instead the use of the national based bi-polarity (like the USA vs. USSR Cold War drama), aids the actual “globalist versus nationalist” bi-polarity

mostly unseen and well distracted by national focused intrigues.

That globalist system progressively capitalizes upon national sovereign divisions and conflicts, especially in world war scale conflicts, for its own

global uni-polar development, profiteering expansions and ideological advancement; (the globalization and world government ideology; the

Rev16:13-16 “gathering” force now at work in the world system.) That actual driving global political and global power bi-polarity is also present in

the Bible in Daniel and Revelation illustrative symbology of real world power development. (and so are key global developmental features being

covered here from those prophecies)

The absorption of the “wildbeast from the sea” classic national sovereign system worldwide (Rev13), into the globalized sovereign system “scarlet

wildbeast” (Rev17) is the process the world has been in, in accelerated manner, since the 1914-1919 WW1-to-League of Nations cycle. That classic

global polarity is in the Bible in Daniel 11:27-45 “King South” (nation-state) non-destructive “pushing” and eventual nation-state system deposition

into “King North” (globalist) capture and control explicit in Daniel 11:42-43.

It is the national sovereign “King South” complex that is to de deposed into the far more powerful and enriched “King North” globalist final tier of

uni-polar sovereign global “power and authority” “given” to that “scarlet wildbeast” 8th King system in Revelation 17:11-18 embodied in full world

government as pictured since 1919 in that UN related “image”.

Thus in reality the globalist versus nationalist global conflict (the real “pushing” of Daniel 11:40), merely distracted by class, national political, and

religious divisions, is now present especially in global finance that enriches the globalist system while indebting the nationalist systems. (Dan11:42-

43) That is at a unique crisis point in all human history now, exacerbated by rampant post Cold War globalization that now includes Russia, China

and India, and others, in their national elite finance and investment participation as the whole monetary, investment and capitalization pool is now

truly “globalized”. Thus the globalist control objective in all sectors of former nation-state “power and authority” is causing instability in all these

sub-systems, because it will aid their final power consolidation and its final cycle.

Due to global globalization research expansion, this globalist system development has been greatly exposed by secular

researchers progressing more fully since 1990 now proliferating on the Web in this various globalization related sectors of

exposition. The absolute absence of the research insights and their many connections to modern prophecy, now missing in

Bethel publications, is now also becoming more obvious, for it aids the Jehovah’s witnesses’ disinformation process in their

sector of religious apostate override to ignore the implications of rampant globalization.

In addition to this core bi-polar global condition, we have national divisions still exacerbating instability all over the world orchestrated by globalist

strategic financial control (Dan2:33,41-43) which aids the whole process of final uni-polarity. Now the final cycle is poised to activate for a final

global “push” to go in the globalist King North/8th King direction and advantage over this final cycle. And that unique real “conflict” with, and to

depose, national sovereignty, will be the more significant real global power dynamic active to the finale of world government implementation.

Now that 8th King promoting and globalist “north” power transference in finale form (Rev17:81-18, Dan11:42-45), can take advantage of also a

unique visible global arena of future conflict and division covered next. It also takes advantage of the covert manner in which this has developed

more fully since WW1, and then the Cold War (and its globalizing aftermath period), as few are aware of this real globalization empowered tier of

globalist world power development fully active in reality.

For the first time in history we have a truly climactic situation forming, as this globalism versus nationalism covert development at global scale can

use a final multi-dimensional global scale “sword-stroke” in financial, nationalist and religious realms, also at record levels of maturity and potential

instability and conflict, at now a truly unique worldwide scale and potential synergy of total global effect.

Globalist Financial Setup—The Global Financial Bubble Machine

In that transference of multi-polar national sovereignty to globalized-sovereignty in uni-polar 8th King form, it is the wealth control dimension that

plays the greatest overall consistent development. This is why constant war, weapons technology development and “national defense” funding, that

peak in global war cycles, are used to divert “national defense” to globalist empire expansion goals under that pre-text (Dan11:36-40, Joel3:9-12).



All the while the 8th King empire backing, supra-national globalist tier wealth control complex is the ultimate beneficiary consistently enriched and

expanded over all phases of the “war business” and deployment phases.

Each world war cycle is a peak profit cycle for the globalist “war machine”, and diverted investment funding to prepare the cycle is also utilized by

the globalist war promoting and weapons development and distribution engine. Come post war reparations funding time, the globalist network is

also there to dole out more debt, then for recovery.

This is how globalist guided global weapons and war development has aided overall globalist financial system control for the final domination cycle

of Daniel 11:42-43 to empower Revelation 13:15-18. It has not only positioned national finances for debt enslavement of the national powers, it has

extended the whole military and martial system to back the operation with superior force where needed in the final global war cycle “sword-stroke”

application.

In the meantime, the globalist financial and investment system expands in everyday national and international business and commerce

development to form the stable platform for inter-world-war economic development, also consistently consolidating power into their mostly

unseen corporate tier of wealth and power accumulation. Thus in war and peace, boom and bust, regardless of the phase, the globalist system is

being empowered at the expense of the duped national powers of limited overall international system insight.

(Daniel 8:25) And according to his insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand.

It is little wonder why the nations now “beat their plowshares into swords”, it has an effect on national sovereign sustenance sacrificed for the global

military empire “over-reach” system development:

(Joel 3:9-10) Proclaim this, you people, among the nations, ‘Sanctify war! (8th King serving global military expansion; Dan11:40)

Arouse the powerful men! Let them draw near! Let them come up, all the men of war! (God’s taunt for the 8th King military

component (of Rev16:13-16) to complete) 10 Beat your plowshares (expend national resources) into swords (war and weapons technology

and expansion) and your pruning shears into lances. (for overall globalist military expansion and eventual monopoly);

Thus the enormity of the present nation-state rooted, but internationally distributed, globalist designed global-finance system has progressed

gradually but regularly. It is hidden from most people, including many nation-state academics and politicians, by a complicated and distracting legal

layer perpetually modified by private interests through national puppets, and a complex of deep mathematics defining financial debt and

investment system algorithms, further complicated in its globally administered advanced super-computer network infrastructure.

(None of that is subject to the oversight and authority of national governments—instead they are progressively subjected to it, and “it” is an actual,

functioning, organized, global tier of real global power progressively growing and expanding in riches and actual supra-national authority. Virtually

none of that is explained by nation-state academics and historians who instead are national mythology story tellers perpetuating instead the

national play tunnel vision and dominant smokescreen concealing the real global developmental dynamics. It is a truly global “sleight of hand”

maneuver of the globalist system.)

Thus the real “global financial forensics” is IMPOSSIBLE for nation-state level educated individual, groups, organizations, institutions and

governments to perform properly—they do not even understand how the system actually was designed and how it actually fully operates, it itself

is not subject to national government regulation, auditing or oversight!

By the time the nations see the bigger picture, a mere schematic; the “thumbnail sketch” is of them stuck in the globalist-system financial “web” that

they are trying to analyze while bound in it like a bug in a spider’s web—its too late—the globalist power system is the “spider”—and this globalist

system picture is what now forms much of the subject matter of modern “alternative research” into this financial system forming its unique, highly

powerful, branch of world government even now. Now it is specialized micro-historians and geo-strategic globalism experts, researchers and ”

hobbyists” who are explaining the histories and true nature of this globalist behemoth system—it is totally absent from nation-state academic and

mainstream- media subject matter.

Thus the magnitude of the various financial bubbles (in scale, number, variety and depth of potential effect), now present in the global finance

system inundating national finance foundations, is also of unique magnitude and future potential. The world war cycles, their “national defense”

perceptions and partial but significant “black budgets”, have all played a role in the enormity of the global financial system as an integral part of its

massive global expansion, in global and national scale.

The perpetual “war business model” has amplified the magnitude into which national debt has expanded and has been exacerbated by the constant

war model and its “national defense” pretext, now actually diverted to globalist-empire expansion while at the same time internal national “security”

systems inundate the nation-state internally—they even scrap national government constitutions and re-write laws at national scale so as to legalize

their internal national expansion under endless war and terror pretexts.

Now it is “war on” everything imaginable to divert funding and human resources to these many forms of “war” that ultimately the globalist system

capitalizes upon for further control in all these “war” sectors, under the “two horns like a lamb” “peaceful and beneficial” pretext that causes nations

to take part in the very operation of their own sovereign demise. It is in the final “sword-stroke” overall global war cycle that this all synergizes into

for the maximum final effect.



Thus this unique global-scale financial bubble-fest accompanying all this will also be of unique scale and usefulness within

globalist engineered systems to bring the nations to their financial knees, for the full uni-polar authority of the core

enriched globalist entity getting richer and more powerful the whole time. When that global stressing cycle starts, the

globalist system is already the richest system to ever exist (Dan11:36-40); when the cycle runs they will get richer

(Dan11:42-43), when the cycle ends they will own the whole planet earth by their own globalist-legal definitions in that

world government entity. (Rev17:11-18)

It is the national indebted and dependent system that will lose what is left of its power, by losing what is left of its real wealth, now compromised in

massive globalist system engineered debt—and that is why the globalist financial control dimension is the main dimension of globalist King North

8th King world rulership development. This is how we can know the final global war cycle will merely accelerate an already terminal momentum

into world government, it will just complete the push of Daniel 11:40 into King North’s even now irreversible advantage—the final “sword-stroke”

cycle will finalize it.

Information War

Now it is not hard for a person with access to the Web, and familiarity with an internet search engine, and a little interest in the way things work to

understand the volumes of non-mainstream media research, information, data and research out on the Web on virtually any subject and

theorization known to mankind. It is not hard to understand the explosive emergence of new communication technologies globally since especially

1990, empowered by digital system advancements globally, has helped make this literal global tsunami of information available in such an easily

accessible and massive internationally available volume.

What it means is there has never in history before this time, been the specialization and proliferation of condensed knowledge and its base data and

information volumes like there is today—especially on the Web. And this tidal wave of the geometric expansion of information is a two edged sword,

that creates more potential micro-divisions in human thinking than has even been present before, while at the same time advancing peoples’

particular understanding of many subjects and themes.

Thus at a time when more dots can be collected than ever before, to be connected into bigger system pictures, there is also much more information

to be assessed. In that realm disinformation, misinformation, “engineered dissent”, and diversion forming falsified or incomplete “bigger pictures”

also flourishes, while at the same time corporate controlled media continues the dumbed down status quo.

But never before has so much globalist system information been made available to people to help expose details and histories of what is a real global

tier of world power still in progressive formation. These system details and the volume of exposition on these globalism subjects has also helped

reveal another development by Bethel’s lack of commentary on these voluminous globalist system details in their so-called “Awake!” and

“Watchtower” journals. Now we know Bethel’s “media” is but another example of dumbed-down custom JW disinformation parroting the Jehovah’s

witnesses’ past and outdated prophetic analysis in Daniel 8 and 11.

That subterfuge in JW media also helps conceal the true globalist system reality developments from their many examples of globalist system

developments in modern post 2001 finance and NATO military based global developments. Bethel not only conceals the main 3rd UN presentation

event as prophecy in lieu of their UN NGO partnership, they also conceal evidence of the globalist system developments in many supporting

evidentiary details Bethel fully ignores.

Even now Jehovah’s witnesses are invaded by an information retardation operation taking place right within Bethel, as

guided by its compromised 8th King doting apostate and impostor leadership.

This overall global dimension of  information invasion and “information wars” also creates a unique context for the final cycle to erupt within in its

particular sector of disruptions, because mainstream media is also taking advantage of such expansions and their near monopoly of traditional

information sources to ply their illusion and delusion complex of diversion. Thus a peak period of matured uncertainty, error, and too many ”

answers” is what is now enabled to be climaxed in this final cycle of nation-state system altering global turbulence and formulaic transformational

change actually in globalist control.

Now the background “revolution” themes can also be fueled into action by real information. This “revolutionary” action, when it turns violent or

even truly threatening to the system, is always capitalized on by the martial state system to create an internal national condition requiring

“heightened security measures”. In this formulaic development the public requests martial systems to provide their own protection, thus the

internal martial invasion is invited by the very system it seeks to control. And this is why mass public protest and violence actually aids the system

of ultimate control, they even engineer this instability to create this catalyzation of their own internal national invasion in a national police state and

martial military state prepared well in advance to handle these kinds of actually intended uprisings.

This is also why the longer range solution of God’s Kingdom and the understanding of the prophecy’s whole final cycle prerequisites aids patiently

awaiting Christ’s arrival, because when Christ applies the “solution” it is total and irreversible and it is at the very end of the whole process.

(Rev14) There is no reason to physically fight a world government guaranteed to complete in prophecy, but one must make the required stand for

God and Christ in spiritual warfare (Rev11:7, 13:5-7), that is a given as a Christian (Rev13:15-18, Rev14:9-11), that is the real “war” to fight the

one of true faith in God and Christ—not human “solutions”.

(1 John 5:4) And this is the conquest that has conquered the world, our faith.
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In time Christ finishes the battle personally. (Rev19:11-21)

(Revelation 17:14) These will battle with the Lamb, but, because he is Lord of lords and King of kings, the Lamb will conquer

them. Also, those called and chosen and faithful with him [will do so].”

That is the real “solution”—in the meantime the final cycle provides evidence to produce some final “sheep”. (Hag2:7; Rev11:13)

Islam Versus Christendom and Israel

Additionally, now this global instability complex is further amplified by the potential scale of religious based destabilization and conflict. This is

now forming especially volatile in the maturing of the Islamic “Global Jihad” versus the Christian and Israel “Global Crusade” religious sphere of

instability and conflict now globally polarizing into a new scale of religious based organized volatility and freelance violence at a global scale of

distribution down to the regional to local scale of effect, globally. This development provides the street level “insurgency” and “terror” tier of

instability, fueled by “religious differences”, now at global scale, which also amplifies the need for “national security” internally focused martial

system expansions and applications globally. Thus internal national invasion, by the martial protective forces of national governments, will actually

in time be formulaically requested and required and this final “Mega-Crusade” will aid the process.

That aids internal national positioning of the whole system of control in varying potential ways globally. This means that divisive religious based

conflicts will potentially actually require internal “national security” amplification, giving necessity to the martial system invasion of the domestic

territory of nations by their own governments and military martial systems. Thus the potential of more “terror” is already prepared for in the last

decade of “police state” expansion which is also prepared to handle the economic tsunami of instability they already know will also form

concurrently.

Thus all the potential instability promotes the martial system expansion with a real and “perceived” need when that instability truly manifests—they

are already prepared for such a synergy of collapse to better control it for its real purpose—to what degree it “collapses” is unknown, but the whole

context is controlled globally in the main power centers. Now we have an exacerbating catalyst in formation for various “domino effect”

developments and calls to each side of the “global crusade” or “global jihad” camps.

Now as that gears up at a significant international scale, the unique underpinning of the political agenda it actually is supporting is again capitalized

upon by the globalizer system objectives and grander globalization scheme in all phases of the “sword-stroke” to “healing” process—now they

expand within and without, by aid of the same instability process while the whole “Israel” and “Christian” themes are rekindled and refocused upon.

They create the “bogeyman”, then they conquer the “enemy” they helped create; they “solve” the “problem” they promote, so by “divide and

conquer” at this scale and comprehensiveness in this sector, the 8th King engineering system will conquer the whole nation-state system for its own

benefit. (Dan11:42-43, Rev13:15-18) All the divisive pieces play a role for the final intended effect.

In the process the instability “problem”, and its various “combatants”, are utilized from incept as the “global solution” eventually recommends itself

automatically and formulaically towards the intended conclusion: world government and the removal of religious multi-polarity (Rev17:15-18,

Rev18), not just to promote the “world peace” effect (1Thess5:1-3), but to enforce “world peace” (Dan11:44-45, Dan8:25) by a capable uni-polar

truly global-authority—the 8th King globalized financial, military and global-political conglomerate. (Rev16:13-16)

Now incompetent national governments and multi-religious war-mongering are being identified as the global “problem” in

this whole process to self-recommend the eventual “one world government” and “one world religion” “solution”.

In the process the typical “Christian” and “Israel” “kingdom” and “restoration” themes are revisited in a global context of great change (Hag2:7) that

can suggest it is all “prophecy fulfilling everyone!” in a highly emotional atmosphere—but it is not going to be the prophecies they will falsely apply

to their main Christendom and “Israel” global decoy props, infiltrated and controlled from long ago, for this particular grand finale “stabilization”

process borne from the coming instability climax cycle to present world government in a “world peaceful” and “Kingdom of God”/”Zion” cloak of

final global deception.

Israel, and particularly the “Jerusalem” icon, is a classic age-old global nexus of religious instability, orgiastic ritualism and conflict—most of it now

psychological, extending the attitude globally especially through Christendom conduits of its handy “Israel restoration” myths focused on the

physical state of Israel, the chief decoy promoted for the world government objective by the Christendom, Judaism and Zionist delusional

orchestrations. That theme that has been carried forward into modern times along with the United Nations evolution and its complimentary goal of

aiding Israel’s national development and eventual “world peace” promoting stability. (Balfour, 1917)

The Israel and Arab polarity of the Middle East system is the older background development that also forms a world stage for the eventual “Israel

restoration” to give misapplied “prophetic” credibility to that sector of the world government presentation. When in time, these religious sphere

conflicts are neutralized for world government claimed global-stability, that sector of illusion will be completed. Thus religious confusion is useful

for the whole final cycle transition.

The whole time these religious conflicts are utilized for global-political goals. It is all a big production to deceive the uninformed and the tunnel-

visioned religious fanatics that can be manipulated at will and who are actually serving the globalist developmental global-state in a far deeper global

developmental complex. This final phase of religious war, with this central Israel and Christendom focus, thus can have a far greater final delusional



effect when it is conveniently resolved in time into world government. That gives the “world peace” effect great amplification, in the eventual

neutralization of the well known religious realm of conflict that helps fuel the war mentality, in the deposition of that whole multi-polar “Babel” of

religious authority.

The final 8th King “ascension” of the global “peace and security” period of full “sword-stroke” “healing” can then use of the global “Israel” prop

maturing to UN “crown jewel” global nationhood to present the whole development to that sector of concern as “prophecy fulfilling” for both Jews,

and by that time quasi-Christians, heading into world government acceptance for real. Even since 1917 and the Balfour Declaration assimilation into

the League of Nations Mandate for Palestine people have claimed it is “Israel” “prophecy fulfilling everyone!”. It is actually globalist elite

engineered developments—and that is who will also be cloaked in this final delusion playing “God” to present their counterfeit “Kingdom of God”

and “Zion” decoy.

That delusion progressed through the subsequent further developments of Israel’s global management by the European elite as it now fully parallels

United Nations goals and development at the same time. Those Israel focused developments have been alluded to by the deceivers (Rev13:14,

Dan8:25a) and the deluded as supposedly “God’s work” and “prophecy fulfilling in regard to Israel”.

But it is historically demonstrated as public record that the whole Israel prop is an Anglo-American elite brainchild and is actively guided by the UN

and world government developers for maximum global effect, certainly not “God”, but global politicians, technocrats, financiers and warlords—

“Israel engineering” for their own world government agenda. Israel’s developments are caused by rival world power architecting men attempting to

sell their “8th Kingdom” and its “Israel” prop as the “Kingdom of God” and “Zion” by the use of delusions and fraudulent associations such as these,

now accepted by many in the world at face value with little further investigation as to the reality of the development. Of course the global religious

system in Christendom and traditional and Zionist Judaism all aids this delusion by teaching it is prophetic fact, they too are totally controlled

“harlot” systems in the whole Babylon the Great complex.

Thus the radical Islamic “Jihad” religious “bogeyman”, in a global scale “attack on Israel and Christianity”, will just help highlight “Israel’s victory”

when the controlled “chaos” of the instability phase, now most useful for the global destabilization process in the religious sector, is orchestrated

into its final stability process of “order”, to maximize the world government and its final “world peace” presentation for that sector of global

delusion and illusion. The global “divide” dynamic is used by the 8th King architects to form the basis of their own global unification “conquer” as

per Daniel 11:42-43 [+] Revelation 16:13-16 [=] Revelation 17:11-18.

This is also why Babylon the Great is used for the whole final cycle, the delusional Bethel idea that system is destroyed first, to start the final cycle,

is utterly ridiculous. It is just part of the overall Bethel delusion to smokescreen the meanings of things coming upon their “a system of things” first.

(1Pet4:17, Dan8:13, Matt13:36-42)

Divide and Conquer at Global Scale

As time, politics and human specialization have acted upon the whole global religious complex in its totality, the divisive magnitude and delusions of

the individual religions, within their own Babel-like theological variations, are also at a maximum scale of divisiveness, as the whole complex of

differing religions is at a climax of division as the same thing occurs in social systems of political, cultural and economic philosophies. (Thus the

preview “third plague” on these global “rivers and fountains” of worldly wisdom is very real, and so will the climax effects also become very real as

this “plague” becomes global reality in the final fulfillment cycle, not just the signal previews of it now in the global research “lights” fully explaining

the magnitude of these global problems in all its details (Rev16:4, Luke21:25-26), but the real thing as the background global context of that final

cycle. (Hag2:7, Rev16:1-9)

Thus the “clay and the iron” of Daniel 2’s 7th King system “feet and toes” has to have many “iron” fragments inside the form provided by the

“molded clay”. This divided character is now in all dimensions of basic division and conflict globally manifest, down to individuals, that now define

the whole “7th King” predominated nation-state system as global scale “King South” global “land of Egypt”:

(Daniel 2:31-34, 41-43) “You, O king, happened to be beholding, and, look! a certain immense image (the whole 8th King

totality)… standing in front of you… (the totality of that “immense image” is full world government “scarlet wildbeast” totality, in its final

“stand” as the global 8th King parallel. Dan8:25) 32 As regards that image, its head was of good gold, its breasts and its arms were of

silver, its belly and its thighs were of copper, 33 its legs were of iron, its feet were partly of iron and partly of molded clay.

34 You kept on looking until a stone (the Messianic Kingdom “stone”) was cut out not by hands, and it struck the image on its feet

of iron and of molded clay and crushed them… 41 “And whereas you beheld the feet and the toes to be partly of molded clay

of a potter and partly of iron, the (7th King system) kingdom itself (1) will prove to be divided, (macro-division) but somewhat of

the hardness of iron will prove to be in it, forasmuch as you beheld the iron mixed with moist clay. 42 And as for the toes of

the feet being partly of iron and partly of molded clay, (2) the kingdom will partly prove to be strong and will partly prove to

be fragile. 43 Whereas you beheld iron mixed with moist clay, (3) they will come to be mixed with the offspring of mankind;

(multi-cultural character of the 7th King empire) but (4) they will not prove to be sticking together, this one to that one (micro-

division), just as iron is not mixing with molded clay.

Thus the divided character of the “clay and iron” final base instability of the whole “immense image” has a few meanings in the whole system itself,

and in its human component: (1) it is a systemically and comprehensively divided system, (2) it has weak and strong system features, (3) it is a multi-

cultural mix of nationalities (thus with inherent divisive cultural differences), and thus (4) it is not united in reality, at all levels of its formation,

even down to the “this one to that one” individual level of division in the “atomic” Adamic man in that system. Even human families have unstable



qualities in comprehensively seen mannerisms. The basic building block of the nation-state, is therefore inherently unstable even within individual

instability.

Thus we get the total picture of total system instability merely held together by an impression of stability and form provided by the “clay”—and

ironically the weakest part of the system, the “clay”, is also the most flexible and the component that gives the illusion of solidity and unity.  Now

the form of the “feet and toes”, provided by the “molded clay” form, is the current state of the 7th King illusion of solidarity, unity and structure,

and that is the modern 7th King and “ten kings” implied portion the whole global system is now baaed and balanced upon—it is inherently unstable

and divided—yet it still stands as the base of the Daniel 2 “immense image”.

(In the vision it is not a systemic collapse that brings the “image” down, it is an act of God and Christ (Dan2:44-45); thus this systemic instability

will not bring the “image” down, it will “stand” (Rev16:16, Joel 3:11b) all the way to Christ’s arrival as shown in the prophecy and it will support

the whole “immense image” meaning. The 7th King will “go down”, it is already there in the “immense image” lower portion symbology, it is

already there in the numeric sequence (Rev17:10-11), but it will remain stable enough as an overall system to continue to support its central

portion of the whole 8th King whole “immense image” totality and meaning of world government.)

Instead of seemingly sure structural collapse indicated in that “mix”, the 8th King utilizes this systemic instability for their own conglomerating

domination system—true “divide and conquer” now at global scale. That 8th King world government is the meaning in the whole “immense image”

totality, it fully stands on that 7th King base nation-state system, it does not “collapse” on its own. That final 8th King is “standing” “north”, while the

7th King is down in the “south” “feet” influencing the whole global nation-state “toes” as the final “King South” base system, for the WHOLE “King

North” 8th King global government totality. (Rev17:11-18)

Thus in this final uni-polar “King North” 8th King “stand” parallel; the “King South” system is the foundational final

developmental system to support the whole world government monstrosity being made subservient to the “King North”

whole (Dan11:42-43), and thus aiding its final “stand”. In like manner the Revelation 13:1 “seven headed” “wildbeast from

the sea” is the structural basis of the Revelation 17 globalized “seven headed” “scarlet wildbeast”, for its final ascension and

global absorption for the 8th King world governmental basis.

Another important meaning is, though the 7th King must “fall”, it will remain functional, only its sovereignty is affected

(Dan11:42-43; Rev17:11-18), the system “heals” fully from that final global “sword-stroke” aided fall in Revelation 13

culmination—it remains functional and it “regains power” (Isa41:1). “The end” is not by an irreversible devolution into

total global pandemonium and global-dysfunction—it is only the final global stressing cycle. The system is fully

functioning in 8th King zenith and national recovery active with great global hope (Rev13:3, Rev17:8), when Christ arrives.

(Rev11:7-12, Rev18:9-18, Matt24:36-42, Rev14:1-11, Matt24:29-31)

Now the whole political and economic ideological system of nation-state development is hybridized as a massive global mix, whose nucleus is

actually globalist-capitalism supporting truly worldwide globalization of a uni-polar global finance system and its enforcing uni-polar global military

system. (Rev16:13-16, Dan11:42-43, Joel3:9-12) “Capitalism” and “globalization” are not eternally perpetual processes, they have functions while

active and end product goals when complete. The dual process completes into global-system corporate monopoly (produced by terminal capitalism

completion) to help form fully globalized world government as the globalization process also completes into that whole.

The final world government system is to be a “new world order”, the former nation-state “old world order” model and its myths of perpetuity,

“democracy” and “free markets”, etc, are also on their way out as their real function completes; but of course it is a multi-year drawn out process.

Like the Babylon the Great religious function entity, they are functional nation-state processes to form an eventual uni-polar conglomerated

finality, they are not perpetual truths, they were used to involve as many as possible in the whole process until it is complete.

The background 8th King world government goal, and that of its “two horned wildbeast” system elites, is now maintaining the whole “feet and toes”

7th King system orchestration as one super-divided, and mentally distracting mishmash gone global, upon which instability, uni-polar authoritarian

globalism, the whole “immense image” reality complete, the whole “immense image” meaning, will finally fully emerge, “ascend from the abyss”,

into a brief world government whole 8th King final global-sovereign system definition. (Rev17:12 “one hour”)

Now that mostly unseen global-sovereign equation (Rev17:11-18) “adds up” to global-totalitarian 8th King global-government uni-polarity (King

North), distributed globally through controlled national to regional to local sub-systems (King South, subservient as per Daniel 11:42-43), whose

division and weakness aided their eventually being completely dominated as the whole “immense image” 8th King symbolism in Daniel 2:31-45.

Cold War 2.0 Warming Up

Now every possible global instability is climaxing as Russian national intrigues are now being amplified for a potential perfect backdrop to this

perfect global storm—financial, national, and religious—to empower the real globalizing objective in a true “divide and conquer” global cycle

situation. The BRICS nexus forms a final recognized financial bi-polarity to extend into the economic dimension globally with political roots, yet no

doubt the same globalist background engineers. Never in history has the full plethora the orchestration of global instability been so comprehensive

and mature in every system of former national, financial and religious control systems globally and all they affect.

The entire basis of the nation-state system is divided in many ways, in many dimensions, as the potential of the global “sword-stroke” is now well

beyond just the military dimension, but can have ramifications in every national dimension, intra-national, religious and economic, all equating to



the truly “endangered species” known as national sovereignty and the concurrent final evolutionary stage of world government forming

simultaneously with this nation-state sovereign downfall now being set up for its final phase at truly global scale.

Thus the end of one system, the nation-state predominance, as foretold to fall (Dan11:42-43), also logically present in the 7th-King-to-8th-King

numeric sequence, will give simultaneous rise to the globalist world government “ascension” from the only global-system capable of actually

“healing” this global “sword-stroke” centered on the 7th King active “head”—the globalist 8th King “healer”. The 8th King is the final global-

sovereignty as the post-sword-stroke recuperation eventually proceeds to that formulaic end.

When all these global bi-polar and multi-polar instabilities are exacerbated for the coming global financial and militant based “sword-stroke”

developments, of course we will be in a unique crisis (Hag2:7, Rev16:1-9) and transitionary period marked in the Bible as the “tribulation of those

days” phase of this marked final global cycle (Dan11:42-45) and its critical transition into full 8th King world government “scarlet wildbeast” and

the arrival of Christ it eventually will trigger. Thus there is far more to the Matthew24:29-31 phase and transition point than is commonly realized

as it activates the Revelation 14 truly final sequence of all Adamic human history as Matthew 24:29 concludes.

First off Matthew 24:29-31 is not the immediate end, it is never mentioned because much takes place after the “tribulation of those days” well

before the total end. While in the “tribulation of those days”, all this global “sword-stroke” activity coming, no doubt also in the military global

aspect of conflict and global war, “the end” cannot come in this transitionary period of the “sword-stroke” final “wars and reports of wars”:

(Matthew 24:6) you are going to hear of wars and reports of wars; see that you are not terrified. For these things must take

place, but the end is not yet.

(Luke 21:9) Furthermore, when you hear of wars and disorders, do not be terrified. For these things must occur first, but

the end does not [occur] immediately.”

Instead it is the transition into full world government. Instead it is the logical prelude with marked massive global events signalling Christ’s sure

arrival by these events. Instead it is the global marked set-up for these final “wars and reports of wars” to be resolved for the final world “peace and

security” proclamation period (1Thess5:1-3) under full 8th King world government not to be fully present until “the tribulation of those days” has

ended—that is when “the end” can arrive, not in this final cycle active in final conflicts leading to that signal transition.

GWOT 2.0

Thus a “Global War on Terror”, already a unique “world war” “on terror” (continuing the Daniel 11:29 theme of uniqueness), can proceed to its

second phase as well, no matter what it may be branded as, it will be the second phase of that GWOT global positioning operation’s intended finale.

Now the last 14 years of accelerated US and Global NATO global positioning, actually intended as global military preparation for this coming final

cycle “sword-stroke” phase, to be aided by the preceding “Global War on Terror” global military expansion preparation, can be fully taken

advantage of for this final “sword-stroke” cycle aided by over a decade of massive NATO GWOT propelled military preparatory expansions

globally. (Joel3:9-12)

This preparatory military global positioning development just used the “global war on terror” pretext for a decade-plus to again invade the world

(and internal “national security” martial expansions) for this final cycle preparation and requirement (continuing Daniel 11:40). This has occurred

at global scale while few recognize the significance of this fourth cycle prelude “Global War” “on Terror” actually in preparation for the final

worldwide “sword-stroke” to “healing” phase of the final cycle. That will also define the UN final “abyss plunge” and final “ascension” of full 8th

King world government in complete power consolidation.

Thus all the ominous signs explained by globalization and globalist elite system exposing researchers presents the evidence of what is actually being

prepared (Luke21:25) which could be aided by the Bible’s prophetic framework of this final cycle where these developments have already been

fulfilling prophecy.

Apostate Bethel Purposeful Ignorance – JW Delude, Divide and Attempted Conquer Phase Setup

Thus no wonder Bethel ignores all post 1990 UN activity and globalization signals— they want Jehovah’s witnesses to be totally dated in mental

perception of the real world and its connections to modern prophecy advancement. (Dan8:12) Bethel deludes Jehovah’s witnesses not just

spiritually, but in reinforcing ignorance of modern globalization implications. It is little wonder Jehovah’s witnesses have no inkling of this final

cycle requirement as they are now either internally spiritually isolated, or externally scattered in disfellowshipped and shunned “solitary

confinement” by Bethel apostate lead to aid this critical subterfuge of the truth. (Dan8:12) Many others are thoroughly stumbled or disgusted by

Bethel’s global scandals, as the whole former truth framework exposing those first two UN presentations is fully derailed, discredited and doubted

by aid of Web based exposure of Bethel’s lawless and apostate condition.

Such a truth defeating dynamic is not random or accidental, it is prophetic and it emerges with the 1990 3rd UN

presentation that Bethel also conveniently ignores just extending the past into the present to dupe Jehovah’s witnesses en

masse by a well implemented “anointed Christian” act totally subverted to aid world government development as per

Daniel 11:32a, Daniel 11:41 and Daniel 8:12.

Thus, as well, the weird Bethel organizational accelerated changes and strange “obey” directives, in especially the last three years including 2012,



are actually in preparation for the Bethel final coup, aided from within Bethel (Daniel 11:41, Dan11:32a), to transpire as the final cycle begins, to

also provide the prophetic “trampling” context of Daniel 8:13—a temple judgment also unknown to deluded Jehovah’s witnesses.

Thus Jehovah’s witnesses can be “tossed over board” like Jonah, into the final cycle beginning, to have to face that whole cycle thinking instead it

is “the end of the world” as it begins, as thoroughly deluded Jehovah’s witnesses can be bewildered and scattered in totality, delaying their

awareness of reality as long as possible. (Hence the Daniel 8:14 timing and darkness “evening” first phase of the temple judgment and its obvious

parallels to Jonah’s own “abyss plunge” (Jon2:5, Ps88:6, Rev9:1-2) for dereliction of ministerial duty paralleled by these critical Bethel and

Jehovah’s witnesses’ modern UN developmental omissions in lieu of the UN NGO UN co-promotionals, along with its signal apostasy based at

modern “man of lawlessness” HQ Bethel, right in Bethel’s top apostate leadership.

Thus the matured divisive instability is also present in the JW ministry and Bethel is actually the enemy controlled system

(Dan11:32a) developed gradually (Dan8:12) to take advantage of that coming overall global and Jehovah’s witnesses’

confusion, to also affect Jehovah’s witnesses as this final cycle activates in the future.

Mega Sword-Stroke Global Setup

Financial/Wealth Control First

Thus the financial control that has been permeating the nation-state interdependency and the ‘enforced dependency’ global-model leads to the

eventual control of everything fueled upon this financial “world reserve currency” US Dollar based model globally, by its controlled failure. (Isa19,

Eze29-32) That it is now recognizably separating into two global tiers of power, is also demonstrated in the global national “master debtor” system

falling under progressive control of the globalist “master creditor” system; the privately held “immortal corporation” and its international matrix

that assumes the final supra-national possession of the whole system (Dan11:42-43) by this global-financial-synergy, essentially all of planet Earth

by the end of the final cycle. (Dan11:42-45, Dan12:11)

Even national governments, defined “corporations” themselves, are now owned vassals overall in this hierarchy of true 8th King system centered

global wealth power and control. (Rev13:15-18)  It is now a recognizable economic and financial component of the world government designate

system already functioning to that completion.

A point is, that corporate network is privately held, and ultimately so is the distributed wealth power owned by that same supra-national global-

complex, already independent of and above national sovereign authority as demonstrated in the global finance and investment network portion, a

very powerful portion. The framework of the financial sector of world government is already present. (Dan11:42-43, Rev13:15-18)

Thus 8th King power is not based in actual national sovereign authority, but in its subservience to private corporate power that defines the

immensity of true world government administrative power at truly global supra-national scale—the United Nations “image” was merely the global

center of its representation and international arbitration forum as ultimately its “global supreme court”. The national powers merely unknowingly

aided the overall development and where the resource base of the overall globalist-power development that in time will vanquish their sovereignty

by mostly financial compromise. (Dan11:42-43)

Thus the very literal descriptions of Daniel 11:42-43 and Revelation 13:15-18 are inter-related in this final wealth and finance control dimension

assuming its final globalist identity and authority (Rev17:11-18) as the nation-state system debt scenario is resolved with the national sovereignty all

transferring into global 8th King system control—as guided by that Anglo-American base elite system “two horned wildbeast” core global-system

engineering.

Four Global War Cycles Overall

The three former world war cycles, including the Cold War, greatly accelerated the real power consolidation and globalist global expansion effect of

this whole globalist system consistently and in the corporate realm is its greatest private store of that real power as concentrated wealth. (This is

why all four UN presentations are foretold in prophecy, they all have recognizable development and power/wealth consolidation peaks defined by

these global war cycles—the three former cycles fully demonstrate features to climax in the fourth and final UN cycle. (Dav11:44-45 parallel

Dan12:11; Dan8:25, Rev17:8-18, Rev16:13-16)

That the formula has run three times, including the Cold War third cycle, adds to the certainty of a fourth cycle

requirement of the future to complete the wealth and power global-consolidation process. The total loss of national

wealth-sovereignty (Dan11:42-43, Rev17:11-18), in lieu of massive global designed debt defaults and market abruptions aids

the final cycle process to bring the nations to their knees—before 8th King world government. (Rev13:15-18).

The preparatory GWOT 1.0 phase extended that globalizing-military positioning globally in preparation for the final cycle now set-up in this

magnitude of potential global instability. It also amplified the debt condition of the US system supporting these various geo-positioning wars. All

that is required is the proper catalyst event or events in the future to spark that final power consolidation cycle to be aided and accelerated by the

national system comprehensive global stressing cycle that the nation-state system will be shelved by.

That formulaic world war model just runs a final time, a fourth time, not with perpetual national sovereign war as the goal (Matt24:6), but with the

setup of the conditions to give rise to the ultimate 8th King world “peace and security” manifestation under that emergent globalized world
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government coming into full global authority. (1Thess5:1-3, Dan8:25, Rev17:11-18) As the nation-state “7th King” “King South” led system “falls” in

nation-state authority emptied, world government “rises” to recover the whole system under the globalized pyramid (Rev16:13-16) of that pinnacle

“King North” “8th King” world government system officially implemented to cap off the final cycle climax.

Additionally, as nations lose their real sovereign power, the former definition of national sovereign war also disappears. It

is the 8th King uni-polarity that will be absorbing all that former sovereign authority (Rev17:11-18) for the final sole global-

sovereign “globalization” complete, defining fully the “Har-Magedon” completed global-state of final, fully conglomerated,

rival 8th King power. That has to climax before Christ arrives, it enables and triggers that universal-milestone event.

Everything since WW1, and every “power and authority” dimension affected over the whole century-plus long development, is for the complete

world government objective. The real goal, to eventually be formulaically realized by final cyclic means in the future, is the full global

implementation of that actual global-sovereignty, held in a top level supra-national complex of power defined by a complex of private wealth and

power conglomerating into the 8th King meaning of total internationally distributed final “power and authority” (Rev17:8-18)— the global

“palatial tents” that define “King North” world government at truly global “8th King” scope and scale. (Dan11:45)

As the military tier of world government sovereignty conglomerates under uni-polar 8th King power following the conglomeration of the basis of

global wealth (Dan11:42-43) in that globalization synergy completing (Rev16:13-16) as world government, the now uni-polar globalist 8th King

military system global-sovereignty dominates the whole formerly 7th King predominant “King South” base nation-state system globally. (Dan11:42-

45, Rev17:8-18, Joel3:9-12) The 7th King is not destroyed, but its sovereign power is vanquished and that global nation-state system is made

functionally subservient to 8th King global-sovereign uni-polarity.

Babylon the Great Function Complete at End of Final Cycle

Now we can also know the religious sovereign system of a “Babel” of global religious based divisions and confusions, also climaxing in the

“Babylon the Great” global complex of religious sovereignty (Rev17:18), will fully run that necessary course of its global function of instability for

this whole final “sword-stroke” cycle. Thus as the “healing” phase starts to take hold in an emerging world “peace and security” under emergent

world government and its global recovery phase, the culmination of Babylon the Great (BTG) religious complex, then complete in its

destabilization function and no longer needed, will then also aid the “healing” recovery phase by global BTG asset transference in that final BTG

global deposition at the end of the final cycle.

Babylon the Great religious-sovereign system deposition, at the end of the final cycle, will also aid the final 8th King world government “world

peace” believability in the sovereign removal of that global complex of religious war, that aided greater political objectives from start to finish—

including the final world government global-political objective as the final “world peace” effect is amplified by the Babylon the Great “global

religious warmonger” global deposition, under full world government final authority (Rev17:15-18), aiding that final world “peace and security”

believability. The “harlot” was used by design for her entire existence especially useful for the whole final cycle.

Babylon the Great’s implied finale 8th King and “ten kings” “sword-stroke” on that religious competitive sovereignty

globally, will not be “healed”. (Rev17:15-18, Rev16:12,19; Rev18)

World Government = The 8th King

Now that the ultimate globalist-political agenda is met worldwide, with the wealth authority (Dan11:42-43, Rev13:15-18),

and the globalized-military (Joel3:9-12; Rev16:16), to actually finalize and enforce it, the whole nation-state complex of

former necessary functions in this divisionary religious aspect, the globalization process itself, and the “capitalism” model,

is all culminated and completed into world government for its final function of true global empowerment. And thus those

former models have met their functional purpose, they are not ongoing global dynamics, they equate to the final

functional basis of world government and its global agenda under the one-sided global financial, military and political

whole of the “scarlet wildbeast” “8th King”.

The “two horned wildbeast” “7th head” of the “scarlet wildbeast”, will have met its brainchild objective (Rev13:11-18), as

ultimately guided by the temporally mature “7th head” of the “fiery colored dragon”, as ultimately Satan and the demons

assume final pinnacle global power.

Because the new emerging globalized financial system 8th King system globalist victor (Dan11:42-43), is also the designer of the former nation-state

empire system under Anglo-American “7th King” national alliance system lead capitalism, and the globalism of banking and investment systems and

markets gone from national to truly global, it is in the perfect position to implement the final globalized wealth and financial “solution” model to

actually be implemented at global scale with the global “healing” phase.

They will also have met their objective of total globalized gold/silver bullion and wealth control (Dan11:42-43), so the real hard wealth basis of the

final global financial “solution” will be in real gold/silver at global scale, and real wealth and the core asset of literally the whole planet Earth as all

the nations are world government fully owned and operated “properties”. (Rev17:11-18, Rev16:13-16, Zeph3:8, Ps2)

In that way the Revelation 13 “seven headed” “wildbeast from the sea” is what is absorbed into the globalized “scarlet wildbeast” of world

government of the same “seven headed” structure it provides the developmental basis of, but now under the globalist authority of its “two horned



wildbeast” Anglo-American globalist elite main engineers. (Rev13:11-5) Obviously the world power authority will increase and peak as this is

finalizing as Revelation 13:11-18 cycle fully matures.

The final cycle of required global stressing, to define and accelerate this final mega “sword-stroke” phase multi-dimensionally, as shown fully setup

now globally, will accelerate the 8th King world power and wealth consolidation into a true uni-polarity that will truly be the only “solution” the then

fully bottomed out nations will have when that cycle bottoms in preparation for the final “healing” recovery and “ascension” of world government.

Thus the potential of the 7th King downfall as a nation-state sovereign nexus is evident in this preparation as is the final 8th King rise into full world

government as integral and concurrent in the global recovery “healing” phase of this final cycle.

Thus the perfect “sword-stroke” storm global, and the perfect 8th King designate “abyss” co-development, in all areas of nation-state structure, and

that at immense global scope, is now uniquely present globally, at enormous scale and systemic saturation, for the future final cycle activation. So

the “healing” phase and “abyss ascension” for world government true implementation is also perfectly set up to run this final cycle for real,

concurrently, to the intended and fully foretold 8th King world government objective as a simultaneous final transformation to true 8th King uni-

polarity. Revelation 13 and Revelation 17 peak simultaneously.(Rev13:3-8 parallel Rev17:8-12; Rev13:15-18 parallel Rev17:11-18)

This is how we plainly know it is not “the end” prematurely, as some are deluded to speculate and believe, it is the great

global climax cycle required to fully run its course. That final cycle is completely outlined in prophecy in its main 8th King

objective, the main principles of power consolidation operations, and the main global national and globalist players, with

the approximate gauging (Rev8-11, Rev15-16), and underlying phased timing (Dan8:14, Dan12:7, Dan12:11), that defines the

final sequence and its final signal milestones that will mark the trek to Armageddon fully matured (Rev16:13-16, Rev17:11-

18), and thus Christ’s arrival is fully enabled over the increasingly recognizable process.

This is also why prophecy that outlined the first cycle (1914-1919), and the subsequent two that followed it (1939-1990),

also repeats with the grand finale cycle, which the first cycle laid out in the same outline of objective, players, principles,

preview milestones and timing. Its all the same thing, the final cycle is just its final and completing form.

Now the final warning total development from temple judgment (Rev8, Dan8:13-14) to recovery (Rev9, Zech3:4-5) to final

warning commission (Rev10, Zech3:6-9) to its delivery (Rev11:1-7) will contain the explanation of all these global events

globally explained over the final years required to transpire, before Christ arrives. This kind of progressive final cycle

forecast, already in the prophecy Bethel merely covers up now, temporarily, will fully aid people’s awareness of the true

state of the world as its own milestones mark the way to Christ’s final manifestation over several final years and milestone

periods well marked in prophecy.

The Fourth and Final Cycle – Final Sword Stroke to Healing under

Emerging World Government

“Healing” Phase Provides Wildbeast “Ascension” Progression

Main Problem-to-Solution Cycle

The purpose of these four cycles as a whole, present in the first 3 cycles so far (1914-1990), is they comprise the formative main phases of the

production of overall world government. This is why the UN “nucleus” or “image” is all that is officially present while this forms to the fourth cycle

world government culmination. The whole time the hidden globalist-sovereign structure was indeed forming globally, it just took time to complete

the whole.

Thus the UN centered world government process is marked by the cyclic formula that uses global scale war “sword stroke” “problem” to be

“healing” resolved into an intended world government presentation as the “admired” “solution”. (Rev13:3, Rev17:8) In reality the whole thing is

engineered for those peak “we need world government so we an ensure world peace” presentations, while everyone think the world war cycle just

erupted spontaneously, totally on its own with no financial funding preparation, no weapons preparation, no shadow diplomacy and no overall

guidance.

If people knew all that, then they would also know the world government presentation and its “world peace” pitch is part of the reason why the cycle

is orchestrated, as is big profit velocity and the further expansion of the globalist financial and overall corporate system to continue on after the

cycle ends to help prepare for the next cycle.

This is the final “chaos” to final “order” cycle at truly global scale outlined in Daniel 11:42-45, Revelation 17:8-18 and Revelation 13:3-8,15-18

among other supporting prophecy providing all the final cycle and end world government objective details and final ramifications. (Rev8-11,

Rev15-16, Rev14, Rev19) It is also the world-war-to-world-government formulaic phase in its fourth cycle as the three previous global war

developments in WW1 (1914-1919), WW2 (1939-1945), and the Cold War (1947-1990) were all resolved and then concluded with the United

Nations related global presentation to end each of those three former cycles.

Revelation 13:3 and Revelation 17:8 both note this formulaic principle as part of the process, along with its global “admiration” principle, in both



the “sword-stroke” to “healing” phase and the “abyss plunge” to “ascension” phase respectively, as they are integrally co-related in the whole final

cycle. Both the “sword-stroke” and “healing” phase and the concurrent implied “abyss plunge” and explicit “abyss ascension” phase are parallel and

generate the hopeful effects shown in the “admiration” principle in both Revelation 13 and Revelation 17 for world government acceptance.

The final cycle “tribulation of those days” phase has a severe “sword stroke” phase and “healing” phase cycle parallel as this cyclic formula

repeats for the final time (Matt24:29-31), to the same intended world government presentation, but then in final full form. In the “tribulation of

those days” the full timing of Daniel 8:14 temple judgment period and Daniel 12:7 (Rev11:2-3, Rev13:5) final warning period transpires prior to

world government presentation in Daniel 12:11 parallel “place the disgusting thing”.

1. Daniel 8:14 Timed Period (Temple Judgment Requirement)

Daniel 8:13-14 is a temple judgment timed milestone period that runs first (1Pet4:17), for the purpose of accounting and

purification (Zech3:4-8) to prepare the final warning ministry (Rev10-11) before it is ready for final deployment in the

subsequent 1260 day period.

The temple judgment of Daniel 8:13-14 begins Revelation 8:3-5 in final fulfillment of the then activating Revelation 8-11 as

the final cycle of prophecy starting marker. (1Pet4:17)

Thus understanding the Daniel 8:14 timing is activating in that concurrent temple judgment timed prophecy and events allows us to avoid applying

the 1260 days prophecy too soon. This is because the “right condition” of the temple and the ministry has to be fully met before the final ministry is

deployed in the 1260 days. A divinely approved and backed full clarification (Rev10:5-11) must be fully present BEFORE the 1260 days can

actually begin. And that itself is going to take time, hence Daniel 8:14 timing and “evening” and “morning” phasing of desolation and recovery.

(Dan8:26)

Its obvious from the attempted Daniel 8 interpretation in 1958 and the rehashed and adjusted 1999 version, in both Bethel Daniel commentary

books, that Daniel 8:13-14 is far more significant than Watchtower Bible and Tract Society corporate charter revisions of the 1940s. The

“transgression” of Daniel 8:12-13 cannot be blamed on the League of Nations “disgusting thing” backers, which are not in a “holy covenant” with

God, which “temple” “transgressor” connection is attempted by that current erred interpretation—it must be an anointed Christian based temple

transgression from those then “in the temple”.

Of course we see the conflict of interest in Bethel having to see their own post-1976 forming apostasy in this prophecy and then explain it in its

proper context, which has to be done to explain Daniel 8:11-13 and Daniel 11:30-32 properly with that 3rd United Nations presentation of 1990 at

Daniel 8:23 and Daniel 11:31.

Then, midstream of that prophecy and interpretation, Bethel changes the “transgression” connection, which causes that implied unrighteous

condition in the temple (Dan11:31), in the subject matter of the prophecy, to some totally unrelated organizational adjustments. Those WTBTS

charter adjustments just aided Bethel’s further centralizing dictatorial evolution, at that time creating the full potential of the future full

profanations under the apostate Governing Body actual dictatorship of 1976, and its subsequent UN NGO true “transgression causing desolation”

in 1991.

The “because of transgression” (Dan8:12), and the “transgression causing desolation” (Dan8:12-13), is from, not the nations and their League of

Nations, but from “those leaving the holy covenant” right at Bethel (Dan11:30b-31, Dan8:12) to lead a “King North” (8th King) backed apostasy

“in the temple” (Dan11:32a) which defines the true context of Daniel 8:11-14. It also defines this temple “profanation” (Dan11:31a) as concurrent

with the 1990 3rd United Nations presentation parallel of Daniel 8:23 and Daniel 11:31b which Bethel fully ignores, “throws truth to the earth”

(Dan8:12b), as Bethel instead became UN NGO fully defining their “disgusting thing” centerpiece of their “transgression causing desolation”.

(Matt24:15 by Dan11:30-32)

Further, Bethel also conceals the true 8th King identity of “King North” (Dan11:27-45) made official in that 1990 3rd UN global presentation

event as the Cold War resolved to provide the global context of the same “problem” principle “solved” for the UN “peace” “solution” relief as the

same formula, (Dan11:29-31)—thus the same “sword-stroke” to “healing” principle was also present in the Cold War resolution to highlight the

UN presentation in 1990, albeit it was a threat of a nuclear “sword-stroke”, not its reality, hence a “Cold” World War; yet it still was a global

conflict.

This is why the Daniel 8:14 restored temple “righteous condition” is required and is outlined in prophecy with a notable judgment decree (Dan8:13),

and the timed temple judgment event and cleansing period as Daniel 8:14 required to truly reach the now required “right condition” temple

judgment cleansing of the now Bethel UN NGO terminally “befouled” temple representatives. (Zech3:1-3, 2Thess2:3-4) The temple “transgression”,

as embodied in that UN NGO marker (Matt24:15, Dan8:13, Dan11:31b), prophetic cover up (Dan8:12), and other lawless Bethel scandals, is what is

accounted for in the coming “evening” phase of the temple judgment “desolation” phase to be marked by the “trampling” requirement, upon the

Bethel profaned target, described in Daniel 8:13 preceding Daniel 8:14 eventual purified “right condition”. (Matt13:36-42)

This temple judgment event will provide a prophetic global cue to be explained later after the Bethel apostates are judged,

neutralized, removed and fully “revealed” and exposed in the explanation. It is not just Christendom that is subverted to aid

the world government objective, Bethel has joined the subversion campaign to include the Jehovah’s witnesses’ sector in

the core global delusion. Jehovah’s witnesses also go through this temple judgment prophecy to be cleansed and recovered



in those who can be recovered (Matt13:36-42) from the corrupting effects of Bethel’s modern apostate ministry of almost

40 years of the tenure of the illegal renegade apostate gb takeover. (Rev8:10-11,12)

Thus this Daniel 8:13-14 prophecy is very significant to the “temple” of anointed Christians NOW, and its condition. It is the key unique temple

judgment prophecy yet to fulfill— it is in the future— and it deals with a far more serious “transgression” “in the temple” as UN NGO UN doting

Bethel is defined as also the modern “evil slave” and “man of lawlessness” being used to lead that apostasy of Daniel 11:32a, as cross referenceable in

modern times to 2 Thessalonians 2:3-4 ‘apostasy’ that will be fully revealed in this judgment. (This is why Bethel’s “its the end of the world”

premature delusion is also present at 2 Thessalonians 2:1-2; they use it to conceal their apostasy with their diverting “end of the world” hype now

paralyzing the average Jehovah’s witnesses’ mind.)

That modern Bethel lead apostasy, apostate progressive revelation, and everything prophetic since 1990, is now concealed by Bethel “throwing

truth to the earth” in “unrestrained” cover up and subversion. (Dan8:12) It will be in the Daniel 8:14 temple judgment concluding “morning” phase,

in that enlightenment parallel with the ministerial recovery phase, that this all goes global in awareness once the apostate Bethel obstacle is also

removed in the preceding Daniel 8:14 “evening” darkness of the “trampling” phase of Daniel 8:13.

In time the “sword” Bethel apostates and impostors are aiding (Zech13:7) in this guaranteed global Bethel organizational “trampling” of Daniel 8:13

will peak in their permitted coup, but it will also engulf them when that “evening” phase ends. The purpose of God allowing such a serious event to

come on the now profaned Jehovah’s witnesses’ ministry is to also neutralize the apostates and impostors to begin fully exposing them (2Thess2:8)

once they are expelled fully from the ministry, in a temple-coup context they will help create (Dan11:32a,41), that sees Christ preliminary “temple

visitation” of the temple purification of Malachi 3:1-4, Zechariah 3:3-5, and Revelation 8:3-5 as 1 Peter 4:17. (Isa66:6)

That coup is what tosses the Jehovah’s witnesses’ ministry and anointed Christians into the final judgment “abyss” of Revelation 9:1-2, the modern

“sign of Jonah” parallel of the 1150 day, 3.19 year minimum Daniel 8:14 timing, apparently transpiring with that temple judgment “evening” phase.

That “trampling” recovery of Zechariah 3:4-9 parallel, with much modern enlightenment coming, is cross referenceable to the Revelation 9:1-4

“abyss” release from that temple desolation “trampling” phase parallel from the preceding Revelation 8 temple judgment parallel in final and

repeating fulfillment.

That is also the completion of the “abyss” “evening” “darkness” period upon the anointed Christian “temple” ending, as a modern “sign of Jonah”

parallel of Jonah being vomited up by the “great fish”, to the “light”, as “abyss” (Jonah 2:1-10) released, to continue the formerly apostate Bethel

aborted ministerial commission in now “right condition” form, the final “sackcloth” state of the emerging final “two witnesses” ministry.

The Daniel 8:14 1150 day (3.194 years; 3 years, 2 months, 10 days) possible phased timing of the temple judgment “evening” phase provides the

three year approximated “sign of Jonah” and Revelation 9 “abyss” stay parallel to be made known (Rev8:7-12), by then, to a recovering anointed

Christian “temple” final ministerial leg being clarified to accuracy. That final ministerial recovery is to transpire in the Daniel 8:14,26 temple

judgment concluding “morning” phase of possibly the same timing duration in 3.194 years. (Dan8:13-14) (That is all recovering and transpiring to

the divinely known official final 1260 days period prophecies and final warning (Rev11:1-7) as Revelation 8-11 is activated in final fulfillment by

that temple judgment signal event. (Matt25:1-13 “ten virgins” judgment parallel)

The Daniel 8:13-14 temple judgment is also going to allow the most severe portion of the “tribulation of those days” to proceed as the global context

(Rev16:1-9, Hag2:7), as the Jehovah’s witnesses’ organization is sacked as a visible Daniel 8:13 “trampling” cue, for what is actually an anointed

Christian judgment. The anointed Christian “temple” and reality is invisible, no one can see an anointed Christian as actually anointed—so visible

apostate Bethel will be sacked to provide this globally seen cue and related connection to “the temple” affecting anointed Christians by a

determining final judgment on them first. (1Pet4:17, Matt25:1-13, Matt13:36-42)

In that way a notable temple judgment milestone (1Pet4:17, Zech13:7), in an intensifying global “sword-stoke” context can also aid global awareness

of the meaning of that final cycle, then active—but just starting to manifest the whole final cycle of prophecy and 8th King global developments.

(Hag:2:7, Rev16:1-9)

It will be a preparatory global signal of more prophecy that must also manifest after that temple judgment event (Rev8), as a cleansed anointed

Christian ministry (Zech3:4-5, Rev9) is restored to also explain it all (Rev10-11), live and real-time, in accurate truth of the current situation as the

final cycle is in global progress to the rest of the “sword-stroke” to “healing” phase (Rev13:5-8) and the final “abyss ascension” of 8th King world

government in completion. (Rev17:8-12, Rev11:7) That is also why this temple judgment timing and phase has to run first. (1Pet4:17)

Temple Judgment Timing Importance

Thus we can understand the Daniel 8:14 timing will transpire in a final global “sword stroke” context (Rev13:3-8 repeating principle), and a parallel

related “sword” on the Bethel organization (Zech13:7, Dan11:41, Luke21:20). That concurrent development can then possibly be leading into the

eventual “healing” phase activation of both the “wildbeast” system and the “temple” system approximately concurrent in some related manner. In

that way the Jehovah’s witnesses’ upswing out of that Revelation 9:1-4 “abyss” of the temple judgment being seen globally can also emerge. In that

final warning clarification forming, Jehovah’s witnesses and the world will also ready for the real explanation of the temple judgment meaning.

It appears that will come under more favorable recuperative global conditions in the dominant global centers reviving (Rev13:5-7, Rev16:13-16),

past the peak period of the “sword-stroke”, in its final “healing” trajectory to the full 8th King world government presentation which the final
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warning must precede as per Revelation 11:1-7 parallel of Revelation 17:8-11, prior to the full world government “one hour” of Revelation 17:12-18.

Thus that comprehensive “healing” phase will be potentially beginning in the activation of the cross-linked 1260 days period (Rev13:5, Rev11:2-3,

Dan12:7) as God will know that timing, not us at this time. This is because that “healing” will come with a supporting heightened authority of the

wildbeast system (Rev13:5) while en route to the eventual full 8th King world government presentation. The recovery timing is provided to

understand the temple judgment to recovery period (Rev8-9) is to produce a purification and summarization of everything (Rev10:5-11) to form a

fully clarified final “little scroll” Kingdom message of Messianic Kingdom guaranteed completion over that final period. (Rev11:1-7, Zech4:6-9,

Zech3:4-9)

The Daniel 8:14 period allowed the “right condition” to be met BEFORE the 1260 days begins.

Thus the Daniel 8:13 “trampling” and eventual Daniel 8:14 “right condition” purification is activating the “trampling” phase in the heat of the global

“sword-stroke” phase and its global effect—into that context the “trampling” marking intrigues come upon Bethel globally in that notable global

context marking the start of the Daniel 8:14 timing. Essentially the “tribulation of those days” is starting with that Daniel 8:13 “trampling”

requirement and with that “sword stroke” phase peak, all concurrently activating within that notable global context.

The Bethel UN NGO of 1991-2001 is the signal “disgusting thing standing in a holy place” present now (Matt24:15, Dan11:31b, Dan8:13), that marks

the indication of the “tribulation” activation upon the anointed Christian “holy city” in the temple judgment phase first (1Pet4:17)—Bethel provides

the globally known and visible apostate context of that accounting to be more easily connected later to the temple judgment prophecy it will

actually be, not “the end” Bethel now promotes as the covering delusion of 2 Thessalonians 2:1-2; but instead the final cycle beginning.

Eventually, in then cleansed form by action of this temple judgment, the “holy city” proceeds to the final 1260 days and

the final “two witness” ministerial cessation development of Revelation 11:1-10 while carrying a fully accurate and up to

date “little scroll” summary. (Rev10:5-11)

Thus the temple judgment, and its trampling-to-recovery timing of Daniel 8:14,26, must transpire before the 1260 days can begin in a truly “right

condition” in that temple purification. (Zech3:4-8, Mal3:1-5, Rev8) And this is why that whole “trampling” in Daniel 8:13 first covering the Daniel

8:14 timing fully, and Revelation 11:2 1260 day timing later, marks the whole spiritual meaning of the “tribulation of those days” running with the

whole “sword-stroke” to “healing” cycle to that progressive world government “ascension” of Revelation 11:7 and Revelation 17:8-12 in final form.

In this way those attempting to apply the 1260 days prematurely, aided by great global developments to aid that believability of what will be a

hoax, are just more premature delusions that will fall out during the Daniel 8:14 timing that must be actually active and completed first. Bethel’s

forecast will fail as well, but the “first witness” truths they are subverting from the first Jehovah’s witnesses’ ministerial cycle of 1914-1919 must

be re-affirmed by the “second witness” phase of the same “two witnesses”.

This is why the original Jehovah’s witnesses ministerial meaning now under attack aided from within by Bethel, is to instead be preserved, because it

lays the same master-pattern as the final cycle as the prophecy repeats in final form (hence “two” “witnesses”), just updated for the modern final

sovereign entities it will produce in the 8th King world government system then the Messianic Kingdom completion at Christ’s arrival.

2. 1260 Days Global Authority Prelude to World Government

The 1260 days is the final Kingdom warning milestone period to develop concurrent with the final part of global “sword-

stroke” to “healing” phase to present world government to end that cycle, covering that final “healing” phase portion to

present world government at the end of that final cycle.

Thus the events in Daniel 12:11 1290 days will have been fully forewarned concerning that period’s meaning before it

arrives there.

The 1260 days is a unique multi-prophetic cross referencing time signature. (Dan7:25, Dan12:7, Rev11:2-3, Rev13:5, Rev12:14)

(Daniel 12:7) And I began to hear the man clothed with the linen, who was up above the waters of the stream, as he

proceeded to raise his right [hand] and his left [hand] to the heavens and to swear by the One who is alive for time indefinite:

“It will be for an appointed time, appointed times and a half. (1260 day parallel to Revelation 11:2-3) And as soon as there will

have been a finishing of the dashing of the power of the holy people to pieces (Rev11:7-10), all these things will come to their

finish.” (in the Daniel 12:11 period);

Thus the Revelation 11 1260 day portion leading to Christ’s arrival is the parallel of the Daniel 12:7 1260 day period leading to Daniel 12:11 world

government completion as Daniel 11:42-45 convergence into Daniel 12:7 and then Daniel 12:11.

(Revelation 11:1-3) And a reed like a rod was given me as he said: “Get up and measure the temple [sanctuary] of God and the

altar and those worshiping in it. (this is a guarantee of judgment and temple completion, not an “inspection” already carried out prior to the

temple judgment of Dan8:13-14 that produces this finality) 2 But as for the courtyard that is outside the temple [sanctuary], cast it

clear out and do not measure it (because it is going into 144000 completion in the final part of the “tribulation of those days” “little scroll”

deployment), because it has been given to the nations, and they will trample the holy city (the final anointed remnant enabling the



144000 completion, Rev7:1-4, Rev14:1) underfoot for forty-two months. (1260 days, Dan12:7, Rev11:3, Dan7:25, Rev13:5; the final 2520

day “seven time” total “two” “witnesses” period of final invitation and warning announcing the Messianic Kingdom completion portion of Christ’s

final King-Priest Coronation and final temple installment, Zech4:6-9, Zech6:9-15); 3 And I will cause my two witnesses to prophesy a

thousand two hundred and sixty days dressed in sackcloth.” (the final two witnesses Messianic Kingdom completion announcement);

That all progresses with this wildbeast period of authority for “42 months” preceding full world government:

(Revelation 13:5) And a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies was given it, and authority to act forty-two months

was given it. (parallels Dan7:25, 12:7; Rev11:2-3, Rev12:6,14 in final replication fulfillment)

Thus this 1260 days cross links and ties a number of major global developmental and final Kingdom warning prophecies together as an overall

concurrent global development requirement. Additionally the unique signal Daniel 8:14 temple judgment prophecy and its minimum 1150 days,

possibly fully 2300 days, in two 1150 day phases (Dan8:26), provides sufficient time to run the “sword-stroke” peak activity globally leading to this

final replication of the 1260 days as the “healing” begins, and its prophetic 1260 day developments also repeating in final form.

Thus we can now consider the possibility that the 1260 days starting, after the 2300 days expires, is also the beginning of

the global “healing” process of the whole “abyss ascension” of world government manifesting, also just beginning, for an

eventual multi-year completion trajectory to the marked “one hour” of eventual full 8th King world government, in full

completion that occurs after the 1260 days has expired.

Hence the post-1260 days Revelation 11:7 prophecy is a final cycle climax parallel defining the start of Daniel 12:11 by these two criteria being met

in the final warning cessation and the final 8th King world government presentation:

(Revelation 11:7-10) And when they have finished their (1260 day) witnessing, the wild beast that ascends out of the abyss

(Rev17:8-11 parallel of 8th King assuming world government completion) will make war with them and conquer them and kill them.

(Rev13:5-7 parallel; “two witnesses” final anointed Christian ministry deposed as the “constant feature has been removed” parallel)

(Daniel 12:11) “And from the time that (1) the constant [feature] has been removed and (2) there has been a placing of the

disgusting thing (final world government placement) that is causing desolation, there will be one thousand two hundred and

ninety days.

Thus Revelation 11:7 is the parallel of Revelation 17:8-11 repeating for the final “scarlet wildbeast” world government

presentation defining that final “abyss ascension” cycle and meaning.

The parallel 1260 days, that eventually transpires fully into the above eventual 1290 days, runs its full 1260 days in this repetitive “sword-stroke”

to “healing” cycle to once again see the silencing of the then recovered Kingdom proclamation of anointed Christians (Rev11:2-3 parallel 1260 days)

as in the above. The parallel 1260 day period, with also concurrent “wildbeast” authority for “42 months” (Rev13:5), must be being fueled by the

start of the global recovery cycle at  some point in that 1260 days prelude period to the final world government final “place the disgusting thing” of

Daniel 12:11 it is empowering. That also completes with that global world system significance in this final cycle parallel with the final Kingdom

warning 1260 day sequence.

That 1260 days is the final portion of the “tribulation of those days” parallel of the whole “sword-stroke” global stressing phase to recovery

“healing” phase of the whole cycle. This is why it may also be the opportune time to recover the Christian ministry to also deploy into this same

1260 day period then just activating with global recovery as the goal to aid the final 8th King world government presentation—hence why the final

warning precedes that completion running at the same time.

The Daniel 12:11 1290 days, which it is all leading to from the temple judgment preparation of the final warning, to be deployed for the subsequent

1260 days, is the period of world government completion. That world government completion certainty comes from other prophetic cross

references as that event completes first, then Christ’s arrival occurs along with his final Messianic Kingdom completion (Rev11:11-12), to be

concurrent with that climax 8th King world government development in its “one hour” of Revelation 17:12 eventual full world government—thus all

of that transpires in the Daniel 12:11 1290 day period.

World Government “Healer” and the Final Kingdom Proclamation

The Daniel 8:14 temple judgment accounting and purification process is what prepared that clarified final warning (Rev10:11, Rev11:3), eventually

leading over that Daniel 8:14 timing to the officially deployed “little scroll” final commission (Rev10:5-11) that led to the eventual “two witnesses”

final warning of 1260 days (Rev11:1-7), and its cessation (Rev11:7-10) in the removal of that final Messianic Kingdom completion proclamation

“constant feature” after that final 1260 days has expired.

Thus by the time the “wildbeast” global “healing” process is in full swing with the concurrent “scarlet wildbeast” world government progressive

global “abyss ascension” as the worldwide “healer”, the final warning will also be going forth concurrently and will complete the final warning

guaranteed in Revelation 11:2-3 (parallel Rev13:5) as world government full “ascension” is completing. (Dan12:7)

Thus the full warning of the ramifications of a complete 8th King “scarlet wildbeast”, including its related UN “image”, but beyond its functionality



with the full world government defining technocratic, financial and military globalized system backing it, will have been announced while it is in

progress, as foretold, before the world government completion (Dan11:45-12:11), and its full blown “one hour” of world “peace and security” and

the final 666 marking campaigning. (Rev17:12, 1Thess5:1-3, Dan8:25, Rev13:15-18, Rev14:9-11)

That “healing” process, aiding the full completing “globalization” into world government, is what gives the “scarlet wildbeast” “healer” the final

progressive global conglomeration of the entire nation-state system completing (Rev16:13-16), then coming into world government authority

(Rev17:11-18) based on this nation-state system “wild beast” recovery, below, into globalized “scarlet wildbeast” 8th King global “ascension”

(Rev17:8-12, Rev11:7) concurrent with this phase and principle culminating into that eventual finality:

(Revelation 13:3-6) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death (gives an impression of doom, “as though”, but is not an

actual system “death” but produces the required global psychological effect of that possibility), but its death-stroke got healed (in final form

world government is the global “healer” system—the main purpose is global acceptance:), and all the earth followed the wild beast with

admiration. (the same pattern was used in the WW1 “as though slaughtered to death” first cycle setting this formulaic principle of how the

“wildbeast” promotes its own admiration) 4 And they worshiped the dragon because it gave the authority to the wild beast, and

they worshiped the wild beast with the words: “Who is like the wild beast, and who can do battle with it?” 5 And a mouth

speaking great things and blasphemies was given it (the blasphemies will climax in the then emerging global “New World Order”

statements), and authority to act forty-two months was given it. (as that 1260 days parallel is at Dan7:25, Dan12:7, Rev11:2-3, and

Rev12:14 leading to world government of the whole Rev17:8-18 final progressive process) 6 And it opened its mouth in blasphemies

against God, to blaspheme his name and his residence, even those residing in heaven. (an anti-Christian climax campaign of the

“grandiose words” “new world order” theme of the rival “8th King” system heading to completion; the Dan7:8,11,20 “grandiose words” theme

continues for the final cycle and into the “one hour” of 8th King world government brief  “King North” “reign”)

That whole process implies a progressive global period requiring to fully run, to progressively “heal” the global system into the 8th King world

government administered “solution”, and thus to fully “ascend” the world government core global “healer” globally, with the backing incentive,

hopefulness and authority of that global “healing” reality which must be empowered by an enormous 8th King financial and wealth control sector

(Dan11:42-43, Rev13:15-18) actually capable of meeting the recovery “healing” objective.

And in that drawn out process this segway parallels the eventual cessation of the final “two witnesses” warning first, after that parallel 1260 days of

final warning has completed:

(Revelation 13: 7-8) And there was granted it to wage war with the holy ones and conquer them (Rev11:7, Dan7:25, Dan12:7),

and authority was given it over every tribe and people and tongue and nation. (begins to culminate the final “abyss ascension”

Rev17:8-11 and Rev11:7 parallel into world government “one hour” of Rev17:12 world government completion of Rev17:11-18) 8 And all those

who dwell on the earth will worship it; the name of not one of them stands written in the scroll of life of the Lamb who was

slaughtered, from the founding of the world. (Rev14:9-11, Rev13:15-18 parallel climax forming over that final “42 months” and into the

final “one hour” of actual global government.)

And this is why absorption of Babylon the Great (BTG) global assets aids this final cycle’s ending process as per Revelation 16:12-19 and

Revelation 17:15-18 deep cycle parallel events also manifesting progressively in that “one hour” parallel. The BTG “because in one hour your

(BTG) judgment has arrived” and “because in one hour such great riches have been devastated”— is the same “one hour” as per Revelation 17:12

world government final defined symbolic period.

(Revelation 17:12) “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten kings (conglomerated national system), who have not yet received a

kingdom (in John’s time), but they do receive authority as (world government aiding) kings one hour with the wild beast (world

government).

Babylon the Great has to be deposed after the “two witnesses” are deposed which will be explained more fully later. (Rev11:7-10, BTG “great city”

still present)

Global “Healing” Takes Time

The logic of the required time for the global “healing” process is in the final cycle unique global scale of the global stressing “tribulation of those

days” phase and its “sword-stroke” inter-relationship—it has to be globally enormous in all aspects of this final cycle of these global scale

manifestations: “as though slaughtered to death”. Thus any “healing” has to be by an 8th King controlled wealth potential actually capable of

recovering whole nations (Dan11:42-43 en route to Rev13:15-18), who in the EU and US systems, are now in debt beyond the scale of national based

“bail-outs” or the liquidation of their national based collateral assets.

(China is a massive pyramidal financial Ponzi scheme that also must be affected, and no nation-state system will be unaffected as the domino affect

proceeds from the 7th King “fall” and controlled default. (Dan11:42-43) The scale of global bank derivatives exposure is beyond the scale of all

global wealth, thus it is part of the set-up of this final cycle global financial dilemmas.)

World government authority (and immense real wealth) is what provides the global “bail out” and in the process it ends up with “all the desirable

things of Egypt”. (Dan11:42-43, Rev13:15-18) Thus the 8th King supporting financial and wealth control sector of world government is already

“recommending itself”, because it contains the “master creditor” corporate network that has designed the base nation-state finance, credit and



monetary system, and the “master creditor” ultimately owns this global debt—whose “debt” origin is global central bank currency creation (mostly

digital)—and it will become truly the only global “solution” by such design.

(Isaiah 41:1) “Attend to me in silence, you islands; and let national groups themselves regain power. (“sword-stroke” “healing”)

Let them approach. (Rev16:13-16) At that time let them speak. Let us come up close together for the judgment itself. (the final

world judgment phase of 6th trumpet-to-7th trumpet (Rev11:7-15) and 6th-plague-to-7th plague developments (Rev16:10-19) to lead over

Matthew 24:29-31 into the final segway of the full world judgment of Revelation 14 and 19)

The “two horned wildbeast” Anglo-American based globalist elite super-corporate system is also the wealthiest system in world history along with

its properly aligned 8th King national-elite components—it will only get richer as this final cycle runs. Since the globalist system only acquires more

power and riches in the final global stressing cycle, hence Daniel 11:42-43, it is progressing to a true world government of wealth, already

functioning in that wealth and finance control sector, already independent of the sinking nation-state system in its own custom “wildbeast”—the

“two horned” one. (Rev13:11-15)

These elements are now exposed in global research as forming a second tier of global power, now well established, based in this supranational wealth

controlling trans-national corporate matrix of that 8th King engineering globalist elite international system—and it is not a static system, it will

complete its global wealth control objective (Dan11:42-43) already internationally “legalized” by world government just being made globally official

and visibly presented at that time. (Hence 1Thess5:1-3) The UN charter and global level legal architecture and corporatism is already in place.

That is the globalizing system (Rev16:13-16) that must administer this final global “healing” process, and in that process national sovereign

authority will be transferred (Rev17:11-18) as these nations’ mega-debt resolution also transfers their real wealth and assets (Dan11:42-43, hence

sovereign transfer as well), to resolve the “master debt” of the nation-state whole. That final wealth and sovereignty “haul” is into the “master

creditor” tier of the globalists, conveniently protected in the supra-national corporate tier of the “two horned wildbeast” and “scarlet wildbeast” 8th

King international-matrix of world government and its global corporate network dimension.

As that real wealth component in national control shifts to globalist control, so will the national-sovereignty shift as well

to the globalist world government global-sovereign 8th King system culmination. (Rev17:11-18)

Comprehensive “Sword-Stroke”

We also now know “wars” in markets, currency and trade always precede and progress with global war—and so do other forms of climax “conflict”.

Thus the coming global “sword-stroke” true potential will have multi-dimensional effects on the global economy, and its commercial and

institutional system global-ecology. That development amplifies the final global stressing scale upon the current financial and monetary model from

the nation-state era (Isa19), now on its way to being phased out, by actually being transitioned into a world government sector of final wealth and

finance control and its final recovery system.

We know the global debt condition is not aided by a devaluation in the fiat currency systems, and vice  versa, and global debt default, in just a few

sectors of liability, will have further global repercussions upon the nation-state base debtor matrix. Many variables, such as interest rates, fuel and

commodity prices and equity market performance can also come into play in inter-relating systemic manner affecting global investment systems.

Therefore how this is catalyzed and how it actually manifests globally is for now unknown; but we do know it is far more globalist system

engineered, algorithmic and controlled than is commonly recognized and its scale is truly global this time. They do not intend to lose control of the

whole process, they intend to control it for maximum preparatory global financial “sword-stroke” formulaic effect.

Thus Daniel 11:42-43 is also plainly seen being set-up now, in the coming bottoming out of this current global-debt phase for this final cycle of

wealth control:

(Daniel 11:42-43) And he (8th King/King North) will keep thrusting out his hand against the (national) lands; and as regards the

land of Egypt (collective national powers; King South “capital”), she (feminized King South) will not prove to be an escapee. (captured by

globalist power intrigues of first a financial nature:) 43 And he (King North/8th King) will actually rule over the hidden treasures

(globally) of the gold and the silver and over all the desirable things of Egypt. (Thus 8th King/King North rules the world wealth,

wealth system and all “desirable things” of collective global national “Egypt” “King South” powers in full globalist progressive ownership);

And these kinds of dynamics, at global scale, is why the “healing” phase has to be an extended process as well. This is also why in that extended

process the 8th King supporting “healer” is who will be the final global wealth authority as all other “power and authority” will follow the global

wealth sovereignty. (Rev17:11-18) Implied as well is the “sword-stroke” will be enormous to effect the proper “healing” context globally, not total

collapse or the 8th King system would also be aborted, but significant enough to aid the overall process in recognizable scale and effect.

Thus we can see not “the end”, prematurely, as Bethel deludes others to believe, but a final cycle requirement that must run its full course, that will

turn out in the end, better than expected for the national powers—as shown that positive global upswing formulaically aids the “admiration” of the

world government entity. The nations just have to be subservient to world government to receive that “healing” benefit because it will be real in

massive global potential also aiding the acceptance of world government. (Rev13:15-18)

This is why the “freedom from care” of Daniel 8:25 is this final “peace and security” healing phase climax definition culminating. The final world

“peace and security” will also be a real global development defined by uni-polar sovereign domination of the 8th King (1Thess5:1-3), but it is
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therefore also administered according to the 8th King definition and agenda; hence Daniel 11:44-45 and Daniel 8:25 final developments to support

the Revelation 13:15-18 8th King “accept 666 or else” global decree. (parallel Rev14:9-11)

For many, accepting the 666 will be wildly lucrative, and it will be required to retain existing wealth as well, because everything else is recovered

under pinnacle national subservient systems that “do receive authority as kings one hour with the wild beast” to aid the wealth and authority

dimension of this global process. Thus the total global context of Revelation 13:15-18 is by this kind of wealth and finance monopoly and

dependency of that final 8th King global-recovery system.

Discrediting All Christian Prophecy with the Premature “End of the World” Enabling a Global Hoax

In fact the more globally doomful the “sword-stroke” becomes “as though slaughtered to death”, the more that global psychology aids the eventual

contrasting global hopefulness of the recovery “healing” relief period thus aiding the positivity of the eventual, full world government presentation.

There are other reasons the future final “sword-stroke” cycle magnitude is to be large enough to support the premature “end of the world” delusion

“as though slaughtered to death”.

They also want Jehovah’s witnesses to fully believe the current apostate and King North compromised Bethel “the end” premature forecast, aided

by big global events making it actually appear “as though slaughtered to death” for some time, because that delusion will delay the realization of the

final cycle meaning, and that it is just beginning. (Of course Jehovah’s witnesses will perceive it as simply “the end”, they will not yet see the

Revelation 13 “sword-stroke” has a final global phase in final repeating fashion.)

By Jehovah’s witnesses thinking it is “the end” and “prophecy is fulfilling brothers!”, the Bethel “trampling” desolation (Dan8:13) can be

misrepresented as that “the end”. Now Bethel’s downfall in the temple judgment “trampling” phase (Dan8:13) can be presented instead as further

evidence that it is that supposed “the end”. Now rather than these anti-Bethel events being the temple judgment (1Pet4:17) to account mainly for the

UN NGO “transgression causing desolation” (Dan8:13), and that instead that phase is for the purification preparation (Rev8:3-5, Zech3:4-5), for the

eventual final ministry (Rev10-11), whose opening first four trumpet reality (Rev8:7-12) is the exposure of the Bethel apostasy that well precedes

the true end, it is just sold to Jehovah’s witnesses as simply “the end”.

They will just toss Jehovah’s witnesses’ “Jonah Class” overboard as Bethel is “trampled” (Zech11, Zech13:7), and leave long deluded Jehovah’s

witnesses to figure it out for themselves, because it will not actually be “the end”, it will continue to the foretold milestones instead—including the

world government climax. In that drawn out period Jehovah’s witnesses will be left with totally different circumstances than those they were misled

to believe had activated by the key Bethel deluders, and that will take time to become fully aware of. (Hence the temple recovery phase requirement

and its “morning” of critical divinely backed final enlightenment.)

This is why 2 Thessalonians 2:1-4 also contains this premature end delusion (2Thess2:1-2) now present at Bethel, as the

earmark mass-JW-delusion that develops along with the apostasy required to be revealed (2Thess2:3-4) in the temple

judgment well before Christ’s arrival.

The bigger the global “sword-stroke” is, the more it will reinforce the premature end delusion of Jehovah’s witnesses. (Zech13:7) But Christendom

and others will also be affected by the enormity of the opening of the “tribulation of those days” phase to aid their own sectors of delusions and

uncertainties. Because this will neither be the Christendom styled “rapture”, nor “the end”, nor the Bethel “Armageddon brothers!”, all the

“doomsday” hype from that misled sector will also fail in its predictions of premature doom. It will be the opening phase of great tribulation, but in

its “tribulation of those days” first phase, that preceding world government with marked temple judgment and recovery events, the foretold

recovery for the world system, into 8th King full world government, is what comes first, not the end immediately.

(Luke 21:9) Furthermore, when you hear of wars and disorders, do not be terrified. For these things must occur first, but the

end does not [occur] immediately.”

It will have just been the peak “disorder” phase to bear the “new world order” beginning to emerge with 8th King world government in “a freedom

from care” and world “peace and security”. (Dan11:45, Dan8:25, 1Thess5:1-3) That is what will mark the transition from the “tribulation of those

days” phase ending into the “four winds” final phase of great tribulation, in post final Kingdom warning, 8th King “one hour” of that agenda of world

order being implemented in completely uni-polar manner. The final sealing is taking place as the final Kingdom warning mission of the “two

witnesses” is being completed over Revelation 11:1-10. (Rev7:1-4)

Thus the real “the end” phase has a complete Kingdom warning completed (Rev10:5-11, Rev11:3, Matt24:14), under far different global recovery

conditions than is painted in the current premature end and “doomsday scenario” espoused by modern Jehovah’s witnesses and others.

Instead the rival powers must complete (Dan11:36) the zenith rival world government system (Dan12:11, Dan8:25),

implement it globally (Rev16:13-16, Rev13:15-18, Rev17:11-18), state it as “world peace” globally (1Thess5:1-3) and come “all

the way” to their end (Dan11:45) as the defined global 8th King final rival world rulership. (Rev17:12)

Thus a mass prophetic discrediting campaign will be empowered globally as this plays out in these various false-prophetic

failures while the “healing” scenario of Revelation 13 and 17 is what must emerge in time fully testing out all the delusions,

like that in Jehovah’s witnesses.



Thus the “two witnesses” is to be literally (2) Kingdom related witnessing periods, that are “trampled” (Rev11:2-3) to the appointed “seven times”

fullness after the full warning is given—the first witness emerged in 1914-1919 announcing God’s Kingdom and Messianic Kingdom “birth”, the final

witness of the future completes that pronouncement in the “Kingdom come” (Matt6:10) finality as God’s Kingdom arrives with Christ to complete

the Messianic Kingdom  and Temple. (Zech3:6-10, Zech4:6-9, Zech6:9-15, Rev11:15-19) That completion is required as well, and is also yet to

culminate. That enables Jesus Christ’s final true full “King of kings” final coronation event, this one in the Messianic Kingdom. (Rev11:15)

Thus the completion of the “good news” of the “sacred secret” of that Kingdom is “brought to a finish”, completed as per Revelation 10:5-11,

deploying in the “second witness” to define Matthew 24:14 fully, in the full prophetic explanation (final warning content basis) preceding Christ’s

arrival with the full Kingdom of God (to complete the Messianic Kingdom agency), thus the plural “armies” of Revelation 19:11-21.

(Revelation 19:11-14) And I saw the heaven opened, and, look! a white horse. And the one seated upon it is called Faithful and

True, and he judges and carries on war in righteousness. 12 His eyes are a fiery flame, and upon his head are many diadems.

He has a name written that no one knows but he himself, 13 and he is arrayed with an outer garment sprinkled with blood,

and the name he is called is The Word of God. 14 Also, the armies that were in heaven were following him on white horses,

and they were clothed in white, clean, fine linen.

Now along with Jehovah’s witnesses, whose main prophetic forecast now maintained at apostate Bethel will also be failing year over year (Hos6:1-3;

climaxing in three years approximate “darkness” of that Zech13:7 “sword” confusion) in the Daniel 8:14 “evening” timing, the entire complex of

uncertainty and “doomsayer” guesswork will also fail as the “healing” phase will instead eventually arrive from the “sword-stroke” peak phase

resolving, as per formulaic principle, for a far different global outcome—potential “world peace” and global recovery manifesting—en

route to the final “8th King” world government presentation in maximum global “admiration”, wealth power and hopefulness.

Rather than “certain doom”, instead, a hopeful “healing” recovery will change the whole global outlook in that “admiration” principle as the world

government “abyss” emergence is also “admired” as the global “healer” system for maximum global acceptance as all this must have a final cycle of

climax fulfillment:

(Revelation 13:3) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the earth

followed the wild beast with admiration.

(Revelation 17:8) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss, and it is to go off

into destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who dwell on the earth

will wonder admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the world.

(Revelation 13:12) And it makes the earth and those who dwell in it worship the first wild beast, whose death-stroke got

healed. 

Thus the global con will be successful for its intended formulaic incentive process for world government acceptance

worldwide. This final cycle will go fully global in scope to form this final process year over year.

The whole phase will be formulaic for the effect of presenting world government in the best possible light as the “worst case scenario” instead turns

into the “best case scenario”: world “peace and security” and “a freedom from care” under 8th King world government entering the final global

recovery phase to sell the whole thing with the recovery actuality.

In such manner of unexpected developments of a far more positive global “healing” phase development, the whole

Christian prophetic theme will be discredited at the perfect time world government will be “ascending” from the “abyss”

setting the global stage for the climactic end of that 1260 day period. Thus the real end is not global pandemonium

devolving into irreversibility, but a picture of global peace under world government. It is the global “sword-stroke” phase

and its peak that will provide the impression that is the case, “as though” “slaughtered to death”, “as though doomsday has

arrived”, actually instead that false-impression aids the potential hopefulness of the global recovery upswing in the

required final “death stroke got healed” “healing” phase.

The prophetic discrediting comes in this mass interpretation failure due to premature forecasts and that indirectly aids the then arriving 8th King

world government credibility and hopefulness for instead the final “freedom from care” (Dan8:25) phase, and the world “peace and security”

eventual proclamation of world government global-sovereignty that instead, begins to manifest globally. (1Thess5:1-3) Into that then fully

discredited atmosphere and the global “healing” development to be progressively ushering in the wealth control components of full world

government, the ministerial recovery must also come forth (Rev9, Zech3:4-8) and give official final warning (Rev10:5-11) in the final Kingdom

proclamation deployed into that parallel 1260 days. (Rev11:1-7)

As a gauge to these timed milestone periods in the Daniel 8:14 temple judgment timing and phasing and the eventual final Kingdom proclamation

1260 days (Dan12:7, Rev11:2-3, Rev13:5) there are the first six of the “seven trumpets” and “seven plagues” incremental underlying parallels that

include and extend beyond these two prelude timings (Dan8:14, Rev11:2-3/Dan12:7) into full world government signalling the final enablement

of Christ’s arrival. Thus the 7th plague and 7th trumpet take place in the 1290 days activated. (Dan12:11) The link into Daniel 12:11 is that

Revelation 11:7-10 “three and a half day” “death” state of the second witness of the “two witnesses”, that transpires after the 1260 days has

completed as per Revelation 11:7.

https://templelijah.wordpress.com/2014/11/30/modern-sign-of-jonah-jehovahs-witnesses-going-down-for-three-years-by-bethel-global-organizational-intrigues/


That seven gauged linking development adds more detail to the temple judgment and the final warning periods and their globally seen milestones

indicating Christ’s arrival in their respective applicability to the temple context of Revelation 8-11 and the global context of Revelation 15-16 also

repeating in final form.

Thus even though a great discrediting, doubt and further UN promoting false-prophecy will be manifesting, the years required to run the temple

judgment timing (Dan8:14), and the final warning timing (Rev11:2-3), paralleling heightened wildbeast (Rev13:5-7) and Satanic global authority

(Rev12:14) 1260 day timing, will provide an overall worldwide period of great global events (Hag2:7) to affirm the real prophecy meaning in that

major final fulfillment period.

That whole drawn out final cycle period will also greatly affirm the full global indications, in those progressive milestones, of Christ’s impending

arrival as the ultimate milestone, leading to the total completion of the Messianic Kingdom (Rev14, Matt24:29-31), the final salvation “sheep

sweep” (Rev14:6-16), the final conquest over the full 8th King (Rev11:15-19) and the Satanic abyssing (Rev19:11-21, Rev20:1-3) in fully forewarned

manner. (Matt24:14, Rev10:5-11)

3. 1290 Days – World Government then Christ Arrival

This 1290 day period is a milestone convergent period of 8th King world government, Christ arrival and Messianic

Kingdom completion as a timed final phase period because it is open for salvation for the whole period. The end of the 1290

days is the end of the whole Armageddon culmination and the end of the 8th King system. It is the total climax period

defining the “happy” of the marked Daniel 12:12 Messianic Kingdom reception after that world judgment determination is

final.

(Daniel 12:11) “And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (in second two witnesses deposition of Rev11:7,

enables Christ arrival in Rev11:7-12 segway) and there has been a placing of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation (in fourth

and final 8th King UN world government placement; Dan11:45; 8:25), there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.

Ultimately world government completion and Christ’s arrival for Messianic Kingdom completion all occur in the Daniel 12:11 1290 day final segway

to full blown Armageddon approximately concurrent. Contrary to popular “doomsday” influenced belief and the general global uncertainty, Christ’s

first mission is “sheep” securement (hence Matthew 24:30-31 and Revelation 14:1-16 (Matt25:31-40; 1Thess4:17; Rev16:17) all precede “the end”),

not immediate 8th King termination. (Ps110:2, Dan7:26)

Thus Revelation 14 transpires in Daniel 12:11 and is open for salvation overseen directly by God (God’s Kingdom) and Christ (Messianic Kingdom)

as the “winepress” event is the last judgment event in that segway at Revelation 14:17-20 parallel Matthew 25:41-46.

Two Witnesses Ceased as Final “Remove the Constant Feature” of Daniel 12:11

Thus as the final “two witnesses” warning is being ceased by the official world government authority, the final enablement of Christ’s arrival is also

completed in Revelation 11:7-10, for that Revelation 11:11-12 Christ arrival parallel. (Matt24:29-31; Rev16:17) The arrival (end of 6th trumpet, 2nd

woe) is not the Messianic Kingdom conquest yet (7th trumpet, 3rd woe)—the arrival (1Thess4:17) enables first the full completion of the 144000

(Rev14:1) and thus the completion of the Messianic Kingdom and thus the empowerment of Christ final coronation in that final Kingdom agency as

universal “King of kings”. (Zech4:6-9, Zech6:9-15, Rev19:11,16)

The Kingdom theme of that final “little scroll” phase repeating as the second Kingdom “witness” (Rev10:11, Rev11:1-7) is the

Messianic Kingdom completion certainty to come with the “8th King” world government completion milestone prior to

Christ’s arrival. The first Kingdom witness of 1914-1919, is re-affirmed by the second Kingdom witness of the future,

completing fully the “two witness” meaning in two final Kingdom warning phases; 1914-1919 and the future. It also

completes the full “trampling” decree of the gentile allowance as 2520 days, as “seven times”, is what results from the final

1260 day period for its final run, 1260 days X 2 = 2520 days = “seven times” in final form as years.

Thus Christ assuming Kingdom of God kingship in 1914 first, is logical to precede the yet to complete Messianic Kingdom agency completion as the

last development. The Messianic Kingdom was just being “born” in that 1914 period (Rev12:1-10), as the eventual final sovereign agency that Christ

is also coronated within, in the future, as the “Kingdom of the World” is also secured under the complete Messianic Kingdom—the Kingdom agency

that is yet to complete. (Rev11:15-19)

That Christ King all inclusive “holy city” “Heavenly Jerusalem” and its 144000 “New Jerusalem” component will “descend from heaven” as one

whole final sovereignty, in its finalizing form (Rev21, Matt6:10, Dan7:26) to be the actual sovereign ruling agency of planet Earth and this universe

—thus Messianic Kingdom completion is the final theme of the final Kingdom proclamation (Rev10:5-11), the “little scroll”, and it completes in the

then complete rival 8th King face. (Ps110:2)

(Matthew 6:10) Let your kingdom come. Let your will take place, as in heaven, also upon earth. (Rom8:18-22, Matt19:28)

Thus the Messianic Kingdom completion completes this decree below fully as the “little scroll” subsequent theme in Revelation 10-11:1-10

repeating:



(Revelation 10:6-7) “There will be no delay any longer; 7 but in the days of the sounding of the seventh angel, when he is

about to blow his trumpet, the sacred secret of God according to the good news which he declared to his own slaves the

prophets is indeed brought to a finish.” (The “good news” in the prophecy is completed in full prophetic explanation in that “little scroll”

preceding Christ’s arrival for ultimate Messianic Kingdom completion defining the completion of Matthew 24:14.)

And that is why their is a second Kingdom witness of the “two witnesses” whole symbol concerning this required Messianic Kingdom completion

certainty and its final “little scroll” announcement that comes forth from this final temple judgment phase:

(Revelation 10:11) And they say to me: “You must prophesy again with regard to peoples and nations and tongues and many

kings.”

The final warning is thus also concluding into this Daniel 12:11 marked period starting as a concurrent feature of the 8th King world government

final “ascension” globally:

“Abyss Ascension” into Full World Government

(Revelation 11:7-10) And when they have finished their (1260 day) witnessing, the wild beast that ascends out of the abyss

(Rev17:8-11 parallel of 8th King assuming world government completion) will make war with them and conquer them and kill

them. (Daniel 12:11 “remove the constant feature” and “place the disgusting thing” in final world government form are approximately at some

point concurrent as per Daniel 12:11; Rev13:5-7)

And thus that Revelation 11:7 “abyss ascension” of world government is also this “abyss ascension” below, in final form, of that same  8th King

“scarlet wildbeast” world government, prior to the full world government “one hour” sequence of Revelation 17:11-18:

(Revelation 17:8-12) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss, and it is to go off

into destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who dwell on the earth

will wonder admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the world.

9 “Here is where the intelligence that has wisdom comes in: The seven heads mean seven mountains, where the woman sits

on top. 10 And there are seven kings: five have fallen (Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece), one is (Rome), the other has

not yet arrived (Anglo-American), but when he does arrive he must remain a short while. (“short while” as in deposed into 8th King,

not direct “destruction” except in that 8th King totality) 11 And the wild beast that was but is not (abyss plunge to abyss ascension), it is

also itself an eighth [king] (the final and truly global sovereignty), but springs from the seven, and it goes off into destruction. (that

is the final conglomerate “king” that is destroyed by God and Christ when in completion and final global position; Rev19:19-21, 2Thess1:6-10)

12 “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten kings (the complete “10” aiding nation-state subservient system), who have not yet

received a kingdom (in John’s time still incomplete), but they do receive authority as kings one hour with the wild beast.

That “one hour” takes place in Daniel 12:11 timing as defined by that final “place the disgusting thing” as 8th King world government complete.

And that final “abyss ascension” over that progressive global “healing” phase of Revelation 13, possibly as the 1260 days parallel into that recovery

upswing starting (Rev13:5-7), leads to the full world government global presentation in true global “power and authority” (Rev17:11-18) when the

global “healing” is matured into the world government financial component administering it. (Dan11:42-43) The final global “healing” is thus also

the full world government implementation process defining that “abyss ascension”.

Now the full “8th King” as world government, beyond its UN “image” 8th King designate forum (but including it as one whole “8th King”), will arrive

as the 7th King national system has to have succumbed to the global “sword-stroke” (and thus “as though slaughtered to death” required “downfall”

for the eventual recovery “healing” phase effect; Dan11:42-43/Rev13:15-18 global effects), as the 8th King “healing” process fully empowers the

concurrent progressive global 8th King rise, to the full—true 8th King; true “King North” (Dan11:44-45), true “King Fierce in Countenance”

(Dan8:25), true “scarlet wildbeast” as the parallels of this global-sovereign finality of the “8th King” “scarlet wildbeast” global parallel:

World Government “One Hour”

(Revelation 17:11-18) And the wild beast that was but is not (goes into abyss for final emergence into global presentation), it is also

itself an (globalist) eighth [king], but springs from the seven (national power progression culmination), and it goes off into

destruction. (Dan7:26, 8:25, 11:45; Rev19:20) 12 “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten (national) kings, who have not yet

received a kingdom, but they do receive authority (in world government conglomeration. Rev16:13-16) as kings one hour (limited

period of full global authority) with the (globalist “scarlet”) wild beast. (world government totality) 13 These have one thought

(sovereign expansion and or preservation), and so they give their (national based sovereign) power and authority to the (globalist apex

forming super-sovereign) wild beast. (as world government completion) 14 These will battle with the Lamb, but, because he is Lord of

lords and King of kings, the Lamb will conquer them. Also, those called and chosen and faithful with him [will do so].” (all

144000 complete Messianic Kingdom. Rev14:1) 15 And he says to me: (Babylon the Great goes down in this “one hour” sequence) “The

waters that you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples and crowds and nations and tongues. 16 And the ten horns

(national powers) that you saw, and the wild beast (globalist power), these will hate the harlot and will make her devastated and

naked, and will eat up her fleshy parts and will completely burn her with fire. (deposing religious sovereignty globally and

absorbing assets) 17 For God put [it] into their hearts to carry out his thought, even to carry out [their] one thought by giving



their (national based) kingdom to the (globalist ascendant) wild beast (as world government completion), until the words of God will

have been accomplished. 18 And the woman whom you saw means the great city that has a kingdom over the kings of the

earth.” (the target religious sovereignty; Rev16:19, Rev11 final fulfillment “great city”. This is how we know “Babylon the Great’s” destruction

does not start the judgment (1Pet4:17), it is deep in the final cycle near its end.);

And that full 8th King climax sovereign development, also enabling the world “peace and security” (1Thess5:1-3) and “freedom from care”

(Dan8:25) of this full global scale “healing” underway, is the final signal global development of no “wars and reports of wars” that Christ can then

arrive upon in completed “scarlet wildbeast” 8th King form. (invert Matt24:6)

Thus as the nation-state complex of multi-polar sovereignty converges into 8th King uni-polar global-sovereignty, all the

symbology of the 8th King in prophecy also converges into that one final global-sovereignty: King North (dominating King

South; Dan11:42-43), the King Fierce in Countenance (from Anglo “small horn” “8th horn” root), the whole Daniel 2:31-45

“immense image”, and the whole “wildbeast” complex all converge into final 8th King “scarlet wildbeast” ultimate uni-

polar global-sovereign meaning—they are all the identical 8th King global-sovereign world government meaning.

That global “healing” phase will empower the meaning of the Revelation 13:15-18 finale global financial authority of the 8th King world government

system in actual full authority:

(Revelation 13:15-18) And there was granted it to give breath to the image of the wild beast, so that the image of the wild

beast should both speak and cause to be killed all those who would not in any way worship the image of the wild beast. 16

And it puts under compulsion all persons (not just Christians, but everyone possible in the final “one hour” of 8th King scarlet wildbeast

world government authority; Rev17:12), the small and the great, and the rich and the poor, and the free and the slaves, that they

should give these a mark in their right hand or upon their forehead, 17 and that nobody might be able to buy or sell

(Dan11:42-43; financial and economic global dependency aids 666 incentive and extortion) except a person having the mark, the name of

the wild beast or the number of its name. 18 Here is where wisdom comes in: Let the one that has intelligence calculate the

number of the wild beast, for it is a man’s number; and its number is six hundred and sixty-six.

And thus Revelation 13 has its final cycle fulfillment in that climax with Revelation 17:8-18 as the final world government manifestation sequence.

The Milestone Timed Periods and the Underlying Final “Sevens” Gauging

Ultimately Revelation 8-11 “seven trumpets” and Revelation 15-16 “seven plagues” repeat in final fulfillment with the principles and applicable

portions of Revelation 13 and 17 also culminating. Thus Revelation 8-11 and Revelation 15-16 give a progressive “seven” gauged progression to

Christ’s arrival and provide the descriptive structure into which the timed prophecies overlay, and other supporting prophetic sections fit, over the

whole final cycle to 8th King completion, and thus Christ’s arrival fully enabled.

The “seven trumpets” and “seven plagues” are approximate parallels that provide a structured progressive framework

encompassing the whole final cycle. The first Jehovah’s witnesses’ cycle (1914-1922 and after) was a valid preview of this

seven based process of the meanings in these trumpets and plagues. Bethel is who the final Revelation 8 judgment cycle

comes upon, the global scope of the “plagues” is also in climax form as the worldwide context of that final cycle.

The “seven trumpets” provide a temple/spiritual context that progresses over time from the temple judgment milestone

event and timing of Daniel 8:13-14 (Rev8:3-5, first four trumpets) to the ministerial recovery (Rev9, trumpets 5-6, 1st woe),

to the final warning, (Rev10-11:1-7) to Christ’s arrival (Rev11:11-13; end of trumpet 6; 2nd woe), to the final Messianic

Kingdom conquest of the 7th trumpet, the final woe. (Rev11:14-19).

The “seven plagues” provide a global developmental context and gauged process from the final global cycle outline (first

four plagues), to the ominous effects upon the “wildbeast throne” (5th plague; parallel 5th trumpet; 1st woe), to Babylon

the Great being set-up as the nations are fully “gathered” in world government globalization (Rev16:12-16; 6th plague), to

Christ’s 7th plague arrival parallel, and then Babylon the Great’s deposition and eventual world judgment. (Rev16:17-19,

Dan7:26)

Those trumpets and plagues encompass the whole timed milestone periods of Daniel 8:14, the subsequent 1260 days (Dan7:25, Dan12:7, Rev11:2-3,

Rev13:5, Rev12:14), and the concluding 1290 days of Daniel 12:11. (Rev14)

That repeating prophecy, mirroring the global developments it pictures, is also an incremental progressive gauging that underlays this whole

framework of noted timed periods in Daniel and Revelation prophecy as that segway repeats with this final world government cycle to Christ’s

arrival, which milestones to that event become clearer and compounding as the cycle matures to world government.

Thus the final “little scroll” warning will outline undeniable global events previewed in the original Jehovah’s witnesses’ ministry and preview Daniel

and Revelation fulfillment period of the first cycle (1914-1919), now to manifest fully in striking global manner in its final form of fulfillment with

the final form of the 8th King manifestation as global government; the climax cycle and its climax 8th King milestone to precede Christ’s arrival is all

outlined fully.

Thus the Jehovah’s witnesses’ ministry emerging with the WW1-to-League of Nations cycle to the eventual foretold apostate condition of today’s



Bethel (2Thess2:1-4, Dan11:30-35, Dan8:11-13) was a valid preview of the final cycle in that first world-war-to-world-government formula which

first rectifies that modern apostasy and exposes it globally in the temple judgment initial period of this replication as the whole thing is explained to

the full over this final cycle “tribulation of those days” parallel meaning as the final warning deploys into that final cycle, then fully activated.

The temple judgment, which begins Revelation 8-11 as Revelation 8:1-6 activation parallel with Daniel 8:13-14, is necessary to remove and expose

the Bethel apostates and their source (Dan11:32a, Dan11:41, Dan8:12) while updating all post 1990 8th King King North activity to modern times

while their fourth cycle is active towards world government. Thus it will take time to “trample” the Bethel system (Dan8:13, Zech3:1-3), recover the

anointed Christian ministry from those suave Bethel based King North backed renegades (Dan11:32a), and make the final updates officially for full

exposure of the whole apostate development and the fourth 8th King cycle meaning then active.

Temple Judgment and Recovery – Daniel 8:14

This timing is what will run first as the parallel to the temple judgment pictured at Revelation 8:3-5, also cross referenced at Zechariah 3:4-8 and

Malachi 3:1-5 as a preparatory accounting and purification to transpire in Daniel 8:13 events according to the timing and phasing of Daniel 8:14,26.

Thus the temple judgment activates Revelation 8 in final fulfillment in the whole eventual Revelation 8-11 “seven trumpet” final progression to 8th

King world government (Rev11:7-10) and then Christ’s arrival (Rev11:11-12), prior to the full Messianic Kingdom, then completed, conquest of the

7th Trumpet event of Revelation 11:15-19.

The 7th Plague also parallels that whole 6th-to-7th Trumpet arrival sequence and final judgment sequence of Christ’s “air” event of 1 Thessalonians

4:17. The 6th plague preceding it is the full globalization-to-world-government sequence of Revelation 16:12-16.

The temple judgment activates Revelation 8 temple judgment and its first four trumpet spiritual alarming context in what is also the Revelation

16:1-9 first four plagues activating as the global context of this final cycle’s “sword-stroke” phase running fully to the “healing” phase starting in

global activation. Thus Revelation 8 starts the spiritual context meaning of the “tribulation of those days” that will not end until the ministry is

recovered and ceased again as the “two witnesses” are deposed after the 1260 days completes.

Thus as per 1 Peter 4:17 the overall global judgment cycle begins with the “house of God” as Daniel 8:13-14 unique timed prophecy and “trampling”

decree and Revelation 8:3-5 temple judgment parallel repeating. Contrary to the Bethel apostate delusion complex, the judgment does not start with

Babylon the Great as promoted by the Bethel apostates who are the “befouled garments” and “befouled turban” counterpart of Zechariah 3:3-

5. (Babylon the Great is deposed in the deep 6th-to-7th plague of Revelation 16:12-19 parallel Revelation 17:15-18.)

That key Bethel diversion and overall delusion aids the concealment of the Bethel “trampling” period meaning, with a covering hoax development.

(Dan8:13) It is also the premature end delusion  aiding (2Thess2:1-2) misapplied Babylon the Great prophecy that helps define the earmark Bethel

apostate accompanying delusion “to the effect that the day of Jehovah is here” prematurely as part of the modern Bethel “man of lawlessness”

apostasy and active “operation of error” promoting the comprehensive “lie” that Jehovah’s witnesses are now believing prior to the temple

judgment. (2Thess2:11-12)

God, allowing this “operation of error”, allows a spiritual condition in Jehovah’s witnesses requiring the temple judgment accounting period

(Dan8:13-14, Zech3:3-5, Rev8:3-5) because it activates in signal form the whole final cycle of prophecy—the whole thing repeats; the prophecy

repeats because the great world “sword-stroke” to “healing” cycle also repeats.

This Daniel 8:14 timing and phasing (Dan8:14,26) is provided to allow Jehovah’s witnesses going into this judgment first (1Pet4:17), to eventually

recognize the temple judgment (Rev8:3-5) which is to be explained in the meaning of the symbols in the first four trumpets (Rev8:7-12) to lead to

the Revelation 9 symbols of the final temple recovery for the final warning of Revelation 10-11:1-10 to come forth from this period in clear fashion.

The Daniel 8:14 timing is required to fully remove and eventually start to expose the Bethel apostates and the various errors out there that will

attempt to apply the 1260 days period prematurely.

In reality the 1260 days cannot begin in the official “little scroll” final warning, repeating (Rev10:11), until it is fully

accurate and the temple is actually in its “right condition” according to God and Christ’s specification, hence the required

purification in Revelation 8, Zechariah 3:3-5 and Malachi 3:1-4 in final fulfillment preparation for that clarified final

ministerial condition according to the unique Daniel 8:13-14 temple judgment prophecy.

Daniel 8:14 provides a significant timing of final warning preparatory judgment that runs along with the start of the global “sword-stroke” phase in

some manner as that global context in also the Revelation 16 first four plagues is what engulfs apostate Bethel as well. (Dan11:42-45 period

activating, Daniel 11:41 climaxing in Bethel “trampling” coup. Luke21:20 parallel of Matth24:15 UN NGO “disgusting thing” now present at Bethel)

This bridging timing of the possible Daniel 8:14 2300 days, in an “evening” desolation of 1150 days and a “morning” recovery of 1150 days

possibility, is provided to transpire with the major “sword-stroke” cycle of the beginning of the “tribulation of those days”. In time, in the Daniel

8:14,26 “morning” final temple judgment phase the ministerial recovery “emerges” (Rev9:1-4, Jonah2:10) in this temple judgment period

eventually leading to the divine 1260 days timing to start AFTER the purification and the prophetic clarification of final cycle truth is complete

(Dan8:14), in that preparatory temple judgment phase. Then the eventual final deployment as a final warning, and invitation, concerning the

Messianic Kingdom completion requirement in the Revelation 10-11 final fulfillment will fully unfold.

Thus the milestone meaning of the Daniel 8:14 timing is that of the temple judgment and its eventual preparatory alarm in those first four trumpets



of what is really going on not only in the Bethel apostasy, but where we actually are in the trajectory to 8th King world government, and hence,

Christ’s arrival shortly after that final 8th King defiant milestone. Daniel 8:14 timing is intended to bridge and connect into more timed prophecy

and gauged periods and milestones in a recognizable manner as first the minimum timing is 3.19 years of Jehovah’s witnesses’ “trampling”, a modern

“sign of Jonah” in that “abyss” “evening” state parallel.

That prepares anointed Christians and Jehovah’s witnesses and others for what is to follow, as the prophecy activated must complete further (and

be fully explained, Rev10:11) as it progresses to the temple recovery and the final “little scroll” warning in the final 1260 days prophecies unfolding

concurrently. (Dan7:25, Dan12:7, Rev11:2-3, Rev13:5, Rev 12:14) It is the global anointed Christian wake up call of the “ten virgins” judgment

parallel of Matthew 25:1-13 and similar illustrations now paralleling this final temple judgment meaning.

This prepares the clarification of the final “little scroll” in valid, accurate and fully up to date meaning while the “tribulation of those days” in its

initial “sword stroke” portion is active, for eventual final warning deployment in the eventual 1260 days period as the global “healing” must come

forth from the global “sword-stroke” phase. (Isa41:1)

Final Warning 1260 Days – Daniel 12:7 Revelation 11:2-3 Revelation 13:5

The next milestone, to be proceeding into the 42 months of wildbeast authority (Rev13:5) of the post-sword-stroke into global recovery “healing”

phase beginning, as a 1260 day parallel, is the final Kingdom proclamation period of 1260 days as the second of “two witnesses” final warning

parallel. This will give direct warning concerning the meaning of the then maturing 8th King completion “ascending” into full world government in

its final milestone segway to Christ’s arrival.

Thus the first four trumpets and first four plagues are active in the peak “sword-stroke” period as the eventual 1260 days of wildbeast authority in

the “healing” phase beginning is also a fourth plague related “scorching sun” that will have been active in the “sword-stroke” phase as national

governments secure their masses in various violent and “scorching” ways.

(Revelation 16:1-9) And I heard a loud voice out of the sanctuary say to the seven angels: “Go and pour out the seven bowls of

the anger of God into the earth.” 2 And the first one went off and poured out his bowl into the earth. And a hurtful and

malignant ulcer came to be upon the men that had the mark of the wild beast and that were worshiping its image. 3 And the

second one poured out his bowl into the sea. And it became blood as of a dead man, and every living soul died, [yes,] the

things in the sea. 4 And the third one poured out his bowl into the rivers and the fountains of the waters. And they became

blood. 5 And I heard the angel over the waters say: “You, the One who is and who was, the loyal One, are righteous, because

you have rendered these decisions, 6 because they poured out the blood of holy ones and of prophets, and you have given

them blood to drink. They deserve it.” 7 And I heard the altar say: “Yes, Jehovah God, the Almighty, true and righteous are

your judicial decisions.” 8 And the fourth one poured out his bowl upon the sun; and to [the sun] it was granted to scorch

the men with fire. 9 And the men were scorched with great heat, but they blasphemed the name of God, who has the

authority over these plagues, and they did not repent so as to give glory to him.

And that “it was granted to scorch the men with fire” is climaxing into this marked period of a marked furtherance of “authority” possibly

empowered by the “healing” phase beginning en route to eventual world government totality over this final “42 month” timing:

(Revelation 13:3-8) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the

earth followed the wild beast with admiration. 4 And they worshiped the dragon because it gave the authority to the wild

beast, and they worshiped the wild beast with the words: “Who is like the wild beast, and who can do battle with it?” 5 And a

mouth speaking great things and blasphemies was given it, and authority to act forty-two months was given it. 6 And it

opened its mouth in blasphemies against God, to blaspheme his name and his residence, even those residing in heaven.

7 And there was granted it to wage war with the holy ones and conquer them, and authority was given it over every tribe and

people and tongue and nation. 8 And all those who dwell on the earth will worship it; the name of not one of them stands

written in the scroll of life of the Lamb who was slaughtered, from the founding of the world.

(Revelation 13:11-13) And I saw another wild beast ascending out of the earth, and it had two horns like a lamb, but it began

speaking as a dragon. 12 And it exercises all the authority of the first wild beast in its sight. And it makes the earth and those

who dwell in it worship the first wild beast, whose death-stroke got healed. (in the final cycle it all converges into the “scarlet

wildbeast” acceptance) 13 And it performs great signs, so that it should even make fire come down out of heaven to the earth in

the sight of mankind.

The 1260 days of that marked “wildbeast from the sea” authority leads to the 8th King “scarlet wildbeast” “one hour” defining full world

government rule “ascending” from the final period of the 1260 days as Revelation 11:7 shows this connection after the 1260 days witnessing is

completed. The 8th King assumes global “power and authority”, the “healing” will aid that final process to that uni-polar global-sovereignty.

8th King and Christ Arrival – Daniel 12:11 1290 Days

Final open salvation period with full world government defined as active enabling Christ’s subsequent arrival to complete the Messianic Kingdom

and “subdue in the midst of [his] enemies” to complete the “sheep” “gathering” as first priority.



(Daniel 12:11) “And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (in second two witnesses deposition of Rev11:7) and

there has been a placing of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation (in fourth and final 8th King UN world government

placement; Dan11:45; 8:25), there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.

Daniel 12:11 is the period defined by the removal of the final “two witnesses” “constant feature” and the 4th UN event 8th King world government

“place the disgusting thing” in final form as both having to be present together to define that final 1290 days beginning as the final active period of

eventually Christ’s arrival. The cessation of the final anointed Christian ministerial warning begins the final symbolic period to elapse fully into

Daniel 12:11’s time period, prior to Christ’s arrival, in the “three and a half days” “death” state of the symbolic “two witnesses”. (Rev11:7-10) Thus

Christ arrives in that 1290 day period then active as Revelation 11:11-12.

Since the “three and a half days” “two witnesses” “death” state comes after the 1260 days completes (Rev11:7), it must merge into Daniel 12:11 1290

days beginning when both those criteria are met as it defines the “remove the constant feature” portion as the “wildbeast that ascends from the

abyss” is also rising, manifesting globally into world government fully to define the final “place the disgusting thing”. Thus the final symbolic period

to transpire prior to Christ’s arrival in Daniel 12:11 period active, is that “three and a half days” “two witness” “death” state.

(Revelation 11:11-13) And after the three and a half days spirit of life from God entered into them, and they stood upon their

feet, and great fear fell upon those beholding them. 12 And they heard a loud voice out of heaven say to them: “Come on up

here.” And they went up into heaven in the cloud, and their enemies beheld them. 13 And in that hour a great earthquake

occurred, and a tenth of the city fell; and seven thousand persons were killed by the earthquake, and the rest became

frightened and gave glory to the God of heaven.

That “in that hour” is the same “one hour” of 8th King world government parallel.

(Revelation 17:12) “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten kings, who have not yet received a kingdom, but they do

receive authority as kings one hour with the wild beast. (that “hour” is also the same “hour” of the Babylon the Great judgment.

Rev18:10,17,19)

Matthew 24:29-31 events are merging into the Daniel 12:11 1290 day period as Christ arrives in that Daniel 12:11 time frame active after the “three

and a half days” “two witnesses” “death” state has transpired. Thus Revelation 14 sequence begins in the Daniel 12:11 period active, because it must

be after the “three and a half days” “two witnesses” “death” state segway.

(Revelation 14:1) And I saw, and, look! the Lamb standing upon the Mount Zion, and with him a hundred and forty-four

thousand having his name and the name of his Father written on their foreheads. …

Open salvation is backed by Christ by the angels completing the Matthew 24:31 “gathering” of then the earthling “sheep” as the Matthew 25:31-46

“sheep and goat” parallel of this whole Revelation 14 sequence:

(Revelation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad tidings

to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice: “Fear God and

give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made the heaven and the

earth and sea and fountains of waters.”

Babylon the Great goes down in this final 6th-to-7th plague finality:

(Revelation 14:8) And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made

all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!”

The “scarlet wildbeast” is active in full 666 “one hour” mode of complete 8th King world government:

(Revelation 14:9-11) And another angel, a third, followed them, saying in a loud voice: “If anyone worships the wild beast and

its image, and receives a mark on his forehead or upon his hand, 10 he will also drink of the wine of the anger of God that is

poured out undiluted into the cup of his wrath, and he shall be tormented with fire and sulphur in the sight of the holy

angels and in the sight of the Lamb. 11 And the smoke of their torment ascends forever and ever, and day and night they

have no rest, those who worship the wild beast and its image, and whoever receives the mark of its name.

The final “sheep” securement “gathering” completes:

(Revelation 14:14-16) And I saw, and, look! a white cloud, and upon the cloud someone seated like a son of man, with a

golden crown on his head and a sharp sickle in his hand. 15 And another angel emerged from the temple [sanctuary], crying

with a loud voice to the one seated on the cloud: “Put your sickle in and reap, because the hour has come to reap, for the

harvest of the earth is thoroughly ripe.” 16 And the one seated on the cloud thrust in his sickle on the earth, and the earth

was reaped.

The final “goat” judgment is the last thing in the whole process to end the Daniel 12:11 1290 day period of final open salvation as Christ completes



his own ministry:

(Revelation 14:17-20) And still another angel emerged from the temple [sanctuary] that is in heaven, he, too, having a sharp

sickle. 18 And still another angel emerged from the altar and he had authority over the fire. And he called out with a loud

voice to the one that had the sharp sickle, saying: “Put your sharp sickle in and gather the clusters of the vine of the earth,

because its grapes have become ripe.” 19 And the angel thrust his sickle into the earth and gathered the vine of the earth, and

he hurled it into the great winepress of the anger of God. 20 And the winepress was trodden outside the city, and blood came

out of the winepress as high up as the bridles of the horses, for a distance of a thousand six hundred furlongs.

===

Final Cycle Prophetic Parallels

The “tribulation of those days” is a final cycle parallel. Daniel 11:42-45 is the final cycle 8th King King North parallel period as is Daniel 8:25.

Daniel 11:30-45 and Daniel 8:23-25 also gauged the last two UN presentations as prophecy since 1990.

(The 3rd and 4th UN presentations in 1990 is Daniel 11:31b, and Daniel 8:23 and the 4th placement world government events of the future are at

Daniel 11:45 and Daniel 8:25. Thus Daniel 8 and 11 bridged the former first two UN related presentations of Revelation 13:11-15 (1919) and

Revelation 17:8-11 (1945) to modern times since 1990. This is the segway apostate Bethel covers up as per Daniel 8:12. (Dan11:32a,41) The Bethel

UN NGO happened to co-develop with that covered up 1990 3rd UN presentation after the Cold War, further marking when the paostasy fully

emerged at Bethel as the Governing Body based coup of 1976 continues.)

The first six trumpets and plagues, are also a final cycle gauging parallel; the 7th trumpet occurs after the 8th King is in full world government.

Revelation 8-11, to the end of the “two witnesses” final warning parallels the final cycle period. Revelation 16:10-16 must take place over the final

cycle 1260 days converging into the “one hour” as Daniel 12:7 goes into final fulfillment en route to Daniel 12:11.

It appears the first trumpets and plagues are approximately parallel picturing the “plague” global context in which the temple judgment occurs to

eventual explanation of the temple judgment meanings in those first four trumpets. Thus the Revelation 9 recovery may be taking advantage of a

global transition into the “healing” phase which heightened 8th King authority emerging aids the final globalization “gathering” of the 6th plague.

Since the final warning will also be coming forth in this possible segway to the official 1260 days, starting some time in that 5th and 6th trumpet and

5th and 6th plague parallel development.

The 5th plague is a “darkening” of the kingdom of the wildbeast because now the trajectory to Christ’s arrival, and their eventual termination, will be

fully known in a very convincing context of affirming global milestones.

(Revelation 16:10-11) And the fifth one poured out his bowl upon the throne of the wild beast. And its kingdom became

darkened, and they began to gnaw their tongues for [their] pain, 11 but they blasphemed the God of heaven for their pains

and for their ulcers, and they did not repent of their works.

And because of that progressively emerging effect in the good news of the temple recovery pictured in Revelation 9 5th trumpet, they will resist the

1260 days Kingdom message progressively as it merges with the “42 months” (Rev13:5, Rev11:2) but will not cease the final warning until 1260 days

that period completes fully as per Revelation 11:7. Christ arrives at the end of the 6th trumpet (2nd woe) as per Revelation 11:11-14 with the 7th

plague “air” event of Revelation 16:17-19.

God and Christ are directly involved with the temple purification and final “little scroll” warning recovery. But the speculation here is the global

“healing” phase will bring a marked form of eventual “42 months” of global authority as it transitions in the mechanics of that “healing” into the

world government power of the 8th King system “healer” “ascending” into its final position over time.

Thus the anointed Christian recovery may be taking advantage of that upswing into 8th King power to also form a temple “healing” (Hos6:1-3) for

the final “little scroll” warning while en route to 8th King world government over that parallel 1260 days. As 8th King world government approaches

over that “42 months” to its Revelation 17:11-18 final transition to global “power and authority” the global-sovereignty also transitions to their uni-

polar system defining the events of Matthew 24:29 as the “tribulation of those days” ends for the final world government presentation.

(Matthew 24:29) “Immediately after the tribulation of those days (That tribulation ends, the 1260 days ends; Rev11:7-10 conclusion

timing just prior to Revelation 11:11-12 event parallels) the sun will be darkened, and the moon will not give its light, and the stars

will fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be shaken.

That ” sun will be darkened, and the moon will not give its light, and the stars will fall from heaven” is first the end of the nation-state global

sovereign multi-polar system in Revelation 17:11-18 parallel for uni-polar 8th King world power. (Dan8:25, Dan11:45, 1Thess5:1-3) Since this event

also eventually triggers Christ’s arrival their own 8th King power system “lights” are also to be eclipsed in this whole Matthew 24:29-31 segway

parallel, that is the “powers of the heavens will be shaken” climax of Christ’s arrival:

(Revelation 6:12-17) And I saw when he opened the sixth seal, and a great earthquake occurred (foregleam of Christ’s arrival);

and the sun became black as sackcloth of hair, and the entire moon became as blood, 13 and the stars of heaven fell to the



earth, (Matt24:29) as when a fig tree shaken by a high wind casts its unripe figs. 14 And the heaven departed as a scroll that is

being rolled up, and every mountain and [every] island were removed from their places. 15 And the kings of the earth and

the top-ranking ones and the military commanders and the rich and the strong ones and every slave and [every] free person

hid themselves in the caves and in the rock-masses of the mountains. (Am9:1-3) 16 And they keep saying to the mountains and

to the rock-masses: “Fall over us and hide us from the face of the One seated on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb,

17 because the great day of their wrath has come, and who is able to stand?” (thus this Matt24:29-31, Rev11:11-12 parallel period, in

Daniel 12:11 period in progress, is a drawn out period as that outlined in Revelation 14:1-16);

We can note in Matthew 24:29-31 that the “tribulation of those days” is not the overall “great tribulation” “cut short” because it explicitly ends even

before Christ’s arrival. (It is a key phase and transitional period) We can also note as ominous as Matthew 24:29 sounds, “the end” does not occur in

that Matthew 24:29-31 segway. (it too is a spiritual transition to Revelation 11:11-12 and Revelation 14 activations.)

What occurs in Matthew 24:29-31 is Christ’s first mission: salvation by “gathering” from the “four winds” which is the final phase of the “great

tribulation” to truly eventually be “cut short”—it is a “four winds” period to develop under full 8th King world government as the major global

transition of this overall prophecy:

(Matthew 24:29-31) “Immediately after the tribulation of those days (That tribulation ends, the 1260 days ends; Rev11:7-10

conclusion timing just prior to Revelation 11:11-12 event parallels) the sun will be darkened, and the moon will not give its light, and

the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be shaken. (the whole sovereign structure of world rulership has

changed. Rev6:12-17 parallel) 30 And then the sign of the Son of man will appear in heaven, and then all the tribes of the earth

will beat themselves in lamentation, and they will see the Son of man coming on the clouds of heaven with power and great

glory. (Rev11:11-12 parallel) 31 And he will send forth his angels with a great trumpet sound (7th trumpet related immediate prelude

of Messianic Kingdom completion, “in the days of the seventh angel, when he is about to blow his trumpet”. Rev10:5-7), and they will gather

his chosen ones together from the four winds (of that final “great tribulation” phase; Rev7:1-4), from one extremity of the heavens

to their other extremity. (both “sheep” groups heavenly and earthly);

Thus since the 1260 days is also a final “two witnesses” required Kingdom mission of the proclamation of the Messianic Kingdom completion

certainty in Revelation 10:5-11, the final anointings and final affirmation sealings must take place as this mission is accomplished during the 1260

days:

(Revelation 10:5-11) And the angel that I saw standing on the sea and on the earth raised his right hand to heaven, 6 and by

the One who lives forever and ever, who created the heaven and the things in it and the earth and the things in it and the sea

and the things in it, he swore: “There will be no delay any longer; (the whole comprehensive completion is to come) 7 but in the

days of the sounding of the seventh angel (“days” leading to the Messianic Kingdom completion event), when he is about to blow his

trumpet, the sacred secret of God according to the good news which he declared to his own slaves the prophets is indeed

brought to a finish.” (the whole “sacred secret” prophecy and its required ministerial summarization must be completed) 8 And the voice

that I heard out of heaven is speaking again with me and saying: “Go, take the opened scroll (understood Messianic kingdom

sovereign ultimatum and final proclamation) that is in the hand of the angel who is standing on the sea and on the earth.” (Christ is

full global coming authority guaranteed) 9 And I went away to the angel and told him to give me the little scroll. (Final anointed

Christian remnant accept the commission. Zech3:6-7, Matt24:45-47) And he said to me: (divine commission is granted. Zech3:8-9:) “Take it

and eat it up, and it will make your belly bitter, but in your mouth it will be sweet as honey.” (respects judgment and salvation

duality of the first “witness” period of 1914-1919) 10 And I took the little scroll out of the hand of the angel and ate it up, and in my

mouth it was sweet as honey; but when I had eaten it up, my belly was made bitter. 11 And they say to me: “You must

prophesy again with regard to peoples and nations and tongues and many kings.” (final Messianic Kingdom announcement is ready

for final “two witnesses” global deployment all within the “second woe” spanning Revelation 9:12-11:14);

Thus the whole 1260 days is a divine Kingdom mission that will need to be carried out to complete the sealings of Revelation 7:1-4, and in that way

the “four winds” Christ mentions in Matthew 24:31 is a great related “four winds” clue. Thus it is after the 1260 days “little scroll” mission is

completed in the “two witnesses” final warning that the final sealings are also completed enabling that final “four winds” phase of the “great

tribulation”.

And logically it will be under 8th King world government, which uni-polar global full “power and authority” is far more dangerous “during a

freedom from care”, parallel world “peace and security”, than it was in the 1260 day period leading up to that global full culmination.

This is all in the 8th King “one hour” actuality in the Daniel 12:11 timing period:

(Daniel 8:25) And according to his insight he (King of Fierce Countenance as 8th King) will also certainly cause deception to

succeed in his hand. And in his heart he will put on great airs, and during a freedom from care (1Thess5:1-3) he will bring

many to ruin. (Dan11:44-45; Rev11:7) And against the Prince of princes he will stand up, but it will be without hand that he will

be broken. (Dan11:45; Rev19:11-21; Dan2:31-45);

(Daniel 11:44-45) . . .“But there will be reports (Rev10-11 “little scroll” recovered ministry messages) that will disturb him (8th King

going into world government totality), out of the sunrising and out of the north, and he will certainly go forth in a great rage

(Dan8:25; Rev11:7) in order to annihilate and to devote many to destruction. (Dan8:25 “bring many to ruin during a freedom from



care” parallel with 1Thess5:1-3 world “peace and security” period of 8th King world government placement (Dan12:11 final fulfillment); And he

will plant his palatial tents between [the] grand sea and the holy mountain of Decoration; (plural palatial “tents” as earthly

symbolism of UN distributed world government in 4th UN placement; parallel Daniel 12:11 final fulfillment) and he will have to come all the

way to his end (Armageddon denunciation of Dan11:36), and there will be no helper for him. (King North as 8th King deposed (Dan7:26;

8:25);

And that is why the Daniel 8:25 “bring many to ruin during a freedom from care” is in the “freedom from care” this global “healing” will eventually

become to maximize the credibility of the final 8th King world “peace and security” proclamation of complete world government. That is the

parallel of the Daniel 11:44 8th King selective-destructive phase backing Revelation 13:15-18, as the target is those slated for removal and those not

accepting the 666.

1. Thus the “two witnesses” are some of those to “devote to destruction” and “bring to ruin”, before Babylon the Great is deposed.

2. Babylon the Great is also “brought to ruin” and “devoted to destruction” in this period of zenith 8th King uni-polar global “one hour” of global

sovereignty under full world government. (Rev17:15-18, Rev16:12,19)

3. All those final milestones are under 8th King complete world government. The Messianic Kingdom completion by Christ’s arrival priority is

enabled by the 8th King cessation of the “two witnesses” which leads to this climax events to transpire with Christ’s arrival.

Thus Babylon the Great is deposed under the 8th King full world government as the Messianic Kingdom also completes as

the ultimate “Court” of that Babylon judgment at Daniel 7:26.

Thus the 8th King is identical with the “King North” and “King Fierce in Countenance” sovereign symbols as the whole prophetic symbology

converges into world government as the whole nation-state system also globally converges into that final foretold 8th King world government “top

of the world” “north” entity.

Seven Trumpets/Plagues Parallel Final Cycle Framework

Temple Judgment – First Four Trumpet Summarization – Global Sword-Stroke Parallel

The global “sword-stroke” progresses with the Daniel 8:14 timing of the first temple “trampling” as the temple judgment context. (Dan8:13-14,

Rev8:3-5, Zech3:4-5, Mal3:1-5, 1Pet4:17)

The spiritual temple and Jehovah’s witnesses’ “earth” context of the four trumpet prelude temple judgment events symbolism:

(Revelation 8:1-6) And when he opened the seventh seal, a silence occurred in heaven for about a half hour. (The whole seven

trumpets actual events are all in the seventh seal finale preview) 2 And I saw the seven angels that stand before God, and seven

trumpets were given them. (the whole temple judgment to Christ arrival to Messianic Kingdom completion “good news brought to a finish”

preparation. Rev10:5-11) 3 And another angel arrived and stood at the altar, having a golden incense vessel; and a large quantity

of incense was given him to offer it with the prayers of all the holy ones (Mal3:16) upon the golden altar that was before the

throne. 4 And the smoke of the incense ascended from the hand of the angel with the prayers of the holy ones before God.

5 But right away the angel took the incense vessel, and he filled it with some of the fire of the altar (pre “little scroll” commission

purification “fire” of Isa6:6-8 parallel) and hurled it to the earth. (the temple judgment “fire of the altar” purification events symbolized) And

thunders occurred and voices and lightnings and an (temple judgment awakening) earthquake. 6 And the seven angels with the

seven trumpets prepared to blow them. (the first four trumpets explain the whole temple judgment meaning en route to the 5th to 6th

trumpet recovery to merge with the final “little scroll” and “two witnesses” final warning in the eventual deployment of the 1260 days)

(Isaiah 6:6-9) At that, one of the seraphs flew to me, and in his hand there was a glowing coal that he had taken with tongs off

the altar. 7 And he proceeded to touch my mouth and to say: “Look! This has touched your lips, and your error has departed

and your sin itself is atoned for.” (temple judgment purification; Zech3:3-5,9) 8 And I began to hear the voice of Jehovah saying:

“Whom shall I send, and who will go for us?” And I proceeded to say: “Here I am! Send me.” (Rev10:8-11; two witnesses parallel

of “little scroll” commission of final warning from God and Christ) 9 And he went on to say: “Go, and you must say to this people, ‘Hear

again and again (two witnesses “you must prophesy again”. (Rev10:11)), O men, but do not understand; and see again and again, but

do not get any knowledge.’

Global “Tribulation of Those Days” Parallel First Four Plagues Global Context

The parallel first four plagues of the global context en route to full globalization-tow-world-government “gathering” of Revelation 16:13-16. The

first four plagues have to proceed with the global “sword-stroke” cycle and its peak, to proceed into the healing phase of the 5th to 6th plague

parallel to eventually enter the 1260 days after this has “rocked the nations” (Hag2:7):

(Revelation 16:1-9) And I heard a loud voice out of the sanctuary say to the seven angels: “Go and pour out the seven bowls of

the anger of God into the earth.” 2 And the first one went off and poured out his bowl into the earth. And a hurtful and

malignant ulcer came to be upon the men that had the mark of the wild beast and that were worshiping its image. 3 And the



second one poured out his bowl into the sea. And it became blood as of a dead man, and every living soul died, [yes,] the

things in the sea. 4 And the third one poured out his bowl into the rivers and the fountains of the waters. And they became

blood. 5 And I heard the angel over the waters say: “You, the One who is and who was, the loyal One, are righteous, because

you have rendered these decisions, 6 because they poured out the blood of holy ones and of prophets, and you have given

them blood to drink. They deserve it.” 7 And I heard the altar say: “Yes, Jehovah God, the Almighty, true and righteous are

your judicial decisions.” 8 And the fourth one poured out his bowl upon the sun; and to [the sun] it was granted to scorch

the men with fire. 9 And the men were scorched with great heat, but they blasphemed the name of God, who has the

authority over these plagues, and they did not repent so as to give glory to him.

Though the plagues are judgments that respect the original Jehovah’s witnesses’ explanations of the “first witness”, the updated global context is

also to effect repentance in some people paralleling the effects of the 5th to 6th trumpet and eventual “second witness” re-affirmation for

Revelation 11:13 parallel of this prophecy in final form:

(Haggai 2:6-7) “For this is what Jehovah of armies has said, ‘Yet once—it is a little while—and I am rocking the heavens and

the earth and the sea and the dry ground.’ 7 “‘And I will rock all the nations (first four plague peak parallel), and the desirable

things of all the nations must come in; and I will fill this house with glory,’ Jehovah of armies has said.

Thus many people, “desirable things”, will repent in this final period.

(Revelation 11:13) And in that hour a great earthquake occurred, and a tenth of the city fell; and seven thousand persons

were killed by the earthquake, and the rest became frightened and gave glory to the God of heaven.

Global Wealth Control Dimension of the Global “Sword-Stroke”

Daniel 11:42-43 global wealth and gold control significance is aided by severe “sword-stroke” economic and financial stressing.

(Daniel 11:42-43) And he will keep thrusting out his hand against the lands; and as regards the land of Egypt, she will not

prove to be an escapee. 43 And he will actually rule over the hidden treasures of the gold and the silver and over all the

desirable things of Egypt.

(Daniel 11:42-43) And he (8th King/King North) will keep thrusting out his hand against the (national) lands; and as regards the

land of Egypt (collective national powers; King South “capital”), she (feminized King South) will not prove to be an escapee. (captured by

globalist power intrigues of first a financial nature:) 43 And he (King North/8th King) will actually rule over the hidden treasures

(globally) of the gold and the silver and over all the desirable things of Egypt. (Thus 8th King/King North rules the world wealth,

wealth system and all “desirable things” of collective global national “Egypt” “King South” powers in full globalist progressive ownership);

That globalized wealth system in 8th King King North control aids the global-groundwork being made official in uni-polar “King North” control for

the recovery “healing” phase. The scale of those events indicate it must take time to run both the “sword-stroke” and the “healing” cycle.

That kind of uni-polar wealth control and recovery potential aids finalizing the final global national conglomeration operation of the 8th King

system engineers that has to be taking place in the recovery phase and 1260 days period maturing to full in this final progression:

(Revelation 16:12-16) And the sixth one poured out his bowl upon the great river Euphrates (Parallels 6th trumpet), and its water

was dried up, that the way might be prepared for the kings from the rising of the sun. (Babylon the Great being set-up for

Revelation 17:15-17 parallel events by removal of human defenses (Rev17:15)) 13 And I saw three unclean inspired expressions [that

looked] like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon and out of the mouth of the wild beast and out of the mouth of the

false prophet. (complete 8th King globalist influence culminating ) 14 They are, in fact, expressions inspired by demons and perform

signs, and they go forth to the kings of the entire inhabited earth (culminating in this final period), to gather them together to the

war of the great day of God the Almighty. (parallels Revelation 17:12-18 and Daniel 11:42-43 culminations into globalist 8th King power)

15 “Look! I am coming as a thief. Happy is the one that stays awake and keeps his outer garments, that he may not walk

naked and people look upon his shamefulness.” 16 And they gathered them (by Dan11:42-43 and Rev17:11-17 8th King wealth and

power consolidations) together (into final 8th King globalist unification symbolized in completion by 4th UN “placement” and proclamations) to

the place that is called in Hebrew Har–Magedon. (Joel 3:9-17);

The temple recovery forming a progressive full awareness of the reality of the situation beginning to emerge into the “little scroll” official

commission that must be active by this time of the sixth plague parallel was the preview of the “darkening” of the 8th King system,

(Revelation 16:10-16) And the fifth one poured out his bowl upon the throne of the wild beast. (5th to 6th trumpet progressive

parallel) And its kingdom became darkened, and they began to gnaw their tongues for [their] pain, 11 but they blasphemed the

God of heaven for their pains and for their ulcers, and they did not repent of their works.

This is because the explanation of their world government completion that must precede and trigger Christ’s arrival has that same “disturbing”

effect as the one in Daniel 11:44-45 as they come into full world government progressively over that final 1260 day healing parallel—but news of

what that completion will entail is also coming forth in the final “two witnesses” final warning of Messianic Kingdom approximate co-completion.



World Government Global Presentation

Thus this coincides with the end of the 1260 days as Revelation 11:7 and Revelation 17:8-12 parallel events:

(Daniel 11:44-45) “But there will be reports that will disturb him, out of the sunrising and out of the north, and he will

certainly go forth in a great rage in order to annihilate and to devote many to destruction. 45 And he will plant his palatial

tents between [the] grand sea and the holy mountain of Decoration; and he will have to come all the way to his end, and

there will be no helper for him.

(Daniel 11:44) . . .“But there will be reports (Rev10-11 “little scroll” recovered ministry messages) that will disturb him (8th King going

into world government totality as King North), out of the sunrising (from Christ; Isa45) and out of the north (from God Almighty;

Isa14:13, Zech14:4), and he will certainly go forth in a great rage (Dan8:25; Rev11:7) in order to annihilate and to devote many to

destruction. (Dan8:25 “bring many to ruin during a freedom from care” parallel with 1Thess5:1-3 world “peace and security” period of 8th King

world government placement (Dan12:11 final fulfillment);

(Daniel 11:45) And he will plant his palatial tents between [the] grand sea and the holy mountain of Decoration; (plural palatial

“tents” as earthly symbolism of UN distributed world government in 4th UN placement; parallel Daniel 12:11 final fulfillment) and he will have

to come all the way to his end (Armageddon denunciation of Dan11:36), and there will be no helper for him. (King North as 8th King

deposed (Dan7:26; 8:25);

(Daniel 8:25) And according to his insight he (King of Fierce Countenance as 8th King) will also certainly cause deception to

succeed in his hand. And in his heart he will put on great airs, and during a freedom from care (1Thess5:1-3) he will bring

many to ruin. (Dan11:44-45; Rev11:7) And against the Prince of princes he will stand up, but it will be without hand that he will

be broken. (Dan11:45; Rev19:11-21; Dan2:31-45);

Temple Recovery/ Global Recovery Parallel

The temple recovery to final warning deployment is occurring with the “sword-stroke” “healing” phase concurrently that led in final time to the

above culminations.

That climaxes into world government final “abyss ascension” and the removal of the final “little scroll” “two witnesses” warning as the final temple

“holy city” “trampling” of Revelation 11:2. Both of those “tramplings” define the “tribulation of those days” whose global context is a final global

“sword-stroke” to “healing” “ascension” of 8th King world government. Thus Daniel 12:11 dual criteria is being met by these events of the final

warning cessation under 8th King world government globally placed “disgusting thing”.

(Revelation 11:7-10) And when they have finished their witnessing (1260 days is complete), the wild beast that ascends out of the

abyss (into world government) will make war with them and conquer them and kill them. 8 And their corpses will be on the

broad way of the great city (Babylon the Great and its Christendom “broadway” still existent) which is in a spiritual sense called

Sodom and Egypt, where their Lord was also impaled. (the “broad way” of the main Christendom opponent of the “two witnesses”)

9 And those of the peoples and tribes and tongues and nations will look at their corpses for three and a half days (final segway

to Christ’s arrival which is in the Daniel 12:11 1290 days period starting), and they do not let their corpses be laid in a tomb. (the final

warning is disrespected) 10 And those dwelling on the earth rejoice over them and enjoy themselves, and they will send gifts to

one another, because these two prophets tormented those dwelling on the earth. (a functioning global system, in 8th King global

recovery, is active; Matt24:36-42, Rev18:9-19)

And this 42 months parallels the 1260 day identically as the period that led to that final warning cessation after the 1260 days has completed:

(Revelation 13:3-8) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the

earth followed the wild beast with admiration. (the “healing” amplifies world government credibility and necessity) 4 And they

worshiped the dragon because it gave the authority to the wild beast, and they worshiped the wild beast with the words:

“Who is like the wild beast, and who can do battle with it?” 5 And a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies was given

it, and authority to act forty-two months was given it. (seems to be taking place as the sword-stroke is being healed aiding this global

authority prior to full world government) 6 And it opened its mouth in blasphemies against God, to blaspheme his name and his

residence, even those residing in heaven. 7 And there was granted it to wage war with the holy ones and conquer them

(Rev11:7 parallel), and authority was given it over every tribe and people and tongue and nation. (world government full authority is

progressing to complete over this final period of the Revelation 17:8-11 parallel “abyss ascension”) 8 And all those who dwell on the earth

will worship it (the 666 campaign also culminates with this whole recovery); the name of not one of them stands written in the scroll

of life of the Lamb who was slaughtered, from the founding of the world.

That “healing” phase is concurrent with the progressive emergence of world government the global “healer” nucleus of global recovery:

(Revelation 17:8-12) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss (the final abyss

ascension of Rev11:7), and it is to go off into destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be



present, those who dwell on the earth will wonder admiringly (as a recovery admiration related to the final “sword stroke” upon the 7th

head as a repeating principle of also the 1945 “abyss ascension” of the United Nations from the 1919 League of Nations period of inactivity during

WW2), but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the world. (the final 666 marking

parallel) 9 “Here is where the intelligence that has wisdom comes in: The seven heads mean seven mountains (the national

seven world power progression), where the woman sits on top. (as a religious sovereignty also to be deposed in this final cycle culmination)

10 And there are seven kings: five have fallen (Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Medo-Persia and Greece), one is (Roman), the other has not

yet arrived (the 7th head Anglo-American national alliance global empire nucleus), but when he does arrive he must remain a short

while. (“short while” as in sovereign existence termination into 8th King totality, not destruction) 11 And the wild beast that was but is not,

it is also itself an eighth [king] (from its final abyss ascension of the future into full world government), but springs from the seven (the

“scarlet wildbeast” is based on the Rev13:1 seven headed “wildbeast from the sea” in historic human world power development; parallel: King

South is deposed by King North sovereign absorption in Daniel 11:42-45 as the parallel of this final progression to full King North 8th King world

government), and it goes off into destruction. (this is the wildbeast and 8th King world power that is destroyed at Armageddon’s climax)

12 “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten kings (a complete national global unification into 8th King world government based on all

the national powers), who have not yet received a kingdom (was still progressing to this climax in the apostle John’s time), but they do

receive authority as (globally distributed “palatial tents”) kings one hour with the wild beast. (the “one hour” of 8th King global

rulership in complete world government which deposition by Christ is the destruction of all the rival 8th King sovereign counterparts.)

After the 1260 days has expired into Christ’s Revelation 11:11-12, Matthew 24:29-31 parallel enabling Revelation 14:1-8, the “scarlet wildbeast”

world government warning is active as both Christ in Messianic Kingdom and the 8th King world government are both active in that final period of

the active 1290 days of Daniel 12:11, these parallels:

(Revelation 14:9-12) And another angel, a third, followed them, saying in a loud voice: “If anyone worships the wild beast and

its image, and receives a mark on his forehead or upon his hand, 10 he will also drink of the wine of the anger of God that is

poured out undiluted into the cup of his wrath, and he shall be tormented with fire and sulphur in the sight of the holy

angels and in the sight of the Lamb. 11 And the smoke of their torment ascends forever and ever, and day and night they

have no rest, those who worship the wild beast and its image, and whoever receives the mark of its name. 12 Here is where it

means endurance for the holy ones, those who observe the commandments of God and the faith of Jesus.”

(Revelation 13:14-15) And it misleads those who dwell on the earth, because of the signs that were granted it to perform in

the sight of the wild beast, while it tells those who dwell on the earth to make an image to the wild beast that had the sword-

stroke and yet revived. 15 And there was granted it to give breath to the image of the wild beast, so that the image of the wild

beast should both speak and cause to be killed all those who would not in any way worship the image of the wild beast. 16

And it puts under compulsion all persons, the small and the great, and the rich and the poor, and the free and the slaves, that

they should give these a mark in their right hand or upon their forehead, 17 and that nobody might be able to buy or sell

except a person having the mark, the name of the wild beast or the number of its name. 18 Here is where wisdom comes in:

Let the one that has intelligence calculate the number of the wild beast, for it is a man’s number; and its number is six

hundred and sixty-six.

Daniel 11:42-45 Final Cycle Parallel Merges into Daniel 12:1-11

Now once we know Daniel 11:40-41 has been the point of modern 8th King “King North” globalization expansions globally in military and financial

dimensions, along with the infiltration of Bethel to override that ministry to override that prophecy, we know Daniel 11:42-45 must fulfill next. The

final cycle is in that Daniel 11:42-45 8th King final developments for world government by Daniel 11:45, thus it must merge into Daniel 12, “during

that time” of Daniel 11:41 climaxing, and Daniel 11:42-43 activating next:

(Daniel 12:1) “And during that time Michael will stand up, the great prince who is standing in behalf of the sons of your

people. And there will certainly occur a time of distress such as has not been made to occur since there came to be a nation

until that time. And during that time your people will escape, every one who is found written down in the book.

The Daniel 11:42-43 financial component is what must activate next, as the Bethel “invasion” of Daniel 11:41 culminates into the “trampling” of

Daniel 8:13, thus the global context will be prepared to also topple Bethel in that process sold to Jehovah’s witnesses as “the end” prematurely, but it

si actually the final cycle starting up.

Thus “And during that time Michael will stand up” is first in the temple “visit” of Malachi 3:1-2 in final fulfillment when it is time to end the

“evening” desolation of Daniel 8:13-14. And that spiritual arrival to the temple, to oversee the full purification (Zech3:4-5), is so the truth

clarification can also come forth explaining Christ’s ultimate “stand” which is what develops as this final cycle culminates into the Messianic

Kingdom co-completion.

Thus Daniel 11:42-43 must merge into 1260 days parallel global events and the deployment of that final 1260 day “two witnesses” final warning

parallel of Revelation 11:3 to this 1260 day cross referenced parallel development and fulfillment:

(Daniel 12:5-7) And I saw, I Daniel, and, look! there were two others standing, one on the bank here of the stream and the

other on the bank there of the stream. 6 Then one said to the man clothed with the linen, who was up above the waters of

the stream: “How long will it be to the end of the wonderful things?” 7 And I began to hear the man clothed with the linen,



who was up above the waters of the stream, as he proceeded to raise his right [hand] and his left [hand] to the heavens and to

swear by the One who is alive for time indefinite: “It will be for an appointed time, appointed times and a half. And as soon as

there will have been a finishing of the dashing of the power of the holy people to pieces, all these things will come to their

finish.”

Daniel 11:44-45 must merge into the final “place the disgusting thing” of full 8th King world government as that “finishing of the dashing of the

power of the holy people to pieces” is the cessation of the final “two witnesses” final Kingdom proclamation to define Daniel 12:11:

(Daniel 12:11) “And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed and there has been a placing of the

disgusting thing that is causing desolation, there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.

Now this 8th King parallel rival “stand” is the same parallel to complete the Daniel 8 sequence:

(Daniel 8:25) And according to his insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand. And in his heart he

will put on great airs, and during a freedom from care he will bring many to ruin. And against the Prince of princes he will

stand up, but it will be without hand that he will be broken.

And that 8th King world government completion is the “freedom from care” parallel of the world “peace and security” proclamation of that final 8th

King rival global-sovereignty:

(1 Thessalonians 5:1-3) Now as for the times and the seasons, brothers, you need nothing to be written to you. 2 For you

yourselves know quite well that Jehovah’s day is coming exactly as a thief in the night. 3 Whenever it is that they are saying:

“Peace and security!” then sudden destruction is to be instantly upon them just as the pang of distress upon a pregnant

woman; and they will by no means escape.

====

Reference

Daniel Prophecy Prophetic Benchmark of Structured National World

Power Development from Genesis 10 Seventy Nations Roots

National Foundation of 70 Nations

(Genesis 10:1-12) And this is the history of Noah’s sons, Shem, Ham and Japheth. Now sons began to be born to them after

the deluge.

Nimrod’s Central Complex of Development

(Genesis 10:8-12) And Cush became father to Nimrod. He made the start in becoming a mighty one in the earth. 9 He

displayed himself a mighty hunter in opposition to Jehovah. That is why there is a saying: “Just like Nimrod a mighty

hunter in opposition to Jehovah.” 10 And the beginning of his kingdom came to be Babel and Erech and Accad and Calneh, in

the land of Shinar. 11 Out of that land he went forth into Assyria and set himself to building Nineveh and Rehoboth-Ir and

Calah 12 and Resen between Nineveh and Calah: this is the great city.

The First World Government Attempt

(Genesis 11:1-9) Now all the earth continued to be of one language and of one set of words. 2 And it came about that in their

journeying eastward they eventually discovered a valley plain in the land of Shinar, and they took up dwelling there. 3 And

they began to say, each one to the other: “Come on! Let us make bricks and bake them with a burning process.” So brick

served as stone for them, but bitumen served as mortar for them. 4 They now said: “Come on! Let us build ourselves a city

and also a tower with its top in the heavens, and let us make a celebrated name for ourselves, for fear we may be scattered

over all the surface of the earth.” 5 And Jehovah proceeded to go down to see the city and the tower that the sons of men had

built. 6 After that Jehovah said: “Look! They are one people and there is one language for them all, and this is what they start

to do. Why, now there is nothing that they may have in mind to do that will be unattainable for them. 7 Come now! Let us go

down and there confuse their language that they may not listen to one another’s language.” 8 Accordingly Jehovah scattered

them from there over all the surface of the earth, and they gradually left off building the city. 9 That is why its name was

called Babel, because there Jehovah had confused the language of all the earth, and Jehovah had scattered them from there

over all the surface of the earth.

World Power Development Since Babylonian Domination



This was the first structured national power progression prophecy pictured in the “immense image” which is a totality of the structure equating to

complete world government “standing” in the end phase:

(Daniel 2:31-35) “You, O king, happened to be beholding, and, look! a certain immense image. That image, which was large

and the brightness of which was extraordinary, was standing in front of you, and its appearance was dreadful. 32 As regards

that image, its head was of good gold, its breasts and its arms were of silver, its belly and its thighs were of copper, 33 its legs

were of iron, its feet were partly of iron and partly of molded clay. 34 You kept on looking until a stone was cut out not by

hands, and it struck the image on its feet of iron and of molded clay and crushed them. 35 At that time the iron, the molded

clay, the copper, the silver and the gold were, all together (in 8th King world government), crushed and became like the chaff

from the summer threshing floor, and the wind carried them away so that no trace at all was found of them. And as for the

stone that struck the image, it became a large mountain (the Messianic Kingdom) and filled the whole earth. 

(Daniel 2:36-38) “This is the dream, and its interpretation we shall say before the king. 37 You, O king, the king of kings, you

to whom the God of heaven has given the kingdom, the might, and the strength and the dignity, 38 and into whose hand he

has given, wherever the sons of mankind are dwelling, the beasts of the field and the winged creatures of the heavens, and

whom he has made ruler over all of them, you yourself are the head of gold. (Babylon benchmark, 3rd King after Egypt and Assyria)

Babylon which springs from the Genesis 10 70 nations first conglomeration under Nimrod to produce the Genesis 11:1-9 events and record the

whole foundation of the national power progression to eventual world government is made. The “tower of Babel” events were an attempt at an early

global government as the base theme of that record of conglomeration which God dispersed by the non-destructive confusion of the divinely

produced multiple languages.

(Daniel 2:39) “And after you there will rise another kingdom inferior to you (Medo-Persia, 4th King); and another kingdom, a

third one (in the “image” in Daniel 2, but the 5th King overall), of copper (Greece), that will rule over the whole earth. 

(Daniel 2:40) “And as for the fourth kingdom, it will prove to be strong like iron. Forasmuch as iron is crushing and grinding

everything else, so, like iron that shatters, it will crush and shatter even all these. (Rome 6th King)

(Daniel 2:41-43) (Anglo-American 7th King) “And whereas you beheld the feet and the toes to be partly of molded clay of a potter

and partly of iron, the kingdom itself will prove to be divided, but somewhat of the hardness of iron will prove to be in it,

forasmuch as you beheld the iron mixed with moist clay. 42 And as for the toes of the feet being partly of iron and partly of

molded clay, the kingdom will partly prove to be strong and will partly prove to be fragile. 43 Whereas you beheld iron

mixed with moist clay, they will come to be mixed with the offspring of mankind; but they will not prove to be sticking

together, this one to that one, just as iron is not mixing with molded clay. 

(Daniel 2:44-45) “And in the days of those kings the God of heaven will set up a kingdom that will never be brought to ruin.

And the kingdom itself will not be passed on to any other people. It will crush and put an end to all these kingdoms (in their

final 8th King world government conglomeration), and it itself will stand to times indefinite; 45 forasmuch as you beheld that out

of the mountain a stone was cut not by hands, and [that] it crushed the iron, the copper, the molded clay, the silver and the

gold. The grand God himself has made known to the king what is to occur after this. And the dream is reliable, and the

interpretation of it is trustworthy.”

By the above prophecy clearly identifying Babylon as the “head of Gold” of the image and further national power benchmarks after Babylon are

provided in Daniel 8 in Greece and Medo-Persia.

(Daniel 8:20-22) “The ram that you saw possessing the two horns [stands for] the kings of Media and Persia. (Medo-Persian

benchmark, 4th King) 21 And the hairy he-goat [stands for] the king of Greece (Grecian benchmark, 5th King); and as for the great

horn that was between its eyes, it [stands for] the first king. 22 And that one having been broken (Alexander’s death), so that

there were four that finally stood up instead of it, there are four kingdoms from [his] nation that will stand up, but not with

his power.

Thus by the time Roman power comes on the world scene clearly identified in Christ’s time in national based empire development, the national

lineage of development to lead to the Anglo-American “7th King” in the sequence is well founded in this few structured sovereign development

prophecies of the global power development still as opposed to God’s Kingdom as was Nimrod’s first attempt at world government. Revelation 13

continues the progression that Daniel identified to lead to this period as an overlapping sovereign development prophecy:

(Revelation 13:1-2) And it stood still upon the sand of the sea. And I saw a wild beast ascending out of the sea, with ten horns

and seven heads (the seven kings of Bible record in relation to Israel’s history to Christ and after: Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Medo-Persia,

Greece, Rome, Anglo-America), and upon its horns ten diadems, but upon its heads blasphemous names. 2 Now the wild beast

that I saw was like a leopard, but its feet were as those of a bear, and its mouth was as a lion’s mouth. And the dragon gave to

[the beast] its power and its throne and great authority.

Revelation 17 takes this sovereign progression to its “7th King” connection and onward later in the prophecy to its ultimate objective of “8th King”

“scarlet wildbeast” world government:



(Revelation 17:9-11) “Here is where the intelligence that has wisdom comes in: The seven heads mean seven mountains,

where the woman sits on top. 10 And there are seven kings: five have fallen (Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece), one is

(Rome in John’s time), the other has not yet arrived (Anglo-American 7th King), but when he does arrive he must remain a short

while. 11 And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an eighth [king] (world government totality), but springs from the

seven, and it goes off into destruction.

The Daniel 11 sequence is a parallel record of global sovereign development with added alternative information of the development from the base

system development left by the death of Alexander the Great in Greece (Dan11:1-4) to its four branches eventually narrowing to two (Dan11:5-19)

to the absorption in the Roman era (Dan11:20-26) to the era of King South (7th King) based, but King North (8th King) globalist capitalized peak

globalization era as the final development to complete and usher in true world government. (Dan11:27-45)

(Daniel 11:3-4) “And a mighty king will certainly stand up and rule with extensive dominion and do according to his will.

(Grecian Alexander) 4 And when he will have stood up, his kingdom will be broken and be divided toward the four winds of the

heavens, but not to his posterity and not according to his dominion with which he had ruled; because his kingdom will be

uprooted, even for others than these. (Remnants of Greece in Daniel 11:5-19)

End of the Grecian remnants:

(Daniel 11:19) And he will turn his face back to the fortresses of his [own] land, and he will certainly stumble and fall, and he

will not be found.

End of the Roman period (Dan11:20-26):

(Daniel 11:25-26) “And he will arouse his power and his heart against the king of the south with a great military force; and the

king of the south, for his part, will excite himself for the war with an exceedingly great and mighty military force. And he

will not stand, because they will scheme out against him schemes. 26 And the very ones eating his delicacies will bring his

breakdown. “And as for his military force, it will be flooded away, and many will certainly fall down slain.

Beginning of 8th King producing King North globalization era to eventually absorb King South in 7th King system downfall:

(Daniel 11:27) “And as regards these two kings (nationalism and globalism based), their heart will be inclined to doing what is bad,

and at one table a lie is what they will keep speaking. But nothing will succeed, because [the] end is yet for the time

appointed. (the national versus globalist period produces no national based global domination from any nation or partial bloc of nations since

WW1. World government total global conglomeration is what will “prove successful”)

3rd United Nations Presentation Parallel:

(Daniel 11:30-31) “And he (8th King/King North) will actually go back and hurl denunciations against the holy covenant and act

effectively (produces a successful operation Dan8:12b); and he (8th King) will have to go back and will give consideration to those

leaving the holy covenant. (anointed core defection at Bethel aids internal 8th King access) 31 (Bethel subversion:) And there will be

arms that will stand up (at Bethel; Dan11:41; Luke21:20), proceeding from him (8th King planners);  and they  (collusion) will actually

profane the sanctuary, the fortress, and remove the constant [feature]. (3rd UN placement 1990:) “And they (team effort) will

certainly put in place the disgusting thing that is causing desolation. (3rd UN placement, 1990; UN NGO, 1991, at Bethel; Matt24:15;

Dan8:13 “transgression causing desolation”); 

Required success of the whole King North progression as one process:

(Daniel 11:36) “And the king will actually do according to his own will, and he will exalt himself and magnify himself above

every god; and against the God of gods he will speak marvelous things. And he will certainly prove successful until [the]

denunciation will have come to a finish; because the thing decided upon must be done.

The fall of that nation-state “King South” from a “pushing” with globalist King North progressive system power:

(Daniel 11:40-45) “And in the time of [the] end the king of the south will engage with him in a pushing (the nationalism “south”

versus globalism “north” actual dynamic of world power), and against him the king of the north will storm with chariots and with

horsemen and with many ships; and he will certainly enter into the lands and flood over and pass through. (at global scale of

globalization in financial and military dimensions progressively accelerated since 1990 3rd UN presentation of Daniel 11:31b) 41 He will also

actually enter into the land of the Decoration (the Bethel apostasy is guided ultimately by infiltration enabled by anointed Christian

defection of Daniel 11:30-32; Dan8:11-13 parallel set-up), and there will be many [people] that will be made to stumble. But these are

the ones that will escape out of his hand, Edom and Moab and the main part of the sons of Ammon. (Final cycle events yet to

occur as Daniel 11:41 climaxes in Bethel downfall:) 42 And he will keep thrusting out his hand against the lands; and as regards the

land of Egypt, she will not prove to be an escapee. 43 And he will actually rule over the hidden treasures of the gold and the

silver and over all the desirable things of Egypt. And the Libyans and the Ethiopians will be at his steps. (the world government

ascension parallel of the final cycle completion and main objective:) 44 “But there will be reports that will disturb him, out of the



sunrising and out of the north, and he will certainly go forth in a great rage in order to annihilate and to devote many to

destruction. 45 And he will plant his palatial tents between [the] grand sea and the holy mountain of Decoration; (world

government; 4th UN presentation) and he will have to come all the way to his end, and there will be no helper for him.

Daniel 8 is an alternative parallel prophecy with the same 3rd to 4th United Nations presentation sequence as that in Daniel 11:31b to Daniel 11:45:

(Daniel 8:23-25) “And in the final part of their kingdom, as the transgressors act to a completion, there will stand up a king

fierce in countenance and understanding ambiguous sayings. (3rd UN presentation parallel) 24 And his power must become

mighty, but not by his own power. And in a wonderful way he will cause ruin, and he will certainly prove successful and do

effectively. And he will actually bring mighty ones to ruin, also the people made up of [the] holy ones. 25 And according to

his insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand. And in his heart he will put on great airs, and during

a freedom from care he will bring many to ruin. And against the Prince of princes he will stand up (world government; 4th UN

presentation), but it will be without hand that he will be broken.

Thus the Revelation 13 climax of a final development in national history of earth gives details of the “image” formation of the 8th King of Revelation

17, and the final Revelation 13:15-18 features of that parallel of world government at Revelation 17:11-18. The global “sword-stroke” principle in

Revelation 13, also clearly seen in global principles of this cyclic global war development, provides the parallel of the final “abyss plunge” of

Revelation 17. The final emergence of global government is logically parallel with the positivity of the national system revival in the “healing” of

Revelation13.

Thus Revelation 13’s foundational historic record of the key national developments to pass on this rival development since the days of Nimrod to

the final world government sovereign-convergence and climax form of global-sovereign rivalry is provided throughout the Bible—thus the

continuum is backed by national histories of the real world development. That development was a continuum to manifest in modern times as

marked by an also revived Christian ministry (1914) exposing the whole development as prophecy and history as one development leading to

Armageddon and Christ’s “second coming”. What became known as Jehovah’s witnesses, a ministerial vehicle of claimant anointed Christians of that

time, was providing the first structural explanation of prophecy and modern national histories that became notable when the League of Nations also

emerged as a unique global government international forum.

Of course that once expositionary ministry is now an apostate subversion concealing the final leg of this process. But at that time and even now in its

remnants prior to the Bethel apostasy, Jehovah’s witnesses were unique in bringing the Bible to modern times and clearly identifying globally that

this national progression of the core “seven world powers” and now this world government “image” was marking the final stage of this sovereign

development, and that was well marked in 1914-1919 not just by prophecy as some like to doubt and discredit, but also by far more visible global

developments of a first world war leading to a first world government “image” presentation with its “grandiose words” of being global rulers

necessary to preserve world peace and human existence. Thus the events of the 7th world power also manifesting as the main background elite

system backer of this “world government” in the making, in its global “image”, to conveniently pop up after WW1 was resolved, is of course far

more significant than is commonly ignored and whisked away by human ignorance or denial of the reality it is actually forming: the arrival of Christ

to terminate this rival system in its “8th King” climax.

But in any event the 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 of the final rival sovereign systems in this continuum all ultimately are to display the same features as their

Egyptian example: downfall. And though those downfalls of those 7 national powers do not result in “the end”, they are a notable gauge that tells us

the 7th national power Anglo-American alliance system, now underpinning the whole global national system, must also “fall”. The 8th King is what

rises on that fall. And the 8th King is what stands, and provides great world power of recovery and “peace and security”, but in its empowerment is

also Satan’s final empowerment (Eze38:7). That whole is what is terminated by God and Christ for their own sovereignty to manifest in the

Messianic Kingdom actual final “world government” and “new universal order”, it transcends the human ideas, to the Satanic realm that must also

be cleared out of Satan and the demons, the ultimate source of human evils. (Isa24:21-22)

Thus we are at a well explained outline of history, prophecy and intent of world government already made known by Jehovah’s witnesses, but that is

merely temporarily derailed for now at the most explanatory period of this development since 1990 opened the global gateway of true total

globalization well in progress. Thus rather than explain to people the meanings in the many globalization centered events of the past 20 years, when

it can be clearly tied to principles in prophecy concerning this global “gathering”, which globalization is the nucleus of forces actually accomplishing

this, Jehovah’s witnesses carry a Bethel promoted derailed and dated message, and instead promote UN ideas, organizations, endorsements and

partnerships as marked by that UN NGO travesty—it is merely laced into the modern Jehovah’s witnesses’ ministry while distracted Jehovah’s

witnesses are “gradually” lulled into the trap with a now stalled ministerial exposition.

Thus the events of the coming final “sword-stroke” phase will eventually also open up the context of the judgment of the visible Bethel center of a

once anointed Christian ministry to provide developments to remove those “throwing truth to the earth”, now right inside compromised Bethel. The

purpose is to explain this final 20 years of UN and globalization developments that are leading not to “the end”, but to the full fulfillment of the

prophecy that has been tracking this development the whole time. That explanation forms as the supporting sovereign theme of the “little scroll”

final warning. It is to come from the tragedy to befall the Jehovah’s witnesses’ organization, as guaranteed in the self-same prophecy that must fulfill

fully for the final recovered ministerial members as repentant anointed Christians and scattered Jehovah’s witnesses must again be deployed, but

with a global apology, an accurate message and a far larger salvation guarantee in that final warning sequence that must arrive as surely as will

Christ’s arrival, but well before that final milestone, to prepare people for that truly earthshaking event.

In reality the Bethel apostasy of Jehovah’s witnesses is a required development in the final fulfillment cycle. It is the signal truly awake anointed and



Christians are perceiving now that very gradually, but surely, Jehovah’s witnesses now carry a ” good news something beyond what you accepted”

produced by Bethel legalism, man worship and outright apostasy.

(Galatians 1:6-9) I marvel that you are being so quickly removed from the One who called you with Christ’s undeserved

kindness over to another sort of good news. 7 But it is not another; only there are certain ones who are causing you trouble

and wanting to pervert the good news about the Christ. 8 However, even if we or an angel out of heaven were to declare to

you as good news something beyond what we declared to you as good news, let him be accursed. 9 As we have said above, I

also now say again, Whoever it is that is declaring to you as good news something beyond what you accepted, let him be

accursed.

The whole Jehovah’s witnesses’ faith has been transformed into a totally different religion now:

(2 Corinthians 11:4) 4 For, as it is, if someone comes and preaches a Jesus other than the one we preached, or you receive a

spirit other than what you received, or good news other than what you accepted, you easily put up [with him].

And such is true in Jehovah’s witnesses, they now revere and serve men, illegal bodies and synods, and a neo-Papal corporate based legalism as the

main threatening distractions, wielding “Gehenna” over Jehovah’s witnesses’ heads to command obedience to what is now a profaned secular

corporate structure retrofitted under misapplied scriptural precedent, not present in reality, to hi-jack the once enlightening and accurate

Jehovah’s witnesses’ tracking of global world power because it converges into the arrival of Christ in marked global manner. Thus it is little wonder

why the enemy system formed a the divinely permitted (2Thess2:11-12) anointed Christian defection at Bethel (Dan8:12, Dan11:32a) that opened

the way for a full infiltration of the Jehovah’s witnesses’ leadership and ministry. (Dan11:30b-31a,41; 2Thess2:1-4,9; Zech3:1-3) to now conceal the

final stages of world development and prophecy as marked by the concealed 3rd United Nations presentation in “New World Order” mode in 1990,

in lieu of the UN NGO partnership instead as a Jehovah’s witnesses’ vehicle for UN “New World Order” co-promotions.

And yet the framework of the prophetic good news is still present “But it is not another [good news]”, it is the purpose of the Governing Body tenure

to instead gradually introduce lawless distraction, illegal partnership, and the final apostasy so as to divert, subvert and derail the former spiritual

progress of Jehovah’s witnesses, as modern prophetic developments are also fully ignored in lieu of a stagnated snapshot of a Jehovah’s witnesses’

past. Thus the ” certain ones who are causing you trouble and wanting to pervert the good news about the Christ” are what is to be removed to

reconnect this final developmental stage of world power to the former developmental state of world power from 1914 to 1950.

And now the Bethel apostasy is already final cycle prophecy fulfilling for those awake to see, it leads to the temple judgment, also key prophecy of

the future. And thus the events to come on the Jehovah’s witnesses’ profaned and transgressing organization, will form the high profile

developments that mark that temple judgment prophecy as it starts, in earnest, the final cycle of all the prophecy and the final culmination process

of 8th King world government and what it implies. Thus this final stretch of “good news”, that Bethel helps conceal temporarily, will also come forth

to complete the story and for it to be told in the “second witness” final open salvation offer and Messianic Kingdom completion proclamation of

anointed Christians and all coming to see what all this really means over these few final years of this marked final cycle.

(Romans 16:25-27) 25 Now to him who can make you firm in accord with the good news I declare and the preaching of Jesus

Christ, according to the revelation of the sacred secret which has been kept in silence for long-lasting times 26 but has now

been made manifest and has been made known through the prophetic scriptures among all the nations in accord with the

command of the everlasting God to promote obedience by faith; 27 to God, wise alone, be the glory through Jesus Christ

forever. Amen.

(Revelation 1:4-5) May you have undeserved kindness and peace from “The One who is and who was and who is coming,” and

from the seven spirits that are before his throne, 5 and from Jesus Christ, “the Faithful Witness,” “The firstborn from the

dead,” and “The Ruler of the kings of the earth.”

(Acts 17:30-31) True, God has overlooked the times of such ignorance, yet now he is telling mankind that they should all

everywhere repent. 31 Because he has set a day in which he purposes to judge the inhabited earth in righteousness by a man

whom he has appointed, and he has furnished a guarantee to all men in that he has resurrected him from the dead.”

(John 3:16-18) “For God loved the world so much that he gave his only-begotten Son, in order that everyone exercising faith

in him might not be destroyed but have everlasting life. 17 For God sent forth his Son into the world, not for him to judge

the world, but for the world to be saved through him. 18 He that exercises faith in him is not to be judged. He that does not

exercise faith has been judged already, because he has not exercised faith in the name of the only-begotten Son of God.
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